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K ABSTRACT

Measurements were made of the spin-lattice nuclear relaxation

time of 0.07% solutions of polarized helium-3 in liwuid helium-4 at

4 K by use of an rf-biased SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference

Device) magnetometer in magnetic fields ranging between 30 microGauss

and 3 milliGauss. After the effect of magnetic-gradient-indu:ed relaxa-

tion was subtracted by extrapolation to large magnetic fields, it was

found that the relaxation time was 40 hours in a 1 cm-diameter Pyrex

cell. When the sample cell was prefilled with an amount of hydrogen

estimated to be equivalent to uniform wall coating of 30 molecular!

layers thickness, the extrapolated relaxation time increased to 5 days.

It is estimated that this result was dominated by intrinsic relaxation

due to helium-3 dipole-dipole interactions in the bulk of the sample.

As a potential application, the performance of a proposed cryo-

genic nuclear gyroscope utilizing a helium-4 - polarized helium-3 gas

mixture with SQUID magnetometer readout in zero magnetic field is theor-

etically analyzed. The possibility of using a modified version of this

device based on a polarized helium-3 - superfluid helium-4 mixture

for the purpose of an experimental search for an electric-dipole

moment in the helium-3 nucleus is also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND OUTLINE

1.1 Introduction

The nucleus of the He3 atom has intrinsic spin angular momentum

of -i. Thus, by the Wigner-Eckart theorem, the He3 nucleus can possess

no electromagnetic multipole moments higher than a dipole. Since the

nuclear magnetic dipole moment is represented by a vector operator, V,

the Wigner-Eckart theorem also specifies that <W> = yh<I> where Ih is

the nuclear angular momentum operator. The gyromagnetic ratio y has

been experimentally determined to be -2.038 x 104 rad sec G for

3
He . A similar relation could be written for the electric dipole moment

but for reasons that will be discussed shortly, ve is either

extremely small or zero and can be ignored for the moment. Hence, at

low energies, the only significant interaction between <I> and external

electromagnetic fields is through the magnetic dipole moment.

If we now consider a collection of a large number of He3 atoms in

the form of a classical gas or liquid where the nuclear polarization

is such that the components of the total nuclear-spin angular momentum

are much larger than h, then the magnetization, M, of the sample can be

treated as a classical variable. Secondly, if the interactions exper-

ienced by the individual nuclei are of only two types, 1) that of a

dipole in a uniform constant field B° = B 0 , and 2) random fluctuat-

ing interactions which are modulated by thermally-driven atomic motion

and which have only a weak effect during the time interval characteristic

I
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of these fluctuations, then Bloch's equations describe the motion of M:1

dMz /dt = _ ( z  %Io )/T "

dMy/dt = y(M x B y M /T2

In these expressions, M = M k is the equilibrium magnetization, T1 and

T2 are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times respectively,

and it is necessary to assume that w 2 >> 1, where w°  YB is the

Larmor precession frequency.

The most notable aspect of this result is that the effects of the

random fluctuating interactions are manifested only through the exponen-

tial-decay time constants T1 and T, provided that the "motional narrowing"

condition expressed in 2) above holds. These fluctuating interactions

can arise from a number of sources: He -ie3 dipole-dipole interacticrns,

He 3-foreign spin (electronic or nuclear) dipole-dipole or scalar inter

actions, and motion through macroscopic magnietic-field gradients.

This being the case, we now ask the question of what happens if

B = 0. If we assume that the macroscopic magnetic field is identically

zero over the sample volume and the microscopic relaxation mechanisms

are isotropic, the answer is clear: Having removed the anisotropy

introduced by B and having assumed that no other anisotropy exists,

the relaxation rate (the reciprocal of the relaxation time) must iow be

a scalar and Bloch's equations are simply

dM/dt = - M/TR

Thus M/IMj is a constant of the motion and M11 decays exponantially with

a time constant TR. The system would then behave as a nuclear gyroscope.

!2



There are, of course, considerable technical problems in actually

achieving zero magnetic field over the sample volume. One must devise

a stable shielding technique to eliminate ambient magnetic fields, find

suitable materials that are devoid of ferromagnetic contamination, and

consider the question of the macroscopic B-field generated by the

sample magnetization itself. With discovery of flux quantization in

superconductivity, 23however, it was pointed out by Fairbank and

Hamilton 4that the problem of a stable shield that completely excluded

magnetic flux was theoretically solvable. Using this concept they

proposed that not only could a fie3 nuclear gyroscope be built (which

we shall call the He 3zero-field nuclear gyroscope, He 3ZFNG), but that

with the addition of an electric field, such a device could be used to

search for the He 3 nuclear electric dipole moment as well.

This proposal constituted the motivation for this thesis. In the

following section of this chapter we will briefly review the reason for

scientific interest in the electric dipole moments (EDM) of elementary

particles and how it is possible to look for an 13DM of the Hie 3nucleus

using neutral atoms. The succeeding sections will then deal with the

key elements of the ZFNG and how they might be implemented with current

technology and with the goals and scope of this present work.

1.2 Electric Dipole Moments

It is well known that a quantum system that is in an eigenstate

of its total angular momentum cannot have an electric dipole moment

unless parity is violated. This is particularly obvious if one uses

the Wigner-Eckart theorem to express the expectation value of the

* '4 _ _ _ __3



electric-dipole moment operator: <pe > =¥eh< l> . The "gyroelectric

ratio", y e is clearly a pseudoscalar which can be nonzero only if

parity is not conserved.

On the other hand, it was pointed out by Landau that the violation

of parity in weak interactions does not guarantee that electric dipole

moments would exist. 5 He observed that if charge conjugation were vio-

lated in such a way that CP were still valid then there would still be

no electric dipoles. Thus, the CPT theorem implies that time reversal

would have to be violated as well if electric dipole moments were to

exist.

The connection between time reversal invariance and clectric

dipoles can be made more directly apparent by means of a simple argu-

ment. 6  If a particle has an electric dipole moment and is subjected

to an electric field E, there will be a term in the Hamiltonian of

the form - Pe o E. The energy shift intrnduccd by such a te-rm would

-* 
14- - -4.

then be - yeh<I> - E. Now under a time reversal <I> - <I>, E - E,

and this term would change sign. In comparison, the energy of a mag-

netic dipole in a magnetic field will zo:. change sign under time reversal

since the direction of the currents that generate the magnetic field

will also change.

Thus, while the original experiment to search for an EDM on neutrons

that was done by Smith, Purcell and Ramsey over 25 years ago was moti-

vated by the hypothesis that parity was not inviolate, continued activity

in EDM experiments has been sustained by interest in time reversal vio-

lation. This has been particularly the case since evidence of CP vio-

lation was reported by Christenson, Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay in the

4
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7
decay of K mesons.

At the present, the upper limit of the EDM of the neutron has

been reported by Dress, et at. as Ille(n)/eI < 3 x 10 cm where e

is the charge of the electron. The limit on the size of the EDM of

the electron stands at virtually the same level as the neutron
9'10

while the limit on the EDM of the proton is several orders of magnitude

larger. 11,12

The basis for the Fairbank and Hamilton proposal to use a ZFNG to

measure the EDM of the He3 nucleus (which could arise from the unpaired

neutron) was an analysis by Schiff on the measurability of nuclear EDMs.

The primary problem, of course, is that the nucleus is charged, and the

application of an external electric field merely polarizes the electron

cloud so that the net electric field seen at the nucleus remains zero.

Schiff discovered, however, that there are small first order effects

which prevent exact cancelation and thus allow a small electric field

to be present at the nucleus. The largest of these effects is due to

the force generated by the interaction of the nuclear magnetic dipole

moment with the magnetic field gradient produced by currents in the

polarized electron cloud. This effect causes the nucleus to be sub-

jected to an electric field approximately 10
-7 times the external field.

13

Although this result is not terribly encouraging in comparison with

free neutrons which can be exposed to an unattenuated electric field,

there is at least one compensatory factor in the Fairbank and Hamilton

proposal. That is, if a dilute mixture of He in liquid He4 is used

(one part in 105 was originally suggested), it might be possible to

achieve nuclear relaxation times on the order of days or longer. Thus

5i



The He3 nuclei could be exposed to the electric field for - 105 sec

instead of the - 10- 2 sec typical of neutrons in the neutron-beam EDM

experiment.

Thus it appears that the ZFNG approach to the He3 nuclear EDM has

sufficient merit to justify more detailed consideration given the impor-

tance of time reversal invariance. It is clear from the outset, however,

that this approach will not be without its problems. As an indication

of the difficulty involved, we note the rate of angular precession that

would be obtained in an applied field of l05 V/cm would be - l0- 11 rad
-1 1024

sec if ipe /eI = 10 cm. This is equivalent to the effect of a mag-

netic field of less than 10- 15 G!

31.3 Essential Elements of the He ZFNG

From our rough description of the fie3 ZFNG, it is clear that there

are four essential elements necessary for a useful device: 1) polarized

le3, 2) a shielded region that has zero magnetic field, 3) a means of

3
measuring the orientation of the magnetization of the polarized lie

and 4) a usefully long relaxation time. In this section we will briefly

discuss the best techniques and devices that are currently available

for the realization of these requirements. As this is only an intro-

ductory discussion, however, no attempt will be made at this point to

evaluate how well a ZFNG would perform with these techniques.

1.3.1 PoZarization of the He
3

Since we are contemplating the use of dilute He 3-liquid He4 mixture,

it is necessary that the He3 be substantially polarized. While signifi-

cant "brute force" polarization could be achievel with currently available

6



superconducting magnets and dilution refrigerators (it is assumed that

the He3 is sufficiently dilute that Fermi degeneracy is not a factor),

in situ application of this technique would be difficult at best. For

one thing, polarization times would be very long (by design!), and for

another, the use of large magnetic fields is basically incompatible

with the zero-field requirement. This does not preclude, however, the

possibility of polarizing the He 3in one place and then piping into

the zero-field region.

Fortunately, Colegrove, Schearer, and Walters developed an easier

solution. They discovered a fairly simple optical pumping process which

readily yields a nuclear polarization of 10-20% in He 3gas in the vicin-

14
ity of 1 Torr pressure at room temperature. We will not discuss the

nature of this process here, 15but a description of the technique and

apparatus involved will be found in Chapter 2.

It should be pointed out that the most serious limitation of this

process is that it is restricted to low Hie 3densities. In order to

achieve useful densities for some applications it is necessary to use

mechanical compression or low temperatures after polarization. Since

the He 3ZFNG is intended to be a Low temperature device anyway, this

does not present a serious problem: The fie3 can be optically pumped

4
at room temperature, mixed with He , and the mixture condensed into

the zero-field region via a glass capillary.

1.3.2 Zero Magnetic Field

We have already noted the advantage of using a superconductor as

a magnetic shield. Some technique must be developed, however, for cool-

ing the shield in such a way as to "degauss" the shield, i.e. to minimize

7



or prevent trapped flux. Although it might be thought that the

Meissner effect would tend to expel the magnetic flux when the shield

is cooled through its transition, it is usually found in actual practice

that the shield tends to trap the ambient field. This is because even

a type I superconductor rarely exhibits strong Meissner effect unless

it is a single crystal having low impurity and dislocation densities.

Superconducting shields have been made and degaussed by a variety

of techniques, but probably the best and most useful for ultralow field

applications is the one refined by Cabrera 117making use of an expan-

sion technique. This technique makes use of cylindrical lead foil

shields which are closed at the bottom. The virtue of a foil shield is

that it can be pleated and folded flat prior to cooling and then opened

to its full diameter after cooling. It is then possible to cool a new

folded shield inside of a previously established shield. The old shield

is then torn away prior to expanding the new one. This cascading process

can be continued until a satisfactory shield is obtained. Cabrera has

obtained 4"1 diameter shields with fields below 10 -8 over 20"1 along

their axes using this technique. 1,7As a point of reference, we notc

that a field of 10 -8G would yield a precessional period of over 8 h in

3
He

In the original Fairbank and HamiltonI scheme, a cylindrical shield

of the sort that Cabrera has developed would constitute an outer sihield

inside of which a spherical superconducting shield that was concentric

with the He 3sample cell would be cooled. It was this inncr spherical

shield that was specified to have zero trapped flux. The practicality

of such a shield has yet to be demonstrated.

4I
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In this regard a valid question may be asked: Is it in fact nec-

essary to achieve the zero-flux state? It would seem possible to cancel

out the uniform field component (i.e., the average field) over the sample

volume. Provided then that the residual gradient were small enough such

that the motional narrowing condition held, that is, that the diffusion

time through the sample would be short compared to the differential

Larmor period, it would seem that the effect of the gradient would be

averaged out.

As far as it goes, this conjecture is correct. Unfortunately, the

anisotropy introduced by the residual gradient makes the relaxation rate

also anisotropic. Thus, the direction of M is still in general not a

constant of the motion even though the average magnetic field is zero.

This issue will be examined in detail in Chapters 3 and 5.

Even though the trapped flux is zero, however, it is obvious that

there are other possible sources of magnetic fields that can affect the

motion of the sample magnetization. One such possibility is the rema-

nent magnetization due to ferromagnetic contaminants. Cabrera has mea-

sured the remanent magnetization of a wide variety of materials in a low-

field environment at 4.2 K,17,18 and has found several materials that

appear to have promise in ultralow-field applications. For example,

samples of fused silica, AL 300 alumina ceramic, and Corning Macor

(machinable glass-ceramic) were found to not have any detectable dipole

moments ( 10-8 G cm3 for the ceramics, < 10- 9 G cm3 for the quartz).
17

In general, clean insulators are preferable to clean normal metals since

the latter can produce thermoelectric currents in the presence of thermal

gradients. 17
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There are two remaining sources of magnetic field that are intrin-

sic to the ZFNG technique under discussion. One is the magnetic field

produced by a superconductor when it is subject to rotations, that is,

19
the London moment. This phenomenon, however, is not a significant

problem for two reasons: the effect i.; small and it is quite predict-

able. We will show in Chapter 5 that the uncorrected London moment

will cause a relative error of 10- 3 in the readout of an angular

displacement.

The other source of magnetic field that is intrinsic to the ZFNG

is the field produced by the sample magnetization itself. This prob-

lem must be resolved by maintaining proper symmetry. For instance,

it is clear without any detailed consideration that if the sample cell

and the superconducting shield (which is perfectly diamagnetic) are

both spherical and concentric, then the average macroscopic flux den-

sity (i.e., the magnetic induction, B) must always be collincar ,,it!- M

and therefore cannot cause any torque on the magnetization. The issue

of whether sufficient symmetry can be achieved in actual practice ,ill

also be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

1.3.3 VFNG Readout

The most likely candidate for readout is the SQUID (Superconduct-

ing Quantum Interference Device) magnetometer. Such a device can be

flux-coupled to the sample volume by means of a persistent superconduct-

ing loop consisting of two coils connected in series. One coil is

inductively coupled to the SQUID and the other to the sample volume.

This type of system has a number of advantages to commend it: 1) close

coupling, 2) vector field response, 7 . -., the output is proportional

10
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to the component of the magnetic field normal to the plane of the sens-

ing coil, 3) it is a low temperature device compatible with other

aspects of the proposed ZFNG, and 4) excellent energy sensitivity.

With regard to sensitivity, for example, a commercially available

rf-biased SQUID has a typical energy sensitivity of 5 x 10-2 J/Hz

for frequencies above 0.1 Hz. 20This corresponds to a magnetic field

sensitivity of - 4 x10 10 G llz4_ when referred to a 1 cm diameter

sensing coil.

We will not discuss here the theory of operation of the rf SQUID 
21'2 2

or the improved dc SQUID. 23It should be pointed out however, that the

basic response of the SQUID is a periodic function of applied flux where

the period-7ity is associated with the quantum of flux o 2.07 x107

2
G cm . In general, the output of the SQUID is "linearized" by applying

an af sweep with an amplitude of to the SQUID. The output of the

SQUID is then synchronously detected, filtered, and the resulting low-

frequency signal is fed back to the SQUID causing the system to lock

onto a single flux quantum. 222 This feedback signal is then linearly

related to the input magnetic flux (as long as the system remains locked

and the loop gain is much larger than unity) and serves as the output

signal.

In application to the He 3ZFNG the feedback signal is coupled

directly into the input coupling circuit rather than into the SQUID

(see Fig. 2.6 in Chapter 2). This guarantees that the current in the

superconducting coupling circuit remains constant to within a small

error specified by the loop gain and the magnetometer noise. Thus if

the current in the coupling circuit is initially nulled, it will remain

11o



that way except for this error. Since the sensing coil is closely

coupled to the sample, it is clear that finite loop gain and magnetometer

3
noise and drift will have an effect on the fie ZFNG. These factors as

well as the angular resolution that might be expected from the SQUID

readout system are also discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

1.3.4 Long Nuclear Relaxation Time

The last element necessary for a useful ZFNG is the requirement

of sufficiently long relaxation times in the zero-field condition.

Just how long is sufficient depends, of course, on the particular

application. In the case of the Hie 3nuclear EDM experiment, it will

be seen that it is probably necessary to achieve relaxation times on

the order of several days or longer (i.e., 2 x 10 5sec) if this

approach is to be competitive with the neutron beam technique.

As we have already noted, Fairbank and Hamilton proposed using

dilute Hie 3-liquid Ilie 4mixtures in order to obtain relaxation times of

this magnitude. The logic of this proposal is clear. The intrinsic

longitudinal relaxation time of pure liquid lie 3 lies in the range 300-

24
500 sec. (By the term "intrinsic relaxation" we mean relaxation due

to Hie dipole-dipole interactions in the bulk of the sample. For this

mechanism, T I = T 2 in liquids and gases subjected to low magnetic

fields. I) Since it is well known that the intrinsic relaxation of a

monatomic species is inversely proportional to the spin density, 1how-

3 -3
ever , it is clear that a Hie density =10 X liquid density should be

used. This is on the order of gas density under STP conditions. Al-

though He 3gas could be acceptable for gyro applications it certainly

is not for the EPM experiment: Hie gas would elictrically break down

12



at electric field levels much less than the 10 V/cm that is feasible

for liquid He. Hence there is no alternative but to use He -_liquid He4

mixtures.

The necessity of using dilute He 3-liquid He 4mixtures in order to

obtain the requisite relaxation times is clear. Because there are other

3
potential relaxation mechanisms, however, a low Hle density is not suf-

ficient to guarantee long relaxation times. In particular, there are

at least two additional relaxation mechanisms that can be important under

the proposed experimental conditions: relaxation due to motion through

magnetic field gradients and wall-induced relaxation.

Nuclear relaxation due to magnetic field gradients can be very

effective when the average field is reduced to zero. Since this mechanism

is well understood, it is more of a technical problem (although a diffi-

cult one if the diffusion coefficient is small) than a scientific problem.

This relaxation mechanism will be thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 3.

Wall-induced relaxation is an inherently more complex problem to

deal with, and while some research has been done on the subject in recent

years, there is still quite a bit to be learned. It was found in early'

He 3NMvR experiments that some wall materials (especially metallic sur-

faces) can be very effective in relaxing Ho at low temperatures. 25It

was also found, however, that when Pyrex or quartz cells were used, the

spin-lattice relaxation time of liquid Hie3 was not much shorter than the

theoretically expected intrinsic value thus indicating that these surfaces

are only weakly relaying. 2,7SubseqJuent work obtained good agreement

between tiory and experiment when the Pyrex cell was carefully plasma

cleaned and d more sophisticated theoretical result was used. 
24
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Unfortunately, no relaxation time measurements have been made on

very dilute (< 0.1%) ie3 -liquid He4 mixtures in Pyrex or quartz cells.

Measurements have been made at moderate dilutions by Romer 2 6 (T1 = 90 min

for 3.5% He3 , and T, = 120 min for 1.7% [e3 , both at 1.25 K) and llorvitz 24

(,00 < T < 700 sec for 33% He3 in a plasma-cleaned cell for temperatures

ranging between 1.2 and 1.8 K), but these data are insufficient to allow

extrapolation to lower lie3 densities. The primary problem is that the

relative contribution of He 3-lie 3 interactions on the wall and the le 3 -

foreign spin interactions is not known. The former contribution snould

depend on the He3 concentration while the latter should not.

Thus it needs to be demonstrated whether or not relaxation times

on the order of days can be obtained in dilute He 3-liquid He4 mixtures.

Pesults of T measurements made on - 0.1% lie -1iquid [le mixtures in

low magnetic fields at 4.2 K will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Although tie3 gas cannot be used in the presence of the larger

electric fields necessary for an EDM experiment, it still remain- a can-

Jidate for gyro applications. In fact, the rapid diffuso-; associatcd

with the gas phase is quite advantageous since relaxati,'ii due to residia

field gradients would be considerably reduced. For this reason, we will

briefly review results of T measurements on tie" gs. in gIass cells at

Iew temperatures. This subject will also be discussed in greater detail

in Chapter 4.

Fitzsimmons, Tankersley, and Waiters have shown that it is possible

to obtain a relaxation time of 9 x 105 sec (- 9 days) at a tcmperature

of 373 K provided that a glass of low permeability to helium is used

for the sample cell. 28 As the temperature is lexered below 100 K,

14



$ however, the fraction of the time that a given atom spends adsorbed

on the surface becomes progressively longer. Because of the longer

correlation times and the greater density of spins associated with

the adsorbed phase and the wall surface, the relaxation time for an

adsorbed atom is much shorter than in the bulk. Thus the relaxation

time for He 3gas at low temperatures can become very short.283

When the temperature becomes sufficiently low and the gas density

sufficiently high that the wall becomes effectively saturated (i.e.,

the adsorption isotherm varies only slowly with gas density) the prob-

ability that a given atom is in the adsorbed phase varies inversely

with the ga2, density. In that case, the relaxation time varies approxi-

mately linearly with the density until the intrinsic relaxation in the

bulk becomes doiat 1Above that density the relaxation time varies

inversely with density until liquid density is approached. It is clear,

then, that for a given cell size and material there is an optimal lie '

density that yields the maximum relaxation time. Chapman and Richards

have found that in a 1 cm diameter, plasma-cleaned, Pyrex cell the

optimal density at 4.2 K is -10- g cm- (equivalent to 75 atm STP)

and that the relaxation time under these conditions is - x 10 3sec

(80 min). 
3 1

3Although the prospects for He gas at low temperature do not seem

very bright on the basis of this kind of result, the situation is im-

proved markedly by the discovery of Barb6, Lalo6i, and Brossel that cer-

tain frozen-gas wall coatings could be very effective in reducing wall-

induced relaxation of low-density lie 3over various temperature ranges. 3

For example, they found that a wall coating of solid If 2 at 4.2 K would

15



Y ,Ad a relaxation time of 60 + 10 h in a sealed 3 cm-diameter cell

that had been filled with 0.5 Torr He at room temperature. In the

S:ire Pyrex cell the relaxation time was less thn I sec and estimated

-22
to, be - 10- sec. The solid H2 wall coating gave good relaxation

t'mes between 2 and 6.5 K. Other wall coating materials such as U ,,

\, Ar, Kr, and Xe also proved to be effective over higher temperature

ranges, but only 112 was effective at 4 K.

These measurements were made at densities that are probably toe

c w to be useful for our purposes. Since the le"3 adsorption on top
53

he solid H2 was probably well below monolayer coverage (this will

Dc discussed in Chapter 4), it is difficuilt to say ihat the relaAation

-ime would be at higher densities. Nonetheless this is an encouraging

:, U-t t.

.1 Outline and Scope of Thesi,

The worR that will be discusse" jr the ti lowing ciiapt.ers wil i!c
;, cerned with achieving two primary .h, t I) I.easu -crer ,) :,

3_
;1,iclear relaxation tines of dilute lie -1i:,JiL He~ mixtures at I.and

anialysis of the expected performance of ihc Hie') i based on cur-

,!,1Iv known technology in light of the roqu. remc-nt-. of the I'c nuci,

In achieving the first objective, it was considered importa;t to

in as much experience as possible in the techniques that were proposcd

,:rer the He3 ZFNG. Thus the relaxation time measurements %,ere made in

t,a a!-gnetic fields ( 3 mG) using a SQUID magnetometer tt, measure the

:;n:.aetization, and the lie 3 was polarized at room temperature uing optical

16
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pumping.

It should be noted that the elucidation of the basic physics

involved in the various relaxation mechanisms, particularly wall-

induced relaxation, was not a primary objective although any data

that might be useful in this regard was certainly welcome. The con-

straints imposed by the primary objective of demonstrating long relax-

ation times and the desire to use low magnetic fields made it dif-

ficult and time consuming to make significant progress on this issue

as well.

In the first part of the thesis, Chapters 2-4, we deal primarily

with the relaxation problem. in Chapter 2, the experimental apparatus

and techniques are described. Chapter 3 reviews the theory of fie 3

nuclear relaxation with particular emphasis placed on the relaxation

arising from diffusion through magnetic field gradients. This subject

is important for both the analysis of our data and the evaluation of

the ZFNG concept. In Chapter 4 the experimental results are presented

and analyzed.

The remaining portion of the thesis deals with the ZFNG and the

Vie 3nuclear EDM experiment. In Chapter 5 the ZFNG is dealt with. A

general analysis is made, but specific numerical estimates are based

It should be noted that an approach similar to ours, but involving
different technology and experimental conditions, has been reported
by Cohen-Tannoudji, et aZ. 34 Using a Rb8 7 magnetometer, they detected
the magnetic field generated by optically-pumped He3 atoms located in
an adjacent cell in ambient fields of 2 1iG and lower. Their experi-
ments were done at room temperature using nested ii-netal shields. This
type of shield is not sufficiently stable for our purposes although
independent field measurement or stabilization nay be possible for less
critical applications.
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en a 3.8 cm-diameter gas gyro. With the possible exception of the

.:)I:-induced relaxation rate, this configuration is found to be super-

,,- to a smaller ie3-liquid fie4 configuration.

The final Chapter deals with the EDM experiment, because the

;t re lts in Chapter 5 are found to be discouragi:,.,,g, the zcro-i(:!,I

:-:cpr is discarded as being inessential anyway. 4e note that it s

'. *netic-field c ,',,; that is crucial to the LI'A',.I imgnt.

: !',,'.he seen that more promising performance estimatc. -,-11 he obt:3. ,cd

considering the magnetization to be freely precessing ac9,viz a nu:,

':orm field, B . The applied electric field must thei, be ii tue e0

.t ion as 3 . in order to obtain the rapid diffusan n&'%w7 ,0

gradient-induced relaxation and still have thc t ] t.j

*eric Fi elds, c ropose usi r, c -s):p o ,

>K'', t ;p,, of < 0.9 K.

18
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

As was noted in Chapter 1, the basic experimental approach was

to build a crude prototype of the He 3 ZFNG in order to do relaxation

measurements and to experimentally determine the difficulties involved

in some of the practical aspects of the device. This concept can be

seen in the schematic depiction of the lower portion of the experimental

cryostat probe shown in Fig. 2.1. In actual execution the experimental

apparatus in some regards fell short of our expectations. Nevertheless,

we were able to extract a reasonable amount of information despite the

fact that the prototype could not function as a gyro in any real sense.

In the first part of this chapter, we will describe the apparatus

used in our experiments and some of the ancillary procedures. In the

second part, those considerations and procedures that were more directly

relevant to the relaxation measurements will be reviewed and examples

of the raw data shown.

2. 1 Apparatus and Ancillary Procedures

2.1.1 Dewar and Magnetic Shields

Our experiments were performed in a non-magnetic Cryogenic Asso-

ciates dewar having a liquid helium well of 8 in diam x 6% ft length.

(See Fig. 2.2.) The dewar had been modified by cutting it open and

replacing the aluminum-foil vapor-cooled radiation shields with one
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1/16 in thick vapor-cooled shield and a liquid nitrogen jacket. This

modification was deemed necessary in order to reduce the liquid helium

consumption rate. Helium consumption became an important consideration

since it was time consuming and expensive to establish a degaussed

superconducting shield. It was therefore advantageous to keep the

shield cold continuously until it was no longer needed. The unmodified
-1

dewar consumed - 0.25 kh . After modification, this figure dropped

to 0.09 Xh-1 but later deteriorated to 0.14 Zh-1 and stabilized at that

level. The reason for this deterioration has not been determined.

Because of its length, the dewar was mounted in a pit by suspending

it from its top-plate flange in a sturdy tripod arrangement. This left

sufficient head room for the experimental apparatus to be hoisted n and

out of the dewar.

The inside of the dewar was lined with a degaussed superconducting

shield made of 0.0025 in thick lead foil having a length of 56 in prior

to installation. The degaussing and installation procedures were out-

lined in Chapter 1 and will not be discussed further since they are

17
described in detail in Cabrera's thesis. Details concerning the con-

struction and performance of the actual shield utilized in our experi-

me-+- will also be found there. Some aspects of the shield, however,

had a sufficiently important impact on our experiment to warrant a

short discussion here.

The 8 in shield was degaussed, installed and checked while the

dewar was located in two nested P-metal shields in Cabrera's laboratory.

While located there, the measured magnetic field on the axis of the

shield was < 0.1 PG at points 60, 80 and 100 cm below the top of the
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shield. The dewar and shield were then transported to the author's

laboratory for actual use. Because it was feared that the top edge

of the open shield could not tolerate exposure to the earth's magnetic

field (- 0.6 G), a p.-metal collar was installed around the dewar in

the vicinity of the top of the shield prior to transportation. This

collar then became an integral part of a 1/16 in thick single-layer

ji-metal shield which housed the dewar in its permanent location.

After relocation, the internal magnetic field was once again

measured, and it was discovered that although the field on the shield

axis was still < 0.1 viG in the region of 60-70 cm from the top, the

field became progressively higher as one proceeded below this region.

At the lowest point that could be measured with the magnetometer (100 cm

from the top of the shield, -34 cm from the bottom) the magnitude of

the field was - 5 jiG.

There are two possible reasons for this unfortunate turn of events.

Flux penetration occurred during exposure of the lower portion of the

shield to the earth's field because of the deeply convoluted folds near

the bottom of the shield, 17and/or the internal field inside the author's

single jp-metal shield generated larger fringing fields through small

tears in the superconducting shield thsan the field in Cabrera's double

iji-metal shield. This lat~ter possibility was not even suspected until

a post-mortem examination revealed the presence of a number of small

tears caused by the process of expanding the shield from its folded

state.

The ratio of the internal fields 100 cm below the top of the super-

conducting shield before and after transportation was on the order of
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50 to I whereas the field measured in the author's ,;-metal shield

was 2.5 mG as compared to 0.25 mG in Cabrera's shield, yielding a

ratio of only 10 to 1. It may still be possible, though, that the

fringing mechanism was solely responsible for what was observed

because of a non-linear effect arising from the additional magnetic

loading of the l-metal shield by the presence of a large perfect

diamagnet--the superconducting shield. A single li-metal shield is

near saturation in the earth's magnetic field but the inner shield

of a nested set is not. Thus it could be possible that the leakage

field inside the superconducting shield would not scale linearly with

the fields measured in the emptZ p-metal shields.

If it were possible to locate the sample cell in the minimum

field region (60-70 cm from the top), this situation would not have

been particularly troublesome. Unfortunately, however, the cryostat

probe was designed and constructed with the intention of locating the

sample cell near the bottom of the shield. As a consequence, stainless-

to-copper transitions which occurred in internal tubes in the cryostat

probe were located too high in the probe to allow the sample cell to be

placed in the minimal field position. Attempting to locate the sample

cell in the minimal field region would result in an unacceptable heat

leak and excessive helium consumption. Since it was feared that the

magnetic field would continue to increase below the lowest measured

point, it was decided to position the sample cell at the 100 cm point

where the helium consumption was acceptable. Almost all of our data

were taken at t~iis position.

It was necessary therefore to locate the sample cell in an ambient

24
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field of a few microgauss. Since the direction and homogeneity were

not very well known, most of our data were taken in applied fields

which were at least a factor of ten larger than the ambient field.

The applied field was generated by the Helmholtz coils depicted

schematically in Fig. 2.1. Ambient-field estimation is discussed in

Section 2.2.6.

2.1.2 Optical Pumping Apparatus and Procedure

The physical principles involved in the nuclear polarization of

He3 by optical pumping are amply discussed in the original paper by

Colegrove, Schearer, and Walters (CSW).14 They also discuss a number

of practical aspects such as sample preparation, pumping bulb cleaning,

monitoring the absorption of the resonant 1.083 pm light, circular

polarizer construction, and the advantage of a He
4 (rather than He )

lamp to provide resonant pumping light.

The optical pumping apparatus is depicted schematically in Fig.

2.3. The optical pumping cell and lamp were slightly modified versions

of units that had been designed and built for another application. The

optical pumping system was designed to accomodate two pumping lamps,

one above, and one below, the optical pumping cell. In actual practice,

however, only one was ever used.

The optical pumping cell was a cylindrically shaped Pyrex bulb

having 2 in diam x 6 in external dimensions and an internal volume of

S~300 cm . The weak electrodeless discharge in the optical pumping

cell (necessary to populate the metastable 23 S1 state) was excited by

a power oscillator at a frequency of - 600 kHz.

The pumping lamp consisted of a linear discharge tube (with

25
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reservoir) and a cylindrical mirror, both of the same length as the

pumping cell. The lamp was driven by a radio amateur transmitter

at 13.56 MHz (industrial frequency).

The progress of the optical pumping process was monitored by

use of the absorption monitor shown in Fig. 2.3. This is the same

technique originally used by CSW and relies on the close coupling

between the nuclear polarization of the ground state atoms and the

polarization of the metastable atoms which are responsible for the

absorption of the resonant 1.083 p'm light (2 3S 1 - 2 3P). To relate

the polarization to the light absorption, we used the expression

given by Greenhow, 
3 5

Al/I =P(15 - l0P +4 3P 2 )/(6 + 2P 2

SP/2, if P << 1,

where P = (N+ - N_)/(N+ + N_) is the ground state polarization, I is

the intensity of the light absorbed by the metastable atoms, and Ai

is the change in the absorbed light intensity that occurs when the

polarization is destroyed. In actual practice, we made polarization

measurements by adiabatically reversing th3 magnetic field (- 10 G,

generated by 3 ft diam Helmholtz coils) for a few seconds and then

returning it to its original direction. In this case the change in

light absorption was 2AI when P << 1.

The absorption monitor shown in Fig. 2.3 should be discussed

briefly. Light was sampled by two glass prisms coupled to two glass

fiber optic bundles, one viewing the lamp directly, the other viewing

the lamp through the optical pumping cell. This was done to make the
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optical pumping assembly as compact 9s possible. Light from both of

the fiber optic bundles were then passed through the same interference

filter so that only 1.08 pm light reached the PbS photodetectors.

The lamp rf drive and consequently the lamp intensity were amplitade

modulated by a 500 Hz signal from the reference oscillator of a lock-

in amplifier. Modulation depth was kept small in order to avoid non-

linear effects from the lamp which occur when the rf level drops too

low. The outputs of the photodetector were then coupled into the dif-

ferential inputs of the lock-in preamplifier. By making small adjust-

ments in the light-collecting prisms, the lock-in output can be nulled

and small changes in the absorption can be detected while small changes

in the lamp intensity are rejected.

The total 1.08 Pm absorbed by the metastable atoms in the pumping

cell is on the order of 1-2% depending on the weak discharge level.

Since we v e interested in the value of LJ/l, however, it is not

necessary to accurately know the absorption coefficient and the monitor-

ing system was not intended for that purpose.

It should also be noted that there was a price to be paid for the

compactness of the fiber optic scheme: The overall optical efficiency

of the system was quite low and as a consequence the signal-to-noise

ratio was inferior to the value that would be obtained in a more -on-

ventional system.

In actual use the optical pumping system performed adequately.

When operated in isolation, 10% polarizations were typically obtained.

When it was assembled together with the cryostat probe and operated

in its working position (about IS in above the dewar top), 5% polariza-
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tion that could be achieved. A possible reason for this degradation

in performance was the reduction in magnetic field homogeneity due

to the nearby p-metal shield around the outside of the dewar. It

was discovered, however, that a 5% initial polarization yielded a

condensed sample magnetization that was quite adequate for our purpose

(see Sec. 4.1.1 of Chapter 4). Hence, no further efforts were made

to improve the optical pumping system performance.

2.1.3 Gas Handling and Purification

The gas-handling and purification apparatus consisted of two

major parts. The first part is a gas-handling table. It was origin-

ally designed for the purpose of producing sealed-off He3 optical

pumping cells and thus included vacuum pumps (mechanical and air-cooled

diffusion pump), pressure gauges (oil manometer, thermocouple, and ion-

ization), gas storage bulbs (He 3 , He 4 , H2, etc.), an activated-charcoal

trap t,.at was cooled by liquid nitrogen, and a calibrated leak. The

He4 and H2 were useful for cleaning glass surfaces by means of a hot

rf plasma discharge.

This system was modified by the addition of a stainless steel

flexible hose with O-ring sealed quick-coupler that allowed connection

to the second, remotely located, part of the gas handling system.

The second part of the gas handling and purification system con-

sisted of that portion in proximity to the optical pumping cell. In

an earlier version, this consisted simply of an additional LN2-cooled

charcoal trap, an ionization-gauge tube and 1 cm-bore vacuum stopcocks

for the charcoal trap. This system was all glass and when carefully

cleaned achieved 10-7 Torr. The additional trap served as both an
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additional purifier for the helium and as a sorption pump for other

gases and vapors. In our most recent version of this part of the

apparatus (Fig. 2.4) two changes were made: 1) Viton-sealed stain-

less steel bellows valves and tubing were used, and 2) a He 4superleak

purifier and a 1 liter Hle4 storage volume were added.

The change to stainless steel was motivated primarily by safety

considerations. In particular, the large bore vacuum stopcocks with

vacuum cups for plug retention eventually require excessive amount

of torque as a result of slow extrusion of the vacuum grease, and they

consequently become liable to breakage. In addition, the He 4storage

container would potentially be a hazard if it were made of glass since

it would be subjected to several atmospheres of pressure. The stainless

plumbing and ionization-gauge tube were located outside the large Helm-

holtz coils that provided the magnetic field for the optical pumping in

order to keep ferromagnetic parts away from the optical pumping cell.

Only glass plumbing was used inside these field coils.

The price that had to be paid for the ruggedness c' the stainless

plumbing was a poorer quality vacuum. The base pressure for this system

was 2 x 10- Torr. The stainless could not be plasma cleaned, and with

the presence of Viton seals, could be subjected to only very mild

(1500 C) bakeout temperatures. CSW estimated that a vacuum system

capable of an ultimate pressure well below 10- Torr should be sufficient

3
for optical pumping of He , however, and as we have noted, our optical

pumping system performed adequately.

In order to purify the He 4 needed for our experiments, it was

elected to construct a Vycor superleak purifier. Since we were going
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to be studying dilute He 3-liquid lie4 mixtures, it was obvious that

the purity of the He4 would be of greater importance than that of the

3He3 . Of greatest concern was contamination by molecular oxygen since

it exhibits electronic paramagnetism. As will be noted in the next

chapter, the interaction with an electronic spin is approximately 106

times more effective in inducing nuclear relaxation than is the inter-

action with another nuclear spin. Since most of our experiments had

He3 concentrations in the neighborhood of 1 part in 10 3, the 02 concen-

tration in the He4 should be kept below 10-9 ,

Our design of the superleak purifier was based on data published

by Brewer, Champeney, and Mendelssohn36 on superfluidity of He4 in

porous Vycor (Corning Glass No. 7930). Details of the purifier design

are shown in Fig. 2.5.

The Vycor disc (0.050 in thick x 0.30 in diam) was sealed with

indium and clamped by pressure exerted by a stack of loaded stainless

steel Belleville spring washers. Indium was also used on the unsealed

side in order to provide cushioning. The spring washers were compressed

sufficiently to provide - 30 lb of clamping force as estimated from the

manufacturer's specifications. This was approximately ten times the

maximum force that would occur from gas pressure on thc clean side of

the purifier so that there was no danger of the Vycor button becoming

unseated during use.

The operation of the superleak was straightforward. The 1k in i.d.

glass helium dewar which was used with the superleak was filled with

liquid helium and then cooled through the lambda point by pumping on

the bath. At the same time the superleak tube was open to the storage
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Fig. 2.5 Detail of Vycor superleak 11e4 purifier.
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container and was being pumped on by the small mechanical pump asso-

ciated with the gas-handling table. In order to prevent back stream-

ing of pump oil vapors, this pump was throttled sufficiently to keep

pressure .n the pumping line above 0.2 Torr. When the onset of super-

fluid flow occurred in the Vycor (at a temperature well below the lambda

transition in the bulk liquid) a rapid rise in pressure was noted in the

pumping line and the valve to the small pump was closed, leaving the

superleak open only to the storage container. Pumping on the bath was

continued until 10-15 minutes had elapsed after minimum bath pressure

was reached. This allowed ample time for the liquid levels to equili-

brate.

After this point the pump was shut off and the dewar backfilled

with an atmosphere of helium gas. The bath was then boiled away by

inserting a copper rod into the dewar. After a short delay, the liquid

in the superleak tube would also vaporize and start to warm up. When

the pressure in the storage volume reached a preset value, the relief

valve (see Fig. 2.4) would fire and the valve between the superleak and

the storage container would be closed. This completed the purification

procedure.

In actual use, the superleak worked quite reliably. in order to

obtain greatest consistency in performance, however, it was found to

be helpful to maintain the Vycer in a helium atmosphere when it was

not in use. Since exposure of a glass dewar to helium at room tempera-

ture will quickly cause the thermal vacuum to become soft, it was

necessary to replace the dewar with a brass can between purification

runs. Exposure of the Vycor to a normal atmosphere between purification
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runs was found to gradually reduce the flow rate of superfluid through

the superleak and thus require longer equilibration times. Since

porous Vycor is known to be hygroscopic (it can be used as a dessicant)

it was speculated that water adsorption was responsible for a reduction

in the average pore size.

As a rough check on the purifier, a sample of the purified helium

was sent to an anal)tical lab 37 for mass spectrometer analysis. All

impurities were found to be below the limit of detectability: 1 ppm,

except for water and hydrogen which had 3 ppm detectability limits.

2.1.4 Magnetometer and Electronics

A block diagram of our magnetometer system is shown in Fig. 2.6.

Both the SQUID sensor and the mode of operation of the sensor in a mag-

netometer system are virtually identical to those described by Zimmer-
21 22

man, Thiene, and Harding, and Giffard, Webb and Wheatley. For this

reason, we will discuss only those aspects of our system which may be

unique or unusual.

The SQUID sensor and the sample cell were separated by - 20 cm

in order to minimize the effect of a relatively large piece of niobium

on the sample magnetization. The two were coupled by the superconduct-

ing input circuit which was made entirely of 0.002 in diam insulated

niobium wire. Coupling to the sample cell was accomplished with a

38
6-turn, 1.07 cm diam coil wound in a V-groove on a Delrin form. For

maximum coupling efficiency, the inductance of this coil (- 1 Wi) approx-

imately matched the inductance of the signal coil mounted in the SQUID.

In addition to these two coils, there was a small series inductance

consisting of one turn around a 2.8 mm diameter close-wound solenoid of
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Fig. 2,6 Schematic diagram of SQUiID magnetometer system. The feed-
back resistor, kf, was omitted when the compensation system
(Fig. 2.7) was used.
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of no. 40 copper wire. This solenoid carried the feedback current

fromthemagetoetereletroicsandallowed the magnetometer to be

run in the "current mulling" 39mode that was briefly described in

Chapter 1. The feedback resistor was selected to yield 2.5 V at the

output per flux quantum in the SQUID.

The superconducting input circuit was also equipped with a heater

as shown in Fig. 2.6 which could be used to drive a small portion of

the circuit normal when necessary.

All together, the SQUID magnetometer system had an estimated

total equivalent input flux noise of -2.5 x 10- 4 0 Hz 4-i where

-7l0 2 -15s
00=2.07 x 0 G cm = 2.07 x 10 Wb is the quantum of flux in

the SQUID. By using the vertical Helmholtz field coil calibration

of 1.45 G A- (the source of this number will be discussed in Sec.

2.2), and by measuring the amount of current into the vertical field

coil that was necessary to produce a quantum of flux in the SQUID, it

was determined that 10.5 jiG of uniform field normal to the plane of

the pickup coil produced one c0 in the SQUID. Thus the equivalent
0

magnetic field noise of the magnetometer referred to the pickup coil
- 3x 10 9 G Hz4.

After some initial experimental trials involving the actual obser-

vation of the magnetization of the polarized He3 , it became apparent

that it would be very useful to add some specialized electronics beyond

the basic magnetometer system. In particular, it was decided to add

some circuitry which would sense the currents being applied to the

field coils and then supply proportional currents to the feedback trans-

former in such a fashion as to make the magnetometer virtually insensitive
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to the applied magnetic fields.

The primary reason for this decision was due to the manner which

was selected to measure the sample magnetization. This technique,

which will be discussed below, involved suddenly shifting the direction

of the applied field by switching on the horizontal field coils, and

then observing the resulting precession of the magnetization with the

magnetometer. Since the pickup coil was nominally orthogonal to the

horizontal field, the magnetometer was not very sensitive to the hori-

zontal field component. Thus, as long as the sample magnetization was

large, this technique presented no problems. When the magnetization

signal became small compared to the signal due to stray coupling between

the horizontal field and the coupling circuit (but was still large com-

pared to the noise), however, it became both difficult and a nuisance

to adjust the chart recorder gain and offset so that a useful record

could be obtained.

Thus a compensation circuit was clearly useful for the purpose

of eliminating the magnetometer response to the horizontal field coils.

In addition, it was decided to build a compensation circuit for the

vertical field coils for additional operating conivenience. B1lock dia-

grams of these circuits are shown in Fig. 2.7. For details on these

types of circuits, the reader is referred to any standard reference on

operational amplifier applications. 40  Th ciciswih.ebitwr

capable of handling up to about 10 mA and had bypass switches in case

compensation was not desired.

2.1.5 Cryostat Probe

The outer jacket and primary structural member of the cryostat
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probe was a 66 in x 4 in o.d. x 1/8 in wall tube made of G-10 glass-

epoxy laminate. This material was chosen because of its low thermal

conductivity, good mechanical properties, and nominally non-magnetic

character. Aluminum flanges were attached. on the ends of this tube

with epoxy adhesive. A sliding aluminum flange with a rubber 0-ring

seal was captive between these end flanges and served to mate to the

dewar top-plate. This allowed the probe to be slowly lowered into

and withdrawn from the liquid bath while preventing convective mixing

between the helium vapor and normal atmospheric gases.

The sample cell, field coils, and magnetometer were housed in a

demountable aluminum can which bolted to the lower G-l0-tube flange

with an indium seal. The primary function of this can was to provide

mechanical protection for the internal apparatus. Aluminum was chosen

17
because it exhibits very low remanent magnetization at low temperatures.

The sample bulb and a portion of the capillary fill line together

with the coil assembly are shown in Fig. 2.8. The fill line was a nom-

inal 0.5 nm-bore Pyrex capillary with a - 0.1 mnm-bore con!.tricted sec-

tion 1 cm long just above the sample cell. This constriction was included

in order to limit diffusion in and out of the sample cell after it had

been filled with liquid. The sample cell was blown out of Pyrex and had

an outside diameter of - 9.5 mm and an estimated inside diameter of 9 mm.

After the capillary and sample bulb had been connected to th, opti-

cal pumping system, but before the rest of the probe was assembled, the

capillary and sample cell were subjected to a plasma cleaning procedure.

This involved filling the capillary and sample cell with 10 Torr of

clean helium and then s~multaneously torch baking with a soft flame
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and igniting a plasma discharge in the helium with a hand-held tesla

coil. The helium was then pumped out while this process was continued.

This whole procedure was repeated several times until no further pro-

gress was noted in the purity of the helium spectral lines emitted

from the discharge as observed with a pocket spectroscope. In addition

to the plasma cleaning, this technique has the advantage of flushing

out impurity species since at 10 Torr pressure, the helium is well in

the viscous flow region even in the 0.1 mm-bore constriction.

The coil assembly shown in Fig. 2.8 held both the vertical and

horizontal field coils as well as the pickup coil. The entire assembly

was made of unpigmented Delrin with the exception of the small pieces

of RTV silicone rubber shown and natural Nylon screws.

It should be noted that the entire coil assembly was supported by

the fill-line capillary and an additional glass capillary which served

only as mechanical support. The assembly was clamped on the capillary

with the RTV silicone rubber acting as a cushion. This was done in order

to keep the coils centered on the sample bulb regardless of differential

thermal contraction between the glass capillary and the rest of the cryo-

stat probe. It was considered prudent to avoid subjecting the capillary

to the stress that would occur if both ends were clamped with respect

to the G-10 housing. This technique was not totally successful as will

he discussed in Chapter 4.

The vertical channels in the Delrin block were included in order

to allow the exchange gas to convectively cool the sample cell during

3 4
the condensation of the lie -He mixture.

Both the vertical and horizontal lelmholtz coils consisted of a
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total of 12 turns of no. 40 copper wire wound in V-grooves machined

in Delrin coil forms, The two halves of each Helmholtz pair were

wired in series but with center taps so that the current in eich half

could be controlled separately if desired. This made it possible to

feed current in opposition to the two halves so that a known magnetic-

field gradient could be applied to the sample.

The vertical coil pair had a 7.09 cm diameter yielding a calculatei

field-to-current ratio of 1.52 G A and a maximum variation of the

-4
axial-field component of - + 3 x 10 over the sample volume. The hori-

zontal pair had a diameter of 8.10 cm yielding a calculated field-to-

current ratio of 1.33 G A-1 and a somewhat better uniformity than the

vertical pair.

Because of the presence of the superconducting shield, however,

these numbers can only be approximate. By considering the supercondu'c-

ing shield to be spherical, it is not difficult to see that the correc-

tion to the magnitude of the magnetic field is on the order of (a/R S)

where a is the radius of the coil and R is the radius of the shield.
s

(This result is obtained in Appendix C as a part of the more general

calculation needed for Chapter 5.) In our present case this correction

amounts to an effective reduction in the field-to-current ratios by

- 5%. Since the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio of lie is accurately known,

these ratios were experimentally determined (see Sec. 2.2.5) and were

found to be 1.45 G A- I for the vertical pair and 1.27 G A -I for the

horizontal.

Only the horizontal coils were used experimentally to generate

field gradients. The gradient generated by a Hlelmholtz pair fed in
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opposition is given by
4 1

(aB lx) = 48nNl/(125 /S a 2) (2.1)
x x=o

where x is the axial coordinate for the horizontal pair, N is the

totaZ number of turns, and a is the cylindrical radius of the coils.

In this expression, the current is in amps. dimensions are in cm, and

the field is in Gauss. Numerically (2.1) yields (B x/aX)x= 1

= 0.394 G cm- 1 A- for the horizontal pair. The lowest order relative

gradient error is second order and is expected to cause a maximum

variation of ± 4% over the sample volume. It can be shown that the

effect of the superconducting shield on the gradient is small--a

5
reduction on the order of (a/R S) which is - 1% in the present case.

In addition to the field coils for the sample cell, a 2.5 cm diam

solenoidal winding having a pitch of 7.87 turns cm (9.9 G A - ) was

provided for virtually the full length of the fill capillary. This

solenoid was used only during the sample filling process in order to

prevent the possibility of exposing the polarized lie to any non-

adiabatic variations in magnetic field.

2.2 Experimental Procedures

42.2.1 He Requirement

4The He pressure in the optical pumping bulb prior to condensation

of the mixture is determined by the setting of the relief valve used

to limit the pressure of the purified le4 in the storage volume.

Initially it was thought that the proper He4 pressure would be that

which was sufficient to just fill the sample cell. It was estimated
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4

that - 2 atm of He in the optical pumping cell would accomplish this.

There was some concern, however, about how long the filling time would

be under these circumstances. A long filling time was considered to

be undesirable because of the possibility that it could become a sig-

nificant fraction of the He 3wall-induced relaxation time in the 0.5

mm-bore capillary with its large surface-area-to-volume ratio.

As a consequence, a dummy apparatus consisting of the sample cell

and its constriction, a helical segment of 0.5 mm-bore capillary hav-

ing the same length as the fill line in the cryostat probe, a spare

optical-pumping cell, and two stopcocks was constructed. This dummy

apparatus was sufficiently compact to allow the sample bulb and helical

fill line to be immersed in a liquid helium bath in a small glass dewar

so that the filling process could be visually observed. It was found

that although the sample cell initially filled quite quickly (- 4 full

in 10 sec), the upper 1/3 of the cell was very slow to fill. This was

probably due to two factors: 1) the drop in the pressure in the pump-

ing cell, and 2) the greater wall thickness of the sample cell in the

top portion (see Fig. 4.5 for an enlarged schematic depiction of the

sample cell). This latter factor meant that the path of lowest ther-

mal resistance was through the bottom of the cell. This situation

could lead to stratification of the liquid and slow thermal relaxation

of the upper portion of the sample cell.

It was found, however, that if an initial pressure of 2.7 atm was

used, the sample cell would fill quite quickly (- 20 sec). Although

this pressure would eventually lead to the liquid-vapor interface being

somewhere in the fill line, it was not judged to be a significant
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4 problem, and this figure was adopted as standard. It was then experi-

mentally determined that a pressure of 4.9 atm in the He 4storage

volume would be quite sufficient to yield 2.7 atm in the pumping cell.

The relief valve was then set to this value. According to manufactur-

er's specifications, the cracking pressure of the relief valve is sub-

ject to a 5% variation.

2.2.2 lie 3Density

The range of He 3concentrations that can be used is constrained

by the limited pressure range over which the optical-pumping process

is capable of producing a useful polarization. Given the fact that

this process works in the vicinity of 1 Torr pressure, it was estimated

that He -_He 4ratios on the order of 10- would be obtained at 4.2 K.

In making this estimate, it is important to note that in dilute mix-

tures of He 3in He 4under the saturated vapor, C I C L= 1.4 at 4.21 K,

where CVis the He 3concentration in the vapor and C Lis the concentra-

tio intheliqid.42Thus, since the density of Hie 4at NBP is approxi-

mately 7.5 times that of the saturated vapor, 43the fie 3number density

is approximately 5 times greater in the liquid than in the vapor. This

leads to a considerable increase in the He 3 density over the value that

would be obtained if no He 4or only He 4gas were used.

Because of uncertainties involved in making a priori estimates of

the He 3density in the sample cell, it was decided that a measurement

of the He 3-He 4ratio should be made. After one of our experimental

runs where I Torr of He 3had been originally loaded into the optical

pumping bulb (this was a typical value), the vapor in the pumping cell

was pumped out and discarded and the liquid sample was then withdrawn
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into a sampling vessel for mass spectrometer analysis. The results3 7

3 -4
showed the He concentration to be 6.9 x 10 4 . This corresponds to a

-3
molar density of 2.2 x 10- mol cm- which is equal to the density of

0.48 atm of an ideal gas at STP.

3
In those few experimental runs where the initial He pressure

was other than 1 Torr, it was assumed that the He density in the

3
sample cell mixture was directly proportional to the initial He pres-

sure. This pressure was measured with an oil manometer which could be

read to + 0.05 Torr.

2.2.3 Start-up Procedure

If a cryogenic wall coating (e.g., hydrogen, or argon) was to be

used, or if it was necessary to remove the cryogenic wall coating from

the previous run, the first step in the start-up procedure was to pump

out the sample cell while the cryostat probe was at room temperature

and backfill with an appropriate pressure of the wall-coating gas. The

stopcock at the top of the capillary was then closed off and the :obe

was cooled down by slowly lowering into the dewar. A generous amount

(1 atm at room temperature) of helium exchange gas was kept inside of

the probe. The cooldown process usually took about two hours. The

heat capacity of the probe was sufficiently small that it usually dis-

placed more liquid helium than it boiled off, and the liquid level in

the dewar would typically be two to three inches higher after the probe

was fully lowered than at the start.

After the cryostat probe was in position in the dewar, the pumping

cell was cleaned and loaded with He , and the He4 storage tank was

4
pressurized with purified He4 . The optical pumping apparatus was then
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checked. If an acceptable absorption signal was obtained the run was

then begun.

Before condensation of the sample, the magnetic fields were set

as follows: optical-pumping Helmholtz coils, 10 G; capillary solenoid,

1 G; sample cell vertical coils, 0.1 G. Care was taken to insure that

all of these fields had the same polarity. After the He 3was polarized,

the weak discharge was turned off and the high pressure He 4was admitted

to the pumping cell by briefly opening the appropriate stopcock. The

3 4He -He mixture was then condensed into the sample cell by opening the

capillary stopcock. This stopcock was left open during the duration

of a run so that the pumping bulb could act as a ballast volume. This

prevented large increases in pressure in the sample cell due to changes

in the temperature profile along the cryostat probe as the heliLm bath

level fell during normal boil-off.

It was usually possible to monitor the condensation process with

the magnetometer. A typical condensation curve is shown in Fig. 2.9.

The magnetometer invariably lost lock at the start of the condensation,

probably due to the large thermal impulse. If the magnetometer was

immediately reset, however, the buildup of the magnetization due to

accumulation of liquid could be clearly observed. Buildup of the mag-

netization usually ceased after about three minutes. After about five

minutes, all magnetic fields were turned off except for the field at

the sample cell which was reduced to a few mG.

In the early runs an exponentially decaying signal having a time

constant on the order of minutes was noted soon after condensation.

It was determined that this signal was not due to nuclear relaxation
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of the He' and it was therefore attributed to magnetometer drift due

to thermal relaxation of the interior of the cryostat probe. Subse-

quently a one hour equilibration time was allowed at the beginning of

a run before any data was taken. This was done not only for the sake

of reducing magnetometer drift but also for the sake of allowing the

He 3 density in the sample to equilibrate.

2.2.4 T 7 Measurement Procedure

Most of our measurements were of the longitudinal nuclear relaxa-

tion time. In principle, this measurement could be made by simply

monitoring the decay of the sample magnetization with the magnetometer

as it remained aligned in the applied field. In practice, however,

because the nuclear relaxation times were generally quite long and the

potential for magnetometer drift due to thermal effects existed (par-

ticularly during and after a helium transfer), we elected to use a

transitory precession technique for measuring the magnitude of the

magnetization. 44The dc output of the magnetometer was useful as a

guide to deciding when to make the precession measurements.

The transitory precession technique is shown schematically in

Fig. 2.10. In order to make a precession measurement of the magnet-

ization, the vertical field B 0=B k was first adjusted to a standard

value B = 55 piG. Then a horizontal field B = B was switched onsz sx sz

causing a sudden shift in the direction of the applied field by 450*

The magnetization would then precess in a come having a half-angle of

450 at a frequency (vIr y/2i)B s = 0.25 Hz. The output of the magneto-

meter, which was recorded on a chart recorder, would vary sinusoidally

with an amplitude directly proportional to the magnitude of the magnet-
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Fig. 2.10 Diagram of the transitory precession technique used to
measure the magnitude of the sample magnetization.
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ization. After two complete cycles had elapsed, B was switchedsx

off, leaving the magnetization once again aligned with B s. Examples

of the chart recorder output from two sequential precession measure-

ments are shown in Fig. 2.11.

The magnitude of B was chosen to be sufficiently small thatsz

B could be switched manually, yet still be much larger than thesx

ambient field.

It should be noted that it was not essential that the field be

shifted by 450 as long as the angular shift was the same from one

measurement to the next. This was a convenient choice, however, for

the following reason: Because of a gradient in the ambient magnetic

field (this will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4) the magnitude

of the average magnetization decayed somewhat during precession due

to dephasing. This loss in magnetization is clearly seen in Fig.

2.11 as a baseline offset that remained after B was switched off.
sx

In order to estimate the relaxation time, it is necessary then

to compare the initial magnetization of one measurement with the final

magnetization of the preceeding one. Since the precession cone had

a half-angle of 450, however, it was possible to estimate the initial

magnetization (with sufficient accuracy for our purposes) by measuring

the height of the first peak wtih respect to the i7 tiaZl baseline, and

to estimate the final magnetization by measuring the height of this

peak with respect to the final baseline.

Thus, if Snf is the height of the first peak with respect to the

final baseline in the n-th measurement, and S n+l, i is the height of

the first peak with respect to the initial baseline in the (n+l)-th

52I I
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Fig. 2.11 Typical data record of two sequential measurements of the
sample magnetization using the transitory precession
technique. The time between measurements, Atn, ranged
between one hour and more than a day depending on the
estimated relaxation rate.
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4 measurement, then the longitudinal relaxation time between these two

measurements is

n A Lnf n+l,i

where At is the time interval between the measurements. The use of

this expression obviously assumes that the decay of M zis exponential

in time. Corroboration of this assumption will be shown in Chapter 4.

The effect of dephasing due to a magnetic field gradient is shown

schematically in Fig. 2.10 as a slight inward spiralling of the trans-

verse component of M.

2.2.5 Full Free-Precession Decay Measurements

It was occasionally useful to use the precession technique where

the transverse component of the magnetization was allowed to decay to

zero. There were two reasons to do this: 1) it yielded a reasonably

accurate measurement of the average field over the sample volume thereby

allowing calibration of the field coils, and 2) it permitted an estimate

of the average field gradient to be made. The relationship between the

waveform obtained in a free-precession decay and the magnetic field

profile (or shape factor) will be noted in general terms in Chapter 3.

The procedure that was used to make the average field measurements

started exactly as was described in the previGus section. In order to

make a more accurate frequency measurement, however, B sxwas left on

and the transverse magnetization was allowed to decay to zero. Fig.

2.12 shows an example of such a decay. Since the applied fields are

much larger than the ambient field, the precession rate is approxi-

mately 1W 0 YO1B 5  + B a ^S) where B a is the ambient field, Bsis
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the applied field, and s = B s/IB s .

The process of suddenly switching the applied field and letting

the transverse magnetization decay to zero while recording the waveform

of Mz was carried out in the following sequence: B sZk (B sxi + B szk)-

B sxi (- B sxi)(- B sxi - B szk)-(- B sxi). (The field reversal step

B i - - B i caused a precession of small amplitude that was not

recorded.) The precession frequencies obtained when B = B i and
5 sx

B = - B sxi were averaged in order to eliminate the effect of Bax*

In this way, the horizontal pair of field coils were directly cali-

brated. Similarly, the frequencies obtained when B. (B i + B k)

s sx sz

were averaged, and the vertical field coils could be calibrated by

vector subtraction of B sx. No precessions about the z axis were used

since the pickup coil was only sensitive to the z component of M.

The field calibration obtained for the vertical coils was 4.5%

lower than that expected for Helmholtz coils in free space, and simi-

larly the calibration for the horizontal pair was 4.9% lower than the

calculated value. As has been noted, these discrepancies are consis-

tent with the estimated effect of a 8 in diam superconducting shield.

It is also possible that dimensional changes between room temperature

and 4.2 K could play a role although this would presumably cause the

field level to increase rather than decrease.

2.2.6 Ambient FieZd Estimation

It was useful for us to make an experimental estimate of the

magnitude of the ambient magnetic field at the sample cell indepen-

dently of Cabrera's measurements. 17 There was a possibility that

remanent fields associated with our cryostat probe could have a sig-
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4 nificant impact on the ambient field. Once the magnitude of this

field was known, the applied fields could be kept sufficiently large

so that the effect of the ambient field would be minimal.

The technique that was used to estimate 1BIa was to suddenly

turn off B 0and allow the sample magnetization to slowly precess in

the ambient field. This was done in several different experimental

runs, typically near the end when the signal-to-noise ratio was becom-

ing marginal. A typical example is shown in Fig. 2.13.

The ambient field was not sufficiently homogeneous to make this

a very accurate measurement as can be seen in this figure. It can be

estimated from these precessional decays, however, that the ambient

field was on the order of 3 biG. This compares to a value of 5 viG

obtained by Cabrera.
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Fig. 2.13 Precession and decay in the ambient maglnetic field
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CHAPTER 3

THEORY OF fie 3 NUCLEAR RELAXATION

Nuclear relaxation is the process of thermal equilibration

between the nuclear degrees of freedom and those of the lattice.

The random thermal motions of the lattice coordinates are coupled to

the nuclear spins through the spatial and angular variation of various

nuclear electromagnetic interactions. Details of this process depend

on the initial state of the system, the presence of externally applied

fields, electromagnetic moments of the nuclear species involved, and

the nature of the lattice.

For the specific case at hand, these various attributes can be

characterized as follows:

1) The nuclear spins are initially preferentially oriented, I.e.,

polarized, such that the sample has a macroscopic magnetiza-

tion.

2) The applied uniform magnetic field, B0, will be considered

to be of arbitrary magnitude (including zero) but in any case

will be sufficiently small that the equilibrium magnetization,

Mo, is completely negligible.

3) The nuclear species is spin-I' with only a magnetic-dipole

moment.

4) The nuclei belong to a monatomic species in a classicaZ

liquid or gas. The l-tticc can he considered to be a true

thermal reservoir.
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As was noted in the first chapter, the specific magnetic interactions

include the He 3-He 3dipole-dipole interaction, the He -_magnetic gradi-

ent interaction, and He -_foreign spin dipolar or scalar interactions.

In this chapter, we will review the theory of nuclear relaxation

in sufficient depth to deal with the physical circumstances described

above. The general theory will first be discussed and applied to a

simple example. We will then review some of the theoretical models

that have been developed to deal with gradient-induced, intrinsic,

3
and wall-induced relaxation of He

3.1 General Theory

We will now briefly summarize the semi-classical formulation of

spin-relaxation theory in liquids and gases as discussed by Abragam. 
1

We will also follow his notation in most cases.

In the semi-classical formulation, the spin system is described

quantum mechanically by use of the density matrix with its equation

of motion, while the lattice coordinates are introduced into the Hamil-

tonian as classical stationary random functions of time. A suitable

ensemble average can then be made to obtain the desired result.

The Hamiltonian for the spin system is written

h/i = h[H 0+ H 1t)],

It will be recalled that the spin density matrix represents an average
over an ensemble of spins or spin systems. The equation of motion must
then be averaged over an ensemble of lat~tice systems in order to take
into account the statistical nature of the lattice coordinates. A full
quantum treatment would describe both the lattice and spin systems with
a single density matrix.

1
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4.4.
where hH°  - • B = - yhI * B . The perturbation Hamiltonian, hH 1,

is assumed to represent a stationary random interaction with a zero-

mean expectation value. If a physical situation arises where this

latter assumption does not hold, H can be redefined to include theo

non-zero mean of the perturbation.

The equation of motion for the spin density matrix operator p(t)

is

i dp/dt = [H,p(t)].

In the interaction representation (denoted by an asterisk), this

becomes

i dp /dt = [HI(t),p (t)],

where an arbitrary Schr6dinger operator Q(t) is converted to the inter-

action representation by the expression

iH t -i7H t
Q (t)= e 0 Q(t)e 0

We note that working in the interaction representation is equivalent in

this case to working in a frame of reference rotating with an angular

velocity wo = - yB o (It should be remembered that this applies only

to the spins. That is, the position coordinates are not transformed

by H .)

If we now assume that the perturbation H,(c) is characterizable

by a correlation time T , and most importantly that T is sufficientlyc c

short that p (Tc) - p (0) << p (0) for all matrix elements of p , then

it can be shown that1
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dp (t) /dt =--o dT [Hl(t), [H (t - T), P (t)]], [3.1]

where the bar indicates a lattice ensemble average. The bar over p

will henceforth be omitted and it will be understood that p (t) will

refer to an average of spin density matrix operators. It should be

emphasized that equation [3.1] is valid only only on a scale of times

that are much longer than Tc
*

The requirement that p changes very little in a time interval

1c implies a sufficient condition that J1 2 T2 << 1. This conditionTc

is called the "motional narrowing" condition because of the effect it

has on NMR linewidths. Although the motional narrowing condition is

necessary for general validity of the theory, there exists a narrow

context in which it may be replaced by a different requirement. This

point will be discussed in the section on gradient-induced relaxation

(Sec. 3.3).

Of course, one is generally not interested in the motion of the

density matrix itself but rather in the motion of the expectation values

of the observable variables, which may be calculated from the density

matrix. Thus, if Q is an operator representing an observable of

interest, then

<Q> = Tr(pQ),

and

d<Q>/dt = Tr[(dp/dt)Q],

where Tr signifies the trace of the following operator. Since the

motion of p in the Schrddinger representation (lab frame) includes
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the precessional motion around the static field B0 , it is actually

more convenient to calculate a different expectation value:

<Q>= Tr(p Q), where Q is still a Schr6dinger operator and p is

in the interaction representation (rotating frame). <Q> is the

value of Q that would be measured in the rotating frame where only

the motion due to the perturbation Hamiltonian HI is seen. Hence

d<Q> /dt = Tr[(dp /dt)Qj, [3.2]

where it is assumed that Q is a time-independent Schr6dinger operator.

By combining [3.1] and [3.2] we have

d<Q> /dt = - <A> 13.3]

where

A dt [H (t - t) , [H (t) ,Q]]. [3.4]

0

3.2 A Simple Example

As an illustration of the foregoing, we will apply the general

theory to a simple model. In this model, we consider the disorienta-

tion produced by subjecting a spin to an externally applied random

magnetic field, Bl(t). The Hamiltonian is then

H = h0+ hH1 (t),

where

H° 0 yB I z = Wo I, o = - yBo,

t-q) ( q )

H1  - y. Bl (t) B - y(B 1  I

and 
q

B 1 (t) = 0.
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In the latter expression for Hl(t), we have used spherical vectors:

B(±l) = (B t iBy), B(°) - B [3.5]

I lx 1>' 1 lz

+ i, = I • V [3.6]

In this notation, the commutation relations between the components

of I are

By letting Q I (k) in equations [3.3] and [3.4], we have

d<I (k)>/dt y2Tr P(t) dc B (t -r) B 1)(t)
qq' f

!* 
I o

S" [I (q )  (t - T),[I (q
')  (t),I (k)] . [3.7]

Using the identity

eABe -A = B + [A,B] + [A' [ABI] + '[A,[A,[ABH] +

2!

it is seen that

* iHt -iH t ( iqw 0tio eq at (q)e o
e(t) = e e

Making the substitutions into [3.7] and evaluating the commuta-

tors yields the result

d<l (k ) /dt E - e iW 0 ( (q' - k)(q - q' -k) •

qq'

F q-q,(-qwo )<l(q+q'+k)> [3.8]

where F qq,(w) is a one-sided Fourier transform of the correlation
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function G qq():

Fqq 1 dTelWTGqq ,(T), [3.9]
and

2 (q) (W')G qq,() =y B (t - T)BI (t). [3.10]

We note that F_ (-qwo) = F (qwo) where the asterisk denotes a
-q-q' 0 qq 0

complex conjugate when used with variables that are not operators.

In equation [3.8] two kinds of terms appear: those which have

an oscillating factor exp[i 0(q + q')t] (nonsecular terms), and those

for which wo(q + q') = 0 (secular terms). Now if the Larmor frequency,

p is much larger than the relaxation rates, i.e., the rate of change

of <I> , then the effect of the nonsecular terms is negligible com-

pared to the secular terms and they may be omitted. If this condition

is not satisfied, however, there is still one situation which admits

a simple analysis: the case where w 0. In this case, alZ terms

in [3.6] are secular.

In either of these two cases we see that equation [3.8] repre-

sents a set of first order coupled linear differential equations with

constant coefficients in the expectation values <I (k )>. The solution

of these equations is thus straightforward in these two cases.

If we now consider in detail the most common circumstance, i.e.,

w o T and retain only those terms in [3.8] for which q + q' = 0,
o 1,2P

we find

d<I(k)>*/dt = (-q-k)(2q-k)(-)q+ 2(k-q)Fqq(qw)<I(k)>
* [3.11]

q

In these equations, we see that the variables < ( k) > are decoupled
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from each other; d<I(k)>/dt depends only on <I More explicitly,

[3.111 yields

d<I(O)>*/dt = - 4Re[F 11(-0o)]<I(o)>*, [3.12]

and

d<I( 1)>*/dt - [F o(0) + 2Fll(-Wo)]<I (1)>  [3.131

where Re denotes the real part. The equation for <1(- 1)> * is simply

the complex conjugate of [3.13] and is therefore redundant.

Equation [3.12] shows that <I > decays exponentially in time:
z

<I ( o) (t)>* < (oj (O)>*e-t/Tl

where
-1

T1 4ReF 11 (-W0).

The physical significance of this expression for the longitudinal

relaxation time can be made clearer if the right hand side is expres-

sed in terms of the spectral densities of the Cartesian components of

BI(t). To do this, we define the correlation functions

G CL3(T) = y- B 1 (t - T)B 13(t), (':X,i = Ix, z) [3.14]

and their one-sided cosine and sine Fourier transforms

ja(W) =J dT cos(JTw Gr (T), [3.ISa]

k B(W) = dT sin(uT)G B(T). [3.15b]

Using definitions [3.5], [3.91, and [3.101 we find that

T = xx(WO) + J ,y((,..o )  + k - ky (io). [3.161

Now if it is assumed that (B t) -- r )G (T), and/or that G ct() =
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Gae(-T) = Ga,(T) (the latter equality being a consequence of the

assumption of stationarity in [3.14]), then this expression for Tl
reduces to

T 1 j (W 0 + j [( ). (3.16'11 Jxxt o 0 )yy 0o)

This is a simple and physically very plausible result. In

essence, the longitudinal relaxation rate is simply the sum of the

power spectral densities of the x and y components of the perturba-

tion field yB1 (t) at the Larmor frequency.

The equation for the transverse component <I( 1)> is slightly

more complicated. Equation [3.13] has the solution

<I(1)t)>* = <I(1) (0)> exp[ (i6w - T2 1)tj [3.17]

where
-1

T = Re[Foo(0) + 2F 1 1 (-Wo)] [3.18]

and

6w = - Im[F (0) + 2F 1 1 (- o)]. [3.19]

Equivalently [3.18] and [3.191 can be written

T 1 =- (zz(0) + TI

= izz(O) + [jxx (Wo) + j yy(Wo ), [3.20]

and

6w = 4[kx(o) + kyy (to) - jxy (to) + Jyx (to)]

[kxx (Wo) + kyy (o)], [3.21]

where we have used the same assumption that was used in obtaining

[3.16'] from [3.16].
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The motion of the transverse component of <I> is characterized

not only by an exponential decay at a rate , but also by an addi-

tional precession around the z axis at a rate 6u) as seen from the

rotating frame. The total precession rate as seen from the lab frame

is therefore w0 + 6w. 6w is called the dynamic frequency shift, and

in many circumstances it is too small to be of any consequence.
-~l -l

Although the detailed dependence of T, T and 6w on w can-

not be specified without knowledge of the correlation functions

G (T), the fact that G must be maximum when '7 = 0 and small when

T = T allows some general statements to be made. In particular,

since 6w arises from sine transforms [3.lSb], 6w w in the low
« TTl l -~l

frequency limit w0 << T On the other hand, T and T consist

only of cosine transforms [3.15a] and thus become relatively indepen-

dent of w0 in this limit. These general conclusions will be verified

below when a specific form of the correlation function is considered.

It should be remembered that these results were obtained under

the assumption that the Larmor frequency is much larger than the relax-

ation rates. This made it permissible to neglect the nonsecular terms.

We now consider the case w0 = 0 as a separate matter.

When w = 0, all terms in equation [3.8' are secular, and conse-
0

quently it becomes

d<I(k)>/dt = - (q' - k)(q - q' q- 2 ( q ' k )

qq'

F q-q,(0)<I(q+q' k)>.

Obviously, since H = 0 there is no distinction to he made between
0
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<I> and <I> Also, since B°  0, there is no unique direction

defined so that it is merely sufficient to calculate d<I >/dtz

d<I(0)>/dt; the derivatives of <I X> and <I y> are obtainable by

cyclic permutation of the coordinates. Thus

d<l z>/dt = - 2Re[- F0 1 (0)<L(1> + 2F- 1(0)<I(o)>]

Pj<I > "<I > + (j + jyy)<I >]

[Jzx x -_zy y xx yy z

where it is understood that j(,, j16 (0). Hence, we obtain the

matrix equation

d<I>/dt - > ,  [3.22a]

where

Jyy + Jzz Jxy - xz

R(o) .j +
c = - zz xx - yz [3.22b]

JzX Jzy Jxx +  yy

If it is also assumed that G = 6 GI then equations [3.22]

become

d<I>/dt - <I >, = x,y,z ; [3.23a)d<Ct = t U

where

T- = + j (+ cyclic perm.) [3.23b]x yy zz

In order to make the foregoing more concrete, we now assume a

specific form for the correlation functions. For simplicity, it will

be assumed that G L(T) = % CG(T), i.c., that BI(t) is isotropic. A

correlation fur-tion that is analytically convenient and which
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actually arises in approximations to arious physical processes is

G(t) G (0) c [3.24a]

where

G(O) y . B [3.24b]

Evaluating the one-sided sine :i:id co :ine transformi [3.151 gives

j (c.) (;(O): (1 ) [3.25aj

OWC C
k G(''j- 1 [ 3.251)]

Cta

Thus

= 2y- B- - j3.26a]

and

([,. k"

With regard to the dvnam:U C "I' . -,": !t t its c lear from

[3.26c] that 5w/ °  <-- 1 since the t o -" ', .c , " ., 1al only if T- >> T
0 1 C

In the case of the rela>.,, ,.Li. the observat ion is

frequently made that when , ' ; l fi t: ned here.

While this is often th, ca , for ::C I :,,.. sciini ns, A..r:gam

points out that it is i, iccura .: is universally true.

We will see that relaxat:,,ii due [.1. i';cid gradients is in fact

an example of a situat en whert , n tc . limit. For

the case i = 0, euat ions 3.23] It i .  ical results are
0
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obtained if one simply lets wo = 0 in equations [3.26a,b]. This is

obviously the result of the assumption of isotropy which was made

to simplify the present discussion.

In the general expression for T 1[3.20] there is a term j (0)
2 zz

¥22
which appears as y B 2 in [3.26b]. This term is called the "secu-

hc c

lar broadening" term because it is determined by the zero-frequency

component of the spectral density of B lz Physically, this is due

to the fact that B is the same in the rotating frame as in the lab
lz

frame, and it is those components of the perturbation field which

appear at zero frequency in the rotating frame that are capable of

causing reorientation of the spins. Thus, in the Woc >> 1 limit

T-l -2("extreme narrowing" limit) where T 0 and is considerably smal-
T-l

ler than it would be in the o 0 limit, T is dominated by the

secular broadening term and is therefore useful for estimating the

zero-field relaxation rate.

We now inquire into the behavior of the relaxation rates as a

function of T in the context of the present example. in particular,c

we wish to note the effect of allowing T to become sufficiently largec

that y2B 2Tc 2 1 in violation of the motional narrowing condition.

If W2 << y22 [3.26a,b] show that T /T c i T Tc 
= (y BI T 2 so

o0 ca 2 co cc

that T1,T2  T c as T becomes long. On the other hand, if

2 22
Wo B1, then T1/1 c 

= w /(2y B l) as TC - . Thus, the longi-

tudinal relaxation time appears to become Zonger as Tc becomes longer

irrespective of violation of the motional narrowing condition provided

that B
2 >> B2
o la"

The question therefore arises as to whether the present theory
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can yield correct results for T when B2 even though the

motional narrowing condition is violated. As this situation can

readily arise in the case of slow diffusion through a magnetic gra-

dient (e.g., in a liquid) this question will be considered further

in the following section.

3.3 Relaxation Due to Diffusion Through Nagnetic-Field Gaadien S

The theory that was discussed in the previous section can now

be applied to a real physical situation: relaxation due to motion

through magnetic-field gradients. To do this, the identification

B1 (t) = B1 (r(t)) is made and a means found to characterize r(t), an

atomic trajectory, and Bl(r) so that the necessary functions and their

Fourier transforms can be calculated.

This type of problem has been dealt with by a number of different

authors concerned with varying physical situations; some will be refer-

red to here, others will be mentioned later in this section. Kleppner,

45
Goldenberg, and Ramsey obtained approximate expressions for nuclear

relaxation when the atomic mean free path is limited by the walls of

the container. Schearer and Walters46 dealt with the situation in a

gas where the mean free path is much shorter than the container dim--n-

sions. They werc concerned with a uniform gradient and a Larmor fre-

-l
quency such that w >> D, where TD is the diffusion time through0

the sample cell. Barb4, Leduc, and Laloe 47 (BL,) on the other hand

dealt with an arbitrary field configuration (within the limits of the

-1
*motiona Arrowing condition) and assumed that w << Tf whtre f is

, rv "e.n time between collisions. They also assumed a short mean free
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path compared to the sample dimensions.

For the situation we are interested in, i.e., a classical liquid

with very low Larmor frequencies, the diffusion equation with appro-

priate boundary conditions provides an accurate description of the

long term statistical motion of the He3 atoms. This was the technique

used by BLL and we will follow their approach here. We will start by

discussing the problem in an unspecified sample geometry. Subsequently

the expressions appropriate to a spherical sample geometry will be

written. The spherical case is important because it is the actual

geometry which must be used. In Chap. 4 and in particular in Appendix A,

a cubical geometry will be utilized since it lends itself to approxi-

mations which are useful in calculating the relaxation due to a nearby

ferromagnetic dipole.

3.3.1 Unspecified Sample Geometyr'

We start by writing a general expression for the required corre-

lation functions:

2 - -
G 6(r) = la (r(t - -))BIS(r(t))

L 6) 3 3
Let p(rot)d r be the probability that a given He atom is in the

3 -* tvolume element d r centered at r at time t . Also let P(ro ,to;

-1- 3r,t° + T)d r be the conditional probability that given that a certain

atom was located at r at time to, that it will be found in the volume

3o
element d r located at r at time t + T. If we assume homogeneity and

0

stationarity these probability densities may be written

In actuality, the BLL paper is concerned with the effects of an in-
homogeneous rf field in NMR experiments, but their results are readily
applicable to relaxation in static field gradients as well.
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p(ro t o) = V-1and

P(r ;r,t + T) r 0o;r,.)

where V is the sample volume. Hence
G (T) Y2d3ro 

)Iv
r(T) y P(r o,t )B (r r ' t ) rOLB 0  

fd 3 ct jr P (-rt t T) 1 (4)
Y V- d 3r B. ( 3r 4Y2Vf 0 1 ( 2" dr P(ro;r,T)B (r). 3.27

It is now assumed that P(r,r,t)
tion satisfies the diffusion equa-

0P(r DrP(;rt) 
[3.281

with the boundary conditions

P(ro;r,O) z 6 ((r - r[2 o ' (3. 29)

V, r P(r';rt)] 0 (3.31

P(r ;r,) = V- 1

where D is the diffusion coefficient, r is the gradient operator on
r, and fi is the unit normal on the su face S of the sample volume.

Using the separation of variables technique, we write

P(r ;r,t ) = g(t)f(,r )

Substituting into 13.28],

(gU)- dg/dt f 2f - 2
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where the sign of the separation constant is dictated by [3.31].

Considering the equation for g(t)

dg/dt + Dk2g = 0

we have g(t) = g(0)exp(-t/T k) where

2 -1
Tk - (Dk2) - 

. [3.321

Now considering the equation for f(r ,r), we have

,.2 2
(V r k )f = 0 [3.33]

and [3.30] becomes

rf " fi)s = 0 [3.34]

The Helmholtz equation [3.33] with the boundary condition [3.34] constitute

a classical eigenvalue problem where the eigenvalues k 
2 form a discrete

spectr'LM, and the associated eigenfunctions k (r) can be assumed to

be a complete orthonormal set. Thus

fI r = 6 kk' 6 2' [3.35a]

and

ZkZ(r) k(r') = 6(r - r') , [3.35b]
kk

where we have added the index Z to distinguish between any degenerate

modes.

The complete solution of [3.28] satisfying the boundary condition

[3.30] can now be written

-t/Tk

P( ro0;r,t )  A Akk(ro)k(r)e [3.36]
k 9
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Using equation [3.29] and [3.35a] yields the coefficients Ak(ro):

P(r ;r,0) = 6(r 0 r) = A (r)k(r)
0 kZokZ

giving

Ak(r) = (r

Substituting this into [3.36] and [3.36] into [3.271 yields the

desired expression for the correlation functions:

2 - I/k

GU6(T) V la(k,Z)BI1 (k,)c [3.37]

where B l(k,Z) and B l(k,Z) are expansion r,,efficients for Bla(r) and

B1 (r) in terms of the orthonormal functions ik(r):

Bl(k,k) = d' rBl A(rvrkz(r) , [3.3Sa]

Bla(r) = Blk, A;.rj [

Before proceeding to specific cases, gorre zencral observatwi-:,

should be made. First, we note that k -z) 1, ., cigenvalue; collation

[3.33] becomes Laplace's equation which has me solution that satis-

fies the boundary condition [3.3.1J:

(Cr) = const = V

It is recalled, however, that it is alvai s assuumed that B, 0.

Hence

B (- Vfd: )
l(k =0) = j d "rB t-) = 0

V
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so that the k = 0 term in [3.37] is always zero.

Secondly, it is seen that GCa(T) and hence j 0 (w) and k aa(w)

transform as the components of a symmetric second-rank tensor under

rotations of the coordinate system. That G aa(T) is symmetric can

be seen from the fact that B10, and consequently G 0 (T) are real.

Thus

G (T) = Y2V-1 1 Bl o(k,z)Bi*(k,k)e k
k2,

2 1F_* - -T/Tk= ̂ Y2V -  , Blot (k,i )Bia(k,Z,)e G GISO (T)

kk

The tensor property can be seen from [3.38a] and [3.371.

The symmetry property G = G Sa allows cancelation of the cross-

correlation terms in [3.16] which results in [3.16'], [3.20] and

[3.21]. The fact that G also transforms as a symmetric tensor is

useful in that it means that there is a coordinate system x'y'z' such

that G CL , = 6 O,6,G This allows the simplification of the relaxa-

tion equations for w = 0, [3.22] to the diagonal form [3.23]. By

examination of [3.23] it is seen that in both the general cases con-

sidered in the previous section, i.e., w° > T_ and w = 0, it is
o 1,2 0

sufficient to consider only the vntccorrelation functions G (T) and
their transforms j a (w) and ka" (w). In the wo 0 case, of course,

the proper coordinate system must be utilized.

Incorporating the result that the k = 0 term may be omitted with

the fact that only o = B terms are needed, allows [3.37] to be written

G2 = I BlC(k,Z) 2e [3.391
k,Z
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where 2 signifies that the k = 0 is omitted.

-1 2
Having seen that T = Dk j 0 for all terms in [3.39], we

may proceed to write the one-sided Fourier transforms:

nd j (t) = 2 Z'Ilo(kk) 2Tk(I + 22-1t [3.40]

and

k () = Y2V-1 E' Ili(kk) I2wTr(l + 2T2)-l [3.41]
k,Z I c k k

This general formalism may now be applied to a spherical sample

geometry.

3.3.2 Spherical Sample

The eigenfunctions are

nkm(r) = A nj X (knr/Ro) Ym(0'p)

where j,(z) is the k order spherical Bessel function of the first

kind (not to be confused with the cosine transform which will always
th

have a double subscript), B n is the n zero of the first derivative

of jZ(z): ji( kn) = 0, Ykm(ep) is the usual spherical harmonic, R°

is the radius of the spherical sample cell, and A n is the normaliza-

tion coefficient:

I

An= [R o f2i( np)dP]2

IR3[l - Z(Z + l)B-2n] (j2 [3.421

2

The separation constant, k2 , is given by

k2 =2
k (n/Ro) , [3.43]

so that the time constants T n are
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Tn =R2/(0 nD) [3.44]

Now 0 and is therefore excluded. The next smallest zero is

11 = 2.0816 which means that the slowest diffusion mode has a time

constant T 1 1 = 0.2308 R /D. For numbers that are typical of our

experimental situation, R = 0.5 cm, D = 10 cm sec we have

11 = 10 min. It is interesting to note that the slowest isotropic

mode T0 2 = 0.0495 R2/D decays in less than one-quarter the time the
02 0

1,1 mode does.

To make any further progress, we must specify the perturbation

field B1 (r) in some fashion. The easiest way to do this is to assume

that the sample volume is free of any magnetic-field sources so that

each of the Cartesian components of BI(r) must satisfy Laplace's

equation. Hence,

Bl = Ca(k,m)rZY Zm(0 ,) , [3.45]

9m

where obviously the Ca (k,m)'s are constrained by the reality condi-

tion on Bl. and Maxwell's equations. Using equation [3.38a] and the

fact Bla is real,

* J+3
Bla(n,,m) a (,m)AinnR °  , [3.461

where n +2
12n= P jZ(Wln p)dp  [3.47]

I n can be explicitly evaluated:

ln= Zjt($n)/ B2£ n [3.48]
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Substituting from [3.48] and [3.421,

IB (n,2k,m)1 2 = 21C o(,m) j-z2R .. 2  ( + 1)11lot ao n n -} [3.49]

From equations [3.39], [3.40], [3.41] we then have the correlation

functions and their transforms:

3G2 IC (Z"rUJ( 2R'zK2 -(=/TT =n [3.50]

Ca() 2-r B2 2  ( 1)]

Z11 Zn
nZm

2 2.+2
32 IC (Z,'r2 R '

(act(W) -y [3.51]

E Z " D [s- Z(Z + 1)]
n.Zm o '

3y 2 1C U (Zm) 2R2Z4 2

k (W) = 2 - 2[3.52]
n U! + W 4.11 )[2n k(Z + 1)]

As a specific example, we conszi.!er uniform: field gradient

axially symmetric about the x aKis:

B I(r) = gix - [3.531

where g is a constant. In this case, th, mriy non- zero expansion

coefficients in equation [3.431 ;ire

Cx(I 'tI V- 7 I 3

, (1,-1) - ,i V, T/3 g [3.54]

C (1,o) = g ,/

Hence
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W 1 9 2 1 2 4 -i 2 2 4 2 4 =2
yy = z = 2g YRoD L{(I - 2o inin + ooD ), n

jxx (W) 4j zz(W0)

[3.55]

The sum is [3.55] is most readily evaluated in either of two limits:

W T w oRo /(alD) << 1, or wo Tl>>i
o 00 11 0 1
In the case W T 1 <<

-1

-- 2 d [ 4 n 2  - 2)] = 0.0229n in - '{1n o } - In in

[3.56]

We can now write the "low field" relaxation times. For w = 0,
o

equations [3.55], [3.56] and [3.23b] give

-1 -1 = j 2 4 -1TzG = T - = 5j (0) = (5/2 )(0.0229y g R4D - )zG yG zz o 0

[3.57]

T = 2jzz(O)

-1 -1 -
zG yG = (5/2)TG

-l
In the case w >> T1  but w T < 1, equations [3.16'], [3.20],

0 o

and [3.55] give

~~-1 = -l
T =T- Sj (0),1G zG zz

[3.S81
-1 1 T-1

T j (0) + -T ("/2)j (U)
2G zz 2 zG zz

-l -1
Hence TIG = (10/ 7 )T2G

This illustrates the assertion that was previously made: the condi-

tion W0oTl <<" I does not guarantee that T, = T 2 .

In the opposite limit, i.e. WoTI1 > I, the sum in [3.55] can
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4
be approximated as follows:

2 4 2 - 4 2 -
(B21n - 2)(a + w2R D) ) - (WR ) (i - 2) [3.59]

in in 00 0 inn n

This approximation is not as good as that used in the opposite limit

[3.56], nor is the convergence nearly as rapid. Nonetheless, a num-

erical summation reveals

( 2 - 2 -1 - _
in 2

n

Using this result in equations [3.55] and [3.16'] yields

-l1 2 2 -2
T1G 5j zz(W 0 (5/4)g y Du) 0 [3.60]

This is identical to the result obtained by Schearer and 
Walters 46

in the limit WoTf << 1, where Tf is the mean timt .ween collisions

in the gas. It is noteworthy that this result is independent of R0
-2

and proportional to -.
0

With regard to T2G, it has already been noted that the secular

term will dominate in the extreme narrowing (w0 1 1 >> 1) limit.

Equations [3.58] show that T2 shifts from (7/2)j (0) when woI <<
2G2 n 0 1 1

to j zz(0) when w 0 1.

For the sake of completne:s, we also write the expressions for

the dynamic frequency shift using this particular gradient configura-

tion. Combining equations 13.211, [3.52j, and [3.54] we find

The Schearer and Walters calculation is haseu on a gradient that
has axial symmetry about the z axis and therefore has a different
numerical coefficient than [3.601. Our choice of gradient configura-
tion was made in order to facilitate the analysis of experimental
data in Chap. 4.
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6 w -[k (W) + k (W (5/2)ky (o
xx 0 y 0 y0

S22 6-2 _ 4 2 -1

ow/o =ngyRD 1n {n(n 2)U(i + w2R o J
00 n nI 0 0

In the limit o T << 1, this becomes

I/O -0.0263 y-g2 6 I-1

0

11

and in the opposite limit, {JTll>jw h

&o/w° - 0.50 (gyR i/o r

-0.43 (tll/T I

3.3.3 ReZaxation When the o!ordi.,. ' , Jondition is Violated

In our discussion of gradient-imhecu-., relaxot ion, we have assumed

until now that the motional nar-ovvi:! couition holds. In the case

of a uniform gradient such as %ye hu' )u-t discussed, the motional
-, , g2 2R6D-2

narrowing condition requires I g l : 1  -= 0.02 g y R D
ill *~1 0

-7
<< 1. For our experimental situation this means that g << 3 x 10 G

-1
cm

As it turned out, our experimental conditions did not meet the

motional narrowing criterion. Since we still wish to be able to ana-

lyze the dat in spite of this, we must now deal with the gradient-

induced relaxation in the opposite limit, i.., when D -* 0. Specifi-

cally, we wish to understand the behavior of the longitudinal (or

spin-lattice) relaxation and the nature of the transverse decay of

.11



the precessing magnetization when the motional narrowing condition

is strongly violated but when 1B l(ri ! everywhcre in the

sample volume. The matter of spin-lattice relaxation will be dealt

with first.

The situation we are now concerned with has a simple physical

interpretation: As a spin ;lowly diffuses through a gradient it sees

a local field that varies in direct ion (and magnitude) at a rate that

is slow compared to w . In this case tile spin can 'adiabatically

follow" I the local field. More precisely, the value of the component

of <I.> (the subscript referring to a specif'ic sTnin) that lies along

the local field direction is now an approximate constant of the motion.

Thus, after transverse components of the masnetizatien have been

damped out, the magnet ization till h..-couc noluiRtorm and will tend

to assume the same configuration a-:.i B"

The ability of a spin to adiih:o. Killy,]Iv fo1 low the local field

is obviously not perfect, and o,.er a toer,. o time it will become

disoriented. From a thermodvna:,Jic pol; t of view, in fact, it makes

sense to identify the longitudinal relaxation rate with the rate of

decay of the component of the maonet mit o in the direction of the

local field, B1 (r) + B0, rather than "ith the rate of decay of M,.

This is the point of view taken by Schearer and Walters (SW) in

one of their derivations of an expreSs;ion for of a gas in a uni-

form gradient.

In this derivation S,' reasoned as folows: .\s an atom moves on

a flight between collisions, it sees the local field rotate slightly

because of the gradient. By transfor- ing to a frame that is under-

8 4



going instantaneous rotation such that the local field always lies

along the z axis, there appears an effective field B(e) that isB1

orthogonal to the z axis and lies along the axis of rotation. As

the direction of B(I depends on the velocity of the atom, this

effective field will be seen to fluctuate rapidly. From this refer-

ence frame, the correlation time is now Tf, the mean time between
collisions. The correlation function G (e)(1) = y2 B(e)(t -T)B(e) (t)

is readily calculated for a gas and the expression for T is obtained

by using the relations

(T(e)) -- (e)(W + (C) ,IlG -~xx 0 yy o
where

(0 0(e)
J (w) =fdTG (T)cos()

We now adopt this point of view but under somewhat broader con-

ditions than those assumed by SW. That is, although we still assume

C(r (c.., the local Larmor frequency is taken to be - yB

rather than - y(B1 + Bo)), we do not assume that the substance is

necessarily a gas or that the gradient is uniform.

Because of the assumption that B (')l < 1B , the effective

fields in the rotating frame are given in first order by

yB(e) (t) B= (t)/B
lIx • l=

(e) -

yB (t) -=(t)/B

anywhere in the sample cell. Now it is well known that if the power

spectral density of the variable x(t) is j((,K), then the spectral

density of cx(t) is c 2 W2j(w. 48 ence

6
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( Ce) 2 = (W/Wo2 M
xx 0 yy

[3.61)
S(e) M WW2 M
yy 0 xx

and

(T ()(e) (W ((W
F.xx ye

3 yy (Wo) + xx (o)

-1- TIG,

-I
where T_ is the longitudinal relaxation rate that was calculated

IG

assuming the validity of the motional narrowing condition.

Thus, by considering the longitudinal relaxation rate to be

defined with regard to the local field, we obtain the same result

that would be obtained by blindly applying the BLL theory without

regard to the motional narrowing requirement. Of course, the valid-

ity of this approach depends on the motional narrowing condition

being satisfied in the frame where the local field is stationary.

2 -.(e) 2 2
In order to test this requirement, we must estimate y (B1  )1

This is readily done by calculating (B(e)) 2 from j (e)(W):la ota

2( e) 2  e) G (O)e)y (Bo G 0 (w dw/2iT

(The factor of 4 arises from the fact that one-sided transforms

have been used.)

Now when the diffusion equation is used to describe atomic

motion, we have seen that
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jaa(W) V E 'yj2 iBI,(k,9) 2Tk(l k2  [3.40]
k,2,

If it is assumed that a value of K exists such that IBIa(k,)1 2 is

negligible for all k > K, then for wT >> 1, where T = (K 2D) -1 isKK

the shortest significant diffusion time constant, (e) ( >>K const

Thus in this model G(e0) = o due to the cancelation of the -2

behavior in the high frequency limit of j (w) by the w2 factor in

[3.61].

This problem arises becuase the diffusion equation i , incorrect

for frequencies w > . In particular, the instantaneous velocity

is infinite in the diffusion model. In actuality, the spectral density
isifiieinte-2 -or

will decline faster than w above Tf. For example, for a gas where

the atoms undergo random flights, j a(W >> Tf I ) as is shown by SW.

For our present purposes, we will simply cut off the frequency

integral at T Thus, for example, assuming that T K  T
,21-ly~k,k) [2o 2,f Tk 2 2

2y(e) 2  2dw
lx 7T- 1 + k T

k,k 0 k

K 2 2

k,2 W °T f'k

( 2/ ( ,,f-l1-1 E' 2 2I f V ( j y(kZ)
22 -l l

kX 0 ,f k

2u 2T V1 'y2 ~2

ButY Bly =V L Bly(kk,)j
k, P.

Hence,
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_y

Y2 B (e).2 Tf2 < (2/t) (Tf/T) (B2 /B2<<.
lx f f (ly/Bo) <

Thus under the conditions we have assumed, the motional narrowing

condition is amply satisfied in the frame where the local field is

stationary. As a consequence, the usual motional narrowing condition

is unnecessary provided that 1) we are only dealing with the spin-

lattice relaxation time, and 2) <B<(r)j < Bo.

In the case of the decay of the transverse component of the

inagnetization (or the decay of the magnetization when wo - 0) the

situation is quite different. Because of the presence of a secular

term in the relaxation rate, it is essential that the motional narrow-

ing criterion be satisfied. If it is not the decay of the transverse

magnetization is in general not exponential.

In the limit where the diffusion coefficient is zero and

o >> IB(-)I (as before, spin-spin interaction is ignored) the

evolution of the average transverse magnetization in a free-precession

decay is easily understood: it is simply the Fourier transform of the

"shape function" of the Larmor frequencies taken over the sample vol-

ume. To be more explicit, if M(r,t = 0) = Moi, then

iW t

M(t) = M + iff = M If(W)e 0
x y o oo

= M exp(iw t) f(wo + u)eiUtdu
0 0 fJ 0

where f(w ) is the shape function (ff(w)dw = 1), and Oo is the cen-
0 (f 0

tral Larmor frequency. In this case the magnetization is extremely

nonuniform. In addition, the decay of the average magnetization does
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not represent a relaxation process since the entropy of the spin

system does not change. The magnetization can be made to reappear
1

at some later time by use of the well known spin-echo technique.

If the diffusion coefficient is noizero, however, true relaxa-

tion will occur due to the differing phase histories of each of the

spins. This situation is perhaps most easily studied by use of

49
Torrey's modification of the Bloch equations. fie applied the Bloch

equations to the magnetization of infinitesimal volume element in

the sample cell and added the effect of diffusion of the magnetization

into and out of this volume element. This diffusion is of consequence

whenever there are magnetization gradients present in the sample.

The Torrey-Bloch equations are simply

aMxy/at = y(M x B)x,y - Mx,y/T 2 + V DIMXy [3.62a]

am Pt = Y(M X B)z - (Mz - M)/T 1 + D Z [3.62b]
Mz/t = (-l -l -• V

The relaxation rates T and T-1 that appear in these equations are
2

the rates due to mechanisms not associated with the magnetic-field

gradient, and we will assume that they are sufficiently small that

they may be neglected here.

As an example, Torrey applied (3.62a) to the case of precession

in a small uniform gradient which is symmetric about the z axis.

That is

B(r) B 1 (r) +Bk = g(-xi -4yj + +

where Bo0 >> jBI(r). He then obtained the well-known result
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M+(,t) =M x(r, t) + iM y(r, t) =M 0exp i (w 0 ygz)t - 1o 223

~Dy g [3.63]

The first term in the exponential factor in [3.63] is the

dephasing that would occur in the absence of diffusion and the sec-

ond term is the irreversible damping. it is easily seen however,

that if it is postulated that the motional narrowing condition is

strongly violated, then the dephasing effect will cause the average

magnetization to disappear before the - 1/3 Dy 2g 2t 3term becomes

particularly significant. Thus, the only clear way a pronounced

exp(-t 3) behavior can be observed is through the spin-echo technique.

Hence, with regard to the free-precession decay of the trans-

verse magnetization one can make the following general statements:

If the motional narrowing condition is well satisfied, the magnetiza-

tion will be uniform throughout the sample volume, and it will expo-

nentially decay at a rate TG21 as given by the BLL theory. If on the

other hand; the motional narrowing condition is strongly violated,

the magnetization will no longer be uniform. In this case, if the

average magnetization is the quantity being measured, then the

effect of diffusion can be ignored in the first approximation and

the average transverse magnetization will decay according to the

Fourier transform of the shape function of the Larmor frequency.

3.4 Intrinsic Relaxation

We will now briefly review the subject of intrinsic relaxation

3due to the dipole-dipole interaction between He nuclei as they move

relative to one another. This subject was initially treated in a
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paper by Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound (BPP) which contains a

lucid discussion o'e the physical interpretation of the results.

More recent reviews of the general theory of this subject as treated

by the density matrix formalism can be found in an article by Hub-
51

bard 1 as well as in Abragam.

More specifically, we outline the calculation of T1 starting

with the general expressions [3.3] and [3.4]:

d<Q> /dt = - <A> , [3.3]

where 00

A = dT [Hl(t - )[Hl(t),Q]] [3.4]K 1 1'

Since we are interested in T1 , the operator Q is specified by

(o) (0)

where I.° ) is the z component of the nuclear spin operator I. for the1 1

i-th nuclear spin and similarly I.-1 ) = I + ii .. The dipole-
1 xi yi

dipole interaction Hamiltonian is taken for H and can be written in

the fori

N
hH = (q)v q )  (q) ( - q )

ij 13 [3.64]
i~j

where

ij Iq rij Y2q( ij 13

~~(o) 2 (0!) 1 ( 13 (-1) + i 1 i -)

Vij = i  j - ( j i j

V(±1) = Ito) I(±l) + (I±l)YO) [3.661

v8 2) - i(tl)(t±l)V 1 . 1
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and (r ij, ipoij) are the spherical coordinates of the relative

position vector of spin J with respect to spin i. The coefficients

in [3.65] are given by ao = -6 /T y2h2 , 1 - -3 /Ti7t y2 2 , and

a = -6 ' y2h2. We note that F - q  = F(q)*' V - q ) =
2 =j i6 ' ii ii

09) = V 5)  and =
1) ]1 ij "i

As usual, the unperturbed Hamiltonian is

hH = _ hyB I(o)or o

or

H = I(o)
0 0

By using the expression

(0),F(q) (-q)] =_F(q)v(-q),

which is readily obtained from the usual commutation relations for

the spin operators, the expression for the operator A in [3.4] can

be written

A = h-2 E q exp[- i 0(q + q')t]
qq'

[3.67]

fdTe t [F()( t - T)V F  ( t ) V

0

In order to evaluate

[F ( q ' ) ( t -T)V ( - q ' ) , F ( q ) ( t ) V ( - q ) ] =

[3.68]

F(q')(t - T )F(qt) [,q) V(-q)]4- j k" i k-Z (t) [V

the following assumptions are made:
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a) Three-body correlations are zero or small compared

to two-body correlations, i.e.,

F -qt _ )(q) (' qiF )t - F(q (t) = 6jX ijl (t - T)F (q )()

b) The sample is homogeneous and the relative motion

of the spins is random and isotropic. More explicitly,

if p(r )d3 0 is the probability of the relative position

vector of spin i with respect to spin j being r at

t = 0, then it is assumed p(ro) = const. In addition,

if P(ro;r,t) is the conditional probability that given

r.. = r at t = 0, that r.. = r at time t, then it is

assumed P(ro;r,t) = Por r rt).

If these two conditions hold it can be shown that

F ql (t - 'F (q)()=6-qq (ql) (t - z)F ( q ) (t = G~i)ij(T)
ij ij _q,q, i

and G(q) is real. This result automatically eliminates the non-iJ

secular terms in the expression for A, equation [3.67]. These assump-

tions are clearly invalid in proximity to the sample walls. This

exception will be ignored here but will be discussed briefly in Sec.

3.5.

With these assumptions [3.68] becomes

(ql)(-q', (q (-q -6 , E G q)( rV (q) v(-q)
[Fq(t - T)V(-'),F(q)(t)v(-)] = 6 _qq, Z i () ij ij

i~j

Substituting this into [3.67] and evaluating the commutators yields1

o 1(1 + l)<I()> '[J(1)(w + (2) (2w [3.69]

3 ij (o [ij3
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By using this result in [3.3] and noting that all the terms the sum

over j in [3.69] are identical, we finally obtain the desired expres-

sion:

T = (2/3)h-2(1 + 1)N [(1) J (2w ) [3.701
1B 3ij o ij o

where N3 is the total number of spins,

J (q) = 2 GdT cos(wT)G ) (T) 3.71]
13

and we have added the subscript "B" to designate intrinsic relaxation

in the bulk.
-1

In like fashion, the expression for T2B can be obtained:
1

1 ( 1-2 (2) (1)o)T =()hI(I + l)N[Jij (2w) + 10 J.. (W) + J.. (0)] . [3.72]
2B 6 j 0 i

From the assumption of isotropy and homogeneity and from equa-

tions [3.65] it is easily shown that

0)( j o : J ) to) I o),2 : IF{P 2 : I 12

[3.73]
=6:1:4

Hence, as long as the motional narrowing condition is satisfied with

respect to the dipole-dipole interaction, and w0 is sufficiently

(q)small that the spectral dnsities J ) (w) may be approximated by

their zero-frequency value, then T1B = T2B.

It now remains to calculate the correlation functions and their

Fourier transforms. In the case of a liquid, a reasonable first

approximation is to assume continuous diffusive atomic motion where
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the distance of closest approach between spins is limited by a hard-

sphere interatomic potential. This approach results as a limiting

case to Torrey's jump-diffusion model based on the theory of random

flights, 52 and has the advantage of allowing an exact calculation.

This calculation proceeds in virtually the same fashion as in

Sec. 3.3:

d 3 (-q)+ f3 (q) 6..

1  )(r)F. (r) Idr P(r ;r,t)F r) , [3.74]
1jf 0 3 0~ 0 i

where p(r ) and P(r ;r,t) are defined as in assumption b) above. As
+ -l .4 -+

before, we take p(ro) = V, V being the sample volume. For P(ro;r,t)

we use the solution to the diffusion equation satisfying the initial

condition P(r0 ;r,O) =6(r - r):

-+' -3/2 - /8t [.5
P(ro;r,t) = (8TrDt) exp[- (r - ro )/8Dt] [3.75]

where 2t has been substituted for t in the usual expression since

r,r 0 are relative vectors between two spins which are independently

52
diffusing with a diffusion coefficient, D. Making these substitu-

tions for p(r0) and P(r0 ;r,t) into [3.74] and using the definitions

of F.. (r) the correlation functions become5 2'1

I Oo:1JJ

G (T) = (2/rr)at (Va' ) '>u) exp[- 2Du T/a ]du [3.761
13 q Jf 1

0

where a is the distance of closest approach between two nuclei, and

Jl(u) is a spherical Bessel function of the first order and kind.

Using [3.711 we obtain the desired spectral densities.

J(q)(w) = (2/)a 2 (aDV)- 2u)u2(u2 2 2  du [3.77ij q a
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where T = a2 /(2D).a

The integral in [3.77] can be expressed in terms of elementary

functions. 52 Letting x = (2wTa)

r.u 2 4/4-
I(x) = (2/7T ,2 j(u)u 2  + x /4) du

/ i 1[3.78]

= x- {x2 - 2 + e- X[(x 2 
- 2)sin x + (x2 + 4x + 2)cos x]J.

Now except for viscous liquids in high magnetic fields, the

condition w T << 1 would be satisfied. Hence
oa

I(x) : (2/15)[1 - (5/12)x], x << 1.

Substituting 1(0) = 2/15 into [3.77] and [3.77] into [3.70], the

classical result

T 1-I = T -
1 = (8/I5)y4h 21(I + l)n 3 (Da)- [3.74]

lB 2B3

is obtained. In this expression n3 = N3/V is the spin density.

For the sake of later reference, we note that in the opposite

limit W 1, I(x) = x (2w oTa)-3 2 . For He3 and other liquids

of low viscosity, however, this result is somewhat academic because

of the extremely high magnetic field ( 107 G) necessary to reach

this limit.

This result suffers from two obvious defects, both of which tend

to be accentuated by the fact that the dominant contribution to the

correlation functions come from the region r.. > a:

1) The model of continuous diffusion is an inadequate

description of atomic motion for time scales on the
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order of or less than the mean time between
collision and for distances on the order of or

less than the mean free path. This means that

the zero-frequency result [3.79] would be in

error by a factor on the order of unity and

-3/2that the high-frequency (w-  ) result could be
0

completely incorrect.

2) The uniform radial distribution function

implied by the hard-sphere interaction is also

inaccurate.

It is clear that it is necessary to use a more realistic model

of the dynamics and structure of the liquid state if the result

[3.79] is to be improved upon. One effort that has been made to

accomplish this was that of Oppenheim and Bloom5 3 who ised the

concept of a time dependent pair distribution function in order to

introduce the effect of a non-uniform radial distribution function.

In the case of a classical liquid in the low frequency limit

2 J
(W a /2D << 1), they obtained the expression

1l 4 2
T I = 4,4h2I(I + 1)n3(L)a) F -dy

where

F(y) =J[g(x) j5 2(xy)X 32 \ 2

and where g(x) = g(r/a) is the radial distribution function. This

expression is identical to (3.79) when the hard-sphere radial distri-

bution function is assumed.

Oppenheim and Bloom specifically applied their theory to liquid
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3 0.

He by numerically evaluating] F(y)y dy as a function of temperature

and density by using the Lennard-Jones potential and Kirkwood's super-

position principle. Their results show that this integral is "remark-

ably insensitive to density and temperature" and yields a T1 which is

approximately 15% lower than [3.79] where the parameter a is taken

to be the Lennard-Jones radial parameter (2.56 x 10-8 cm for He).

Horvitz 24 has found that the Oppenheim and Bloom result agrees

well with T1 measurements made on liquid He
3 in a Pyrex cell that has

been subjected to a stringent plasma cleaning procedure.

Harmon and Muller54 adopted a different approach in their analysis

of nuclear relaxation of liquid ethane. They started with Torrey's

jump-diffusion model and extended it by introducing the effect of a

nonuniform radial distribution function. The size of the correction

to [3.79] obtained by this approach naturally depends on the parameter

<r2>/a2 , where <r2> is the mean-square jump distance. Although Harmon

and Muller find it necessary for this parameter to be nonzero in order

to obtain agreement with their ethane data, the agreement of the

Horvitz data with the Oppenheim and Bloom result (which does not pro-

vide for jump-diffusion) makes it doubtful that this is the case for

liquid He3

3.5 Wall-Induced Relaxation

We now consider the nuclear relaxation of fie3 at low temperatures

3where the He comes in contact with a dielectric surface via an adsorb-

ed phase. This situation is more complex than the other relaxation

mechanisms for two reasons:
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1) The adsorbed phase is in reality not a distinct homo-

geneous phase. Heterogeneity arises not only from the

fact that substrates are typically heterogeneous, but

also from the variation of the adsorbate-substrate

interaction as a function of the separation of the two. 5

In fact, experimental evidence shows that for helium a

density like that of the bulk liquid at the saturated

vapor pressure is not obtained until approximately three

atomic layers away from the substrate surface.
5 6

2) Wall-induced relaxation arises not only due to the

intrinsic He3 e3dipolar interaction, but also due to

the interaction of the He 3 with foreign nuclear and elec-

tronic magnetic moments that are associated with the wall.

These foreign moments can either be part of the wall

constituents or an adsorbed contaminant such as 0 2.

Electronic spins are particularly important since they

are more effective in relaxing the He 3 than nuclear spins

are by aratio of (p e/,I) 2  10o .

These complexities not only introduce theoretical complications

but also introduce problems in experimental design and analysis. In

particular, the nature and density of foreign spins on the wall is

frequently unknown, and the degree of surface heterogeneity can also

be sufficiently unknown to cloud experimental results. Some experi-

mental results will be noted below, however, that indicate that the

use of a cryogenic wall coating consisting of a solid inert gas is

useful in reducing some of these difficulties.
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With regard to a theoretical model, we will keep things simple

by maintaining the convenient fiction that the adsorbed phase is a

separate homogeneous phase with an enhanced relaxation rate that can

exchange atoms with the bulk sample. By using this approximation it

is not difficult to derive the relationship between the relaxation

rate in the adsorbed phase, Tl d1 and the measured relaxation rate
-ld

in the bulk, Ti1, that is due to this relaxation mechanism. The

situation is further simplified by two additional assumptions:

1) The rate of diffusion in the bulk is assumed to be

sufficiently rapid that the sample polarization ma)'

be considered to be homogeneous throughout the bulk.

While this assumption is not true in experimental

situations where T lAd is particularly short, 57it

is demonstrably true in ours.

2) It is also assumed that N 3BIN > 1, where N 3Band

N 3dare the total number of He 3atoms in the bulk and

adsorbed phase respectively. In the case of a spheri-

calcel, N3Ad /N3B -/n 3R 0) where s is the number

of He 3 atoms per unit area of surface.

With these assumptions, the solution of the two coupled rate

equations relating the polarizations of the bulk and adsorbed phases

yields the result 2 8

In the case of diffusion in a sphere where the magnetization is
specified to be zero at the surface, the diffusion mode with the
longest time constant decays in a time T[ -- R2/(rr 2D). In our

0
case TD 240 sec. This compares with an experimentally-estimated
value of TlW that is well in excess of IO sec. Thus it is clear
that 17lW is not limited by diffusion in the bulk.
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Ti (N3B/N3Ad(Tl + -r) [3.80]

where Td is the mean time that an atom spends in the adsorbed phase.

It should be noted that in general TilAd is aflisotropic; i.e.,

T is a function of the local surface normal with respect to B iflAd 0

the relaxation mechanism is due to dipole-dipole interactions. 
58

Since in our case, however, only the bulk magnetization is observed,

we ca tak lTd to signify the relaxation rate that is obtained from

an average over a spherical surface.

At this point we will briefly discuss the intrinsic component

-I
of TilAd . It is not particularly useful to discuss this subject at

great length since the experimental data that will be discussed in

the next chapter were not taken over a broad enough range of condi-

tions (particularly B 0) to allow a significant check of any detailed

theoretical model.

In general, the theory of intrinsic relaxation of adsorbed He 
3

is identical to that discussed in the previous section except that

the relative motion between He 3atoms is nowa confined to a planar sur-

face. That is, TIIis given by [3.70], and after averaging over all

orientations of the surface with respect to B0, the ratios between

the three spectral densities [3.73] still pertains. The correlation

functions and consequently the spectral dansities may be calculated

using [3.74]. This has been done by a number of authors 561by

modifying Torrey's analysis 52to describe two-dimensional motion.

In practice, two limiting cases can be considered: the limit of

continuous (two dimensional) diffusion, and the long-jump limit where
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it can be considered that two initially adjacent atoms no longer

interact after a single jump.

In the former (continuous diffusion) case, the calculation is

quite analogous to the one outlined in the previous section although

the results are no longer expressible in terms of elementary func-

tions. When W >> 1, where a = a2/(2D) as before, it is found

that J (q)(w) W-2 in contrast to the w-3/2 dependence found in1J 0 o

three-dimensional diffusion. If it is assumed that Ta < TAd' then

in the frequency range Td < -1 it is found that

= [const - kn(Wo T a). This low-frequency logarithmic divergence is
o1

cut off for w << T and TlAd becomes constant in this limit.

In the long-jump limit, the correlation functions are readily

calculated using Poisson statistics. The spectral densities are
22-1

proportional to T [1 + W T ] where c is the mean time between
c o c c

jumps.

Chapman and Bloom have measured TIW of 1e3 gas inside of a 1 cm
3

spherical Pyrex cell that had been coated with an annealed neon film.61

-3 -3
The gas density was 6 X 10 g cm and measurements were made at 2.6,

4.2 and 8.0 K and over a range of values for B . They found that the

continuous diffusion model correctly described the dependence of T1W

on B0 , but that the long-jump model did not. (It was assumed that

T1A d >> TAd so that T1W and T1A d are directly proportional to each

other.) At 8.0 K, a fit of the model to their data gave Ta = 2 x 10-7

sec. At the lower temperatures, however, Ta became about an order of

magnitude shorter (e.g., 10-8 sec at 4.2 K) than this. Chapman and

Bloom point out that this is not a reasonable result since a shorter
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correlation time should lead to weaker relaxation that that observed.

They suggest that this could be due to the partial formation of the

second, more loosely bound, adsorbed layer. Thus while the 2D-dif-

fusion model appears to be adequate for the description of a mono-

layer of Hie on annealed neon (or other similar surface), it is prob-

ably too crude to deal with relaxation at a liquid-solid interface.

Wall-induced relaxation due to foreign spins can be modeled in

a similar fashion. 61  In the case of electronic spins, however, there

are additional complications; e.g. the coupling may be scalar as well

as dipolar and the relevant correlation time may be determined by

the electronic-spin relaxation time. I The use of an inert-gas wall

coating of sufficient thickness should reduce this problem to a

negligible level provided that the 0 2 contamination of the gases can

be kept sufficiently low.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Initial-Experimental Results

4.1.1 Effect of Sample Condensation on He 3Polarization

The first experimental question that had to be answered con-

cerned the loss of He 3polarization during the process of condensing

the He -_He 4mixture into the sample cell after traversing nearly 2 m

of mn-bore glass capillary. It turned out that this process was

more efficient than had been feared. When the He 3was polarized to

5% at 1 Torr pressure, the sample magnetization was such as to

yield a magnetometer signal equivalent to a uniform applied field of

1-2 x 10 -5G. This gave a signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 10O3

with the magnetometer output filter having a 0.1 sec time constant.

This was fortunate in that it allowed a number of relaxation-time

measurements, typically between 10 and 15, to be made in a given

experimental run.

Since the sample cell is approximately spherical in shape, the

internal macroscopic flux density is approximately uniform and related

to the magnetization by 
6 2

B Si 8rM/3 =(87T/3) (0y)Px 3 n4 A x3 << 1 [4.1]

Iwhere P is the He 3polarization, x 3 is the He 3concentration, andn4

is the He 4number densit'. A uniform applied magnetic field B a
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that produces the same magnetometer signal as B is related to B
mo mo

by B = (R 0Rc)3Bmo (see Sec. 5.3), where Rc is the pickup coil

radius and R is the sample radius, Thus

P = (Rc/Ro) 3 [(8r/3)hyx3n4 ]
1-Baz

3 -4Estimating (R c/Ro) = 1.66 and taking typical values x3 = 6.9 x 10

Baz = 1.7 x 10 G, and n4 = 1.88 x 10 cm ,we find P 2.4% in

a typical run. The efficiency of the condensation process is retain-

ing the He3 polarization is therefore on the order of 40-50%.

4.1.2 Initial T7 Measurements

In the first experimental run that made use of the Tl-measure-

ment technique described in Chap. 2, a series of T1 measurements were

made under nominally constant conditions with an applied field,

B = 50.9 pG. (In this run, 2 Torr of He
3 was polarized so the He

3

concentration in the sample was twice the typical value of 6.9 x 10-.)

The purposes of this run were to obtain accurate measurements of T1

and to check the reproducibility of these measurements. The results

are shown in Fig. 4.1.

The error bars in Fig. 4.1 were obtained by a standard propaga-

tion-of-errors calculation based on estimates of timing error, mag-

netometer noise and chart recorder resolution. Also included was

an estimate of the small systematic error introduced by the uncer-

tainty in the direction of the applied magnetic fields due to the

presence of an ambient field having an unknown direction and a poorly

known magnitude. All of the error estimates of the individual T1

measurements that will be discussed in this chapter were made in this
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fashion. The weighted average of the measurements made in this run

4was 1.39 x 10 sec (3.9 h).

This relaxation time seemed to be much too short to be attribut-

able to intrinsic relaxation. This was verified in a subsequent

experimental run that was virtually identical to the one we have just

described except only 1 Torr of He3 was used. Since the He3 density

was halved, the relaxation time should have increased if intrinsic

relaxation was playing any significant role. The relaxation time,

however, did not change.

4.1.3 Field-Dependent Longitudinal Relaxation

After the above measurements were made, it was discovered that

T was strongly dependent on the magnitude of B . In particular, it
1 0

was found that the relaxation time was an increasing function of B0

up to the 1 mG level above which T1 would level off in excess of

1.2S x 10S sec (3S h).

Now a general conclusion that can be drawn from our discussion

of simple relaxation mechanisms in liquids and gases in Chap. 3 is

this: If the relaxation rate T 1 is a strong function of B0 , then

there is a relaxation mechanism that has a correlation time T such
c

that w 0 T 1. Since our results show a field dependence for

-1
wo < I rad sec , the responsible mechanism must have a correlation

time in excess of 1 sec. The only mechanism that can reasonably fit

this requirement is relaxation due to a magnetic-field gradient. We

have already seen that the slowest diffusion mode has a decay time

on the order of several hundred seconds. One might therefore expect

that 2 + const because the first order gradient would generally
1 o
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have the dominant effect due to its association with the slowest

diffusion mode.

Unfortunately, things were not that simple. In the first place,

the measured values of T -ldid not have an inverse-square dependence

on B . Secondly, the first-order gradient that would be necessary
0

on the basis of the theory in Chap. 3 (e.g. equation [3.60]) to

account for the measured relaxation times would be inconsistent with

the gradient inferred from the free-precession decay measurements

discussed in Chap. 2. It turns out, however, that the observed field

dependence is quite consistent with what would be expected from a

dipolar field arising from a ferromagnetic contaminant located a dis-

tance from the sample cell that is small compared to the size of the

sample. This hypothesis will be discussed in further detail in

Sec. 4.3.

4.2 Measurement of the He3 Diffusion Coefficient

As we have seen in Chap. 3, it is necessary to know the diffu-

sion coefficient of He 3 in liquid He 4 if we are to analyze the relaxa-

tion data. Since this information does not appear to be available

in the literature for our experimental conditions, we have made our

own measurement of this parameter.

Before describing this measurement, however, we note that it

can be shown from the theory of diffusion in binary mixtures that

provided the mass concentration of the component of interest (He 3in

our case) is vanishingly small, then the notion of that component

(i.e., n 3) is given by the ordinary diffusion equation
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2
an3/3t = DV

64
where D is independent of the concentration, x3. In this limit,

the theory also shows that an 3/t is unaffected by a thermal gradient

provided, of course, that the gradient is not big enough to cause

convective motion. Since in all of our experiments x3 < 3 x 10
-3 ,

we will assume that these results apply.

As was noted in Chap. 2, the horizontal field coils were wired

so that they could be fed in opposition in order to produce a known

gradient. In Chap. 3, the relaxation rate due to the gradient con-

figuration produced by these coils was calculated. Since all of our

data amply satisfied the condition wo T1 >> 1, we use the expression

[3.60]

T1I = (5/4)g2y2 Dw 2 = (5/4)(g/B ) 2D , [4.2]
1G o o

where it is seen from equations [3.53] and [2.1] that

g = 48TrNI/(125 v a 2 0.394 I(G cm- )

I being the current in amps that is fed to each coil. If a series of

relaxation measurements is made with various values of g, D can be

experimentally determined by a least-squares fit of the data to

Tl = (T_1 ) + (5/4)(g/B ) 2D [4.3]
1 1 0g=o

The results of such a sequcnce of measurements are shown in

Fig. 4.2 along with the curve obtained by a weighted least-squares

fit. 6 3 These measurements wcre made with B = 1.45 mG so that the
0
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effect of the ferromagnetic contaminant dipole was minimal. The

weighted fit yielded the results (T ) (8.02 t 0.2) x 10 - 6

-1 ( 05 2 g= 1 *

sec , and D = (8.4 t 0.8) x 1 cm sec

Although there do not appear to be any published measurements

of the diffusion coefficient of ie3 in liquid fie4 at 4.2 K, Harrison

and Hatton6 5 have reported on measurements made up to - 3 K on mix-

tures having He3 molar concentrations as low as x3 = 0.137. A rough

extrapolation of their data on this lowest molar concentration to

4.2 K yields an estimat- that agrees reasonably well with our result.

4.3 Relaxation Due to a Nearby Ferromagnetic Dipole

4.3.1 Results of Model Calculation

Having seen that the observed field-dependent relaxation is

inconsistent with a uniform-gradient model, we now turn to an analy-

sis of the relaxation that would be expected from the next most

likely perturbation field: a dipolar field arising from a nearby

ferromagnetic contaminant. We will show that there is sufficiently

good circumstantial evidence in support of the validity of this

model to allow us to deduct this effect from our data so that the

field independent mechanisms, i.e., wall-induced relaxation and

It should be pointed out that the experimental conditions under

which these measurements were made were not accurately known. That
is, although the conditions were intended to be at the NBP of He4 ,
the sample pressure and temperature were not directly monitored. In
particular, the practice of overfilling the sample cell (see Chap. 2)
could lead to the liquid-vapor interface being sufficiently high in
the fill-line capillary that the sample pressure could be somewhat in
excess of 1 atm. All we were really interested in, of course, was the
value of D under the same conditions that all the other measurements
were made.
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intrinsic relaxation, may be studied.

In order to simply model the effect of relaxation due to dif-

fusion through a dipolar field, we consider a cubical sample cell

having sides of length L with a ferromagnetic dipole m located a

distance b from the center of one face of the sample (see Fig. 4.3).

It is assumed that the relative orientations of m, B, and the vector

between m and the center of the sample do not have a major effect on

the magnitude of the relaxation rate so that all three may be taken

to be in the z direction as a first approximation. in addition, it

is assumed that a) w 0(ir/L) D > 1, b) b << L and c) F~oI >> 1(

everywhere in the sample volume, where B I(r) is the dipolar pertur-

bation field. Assumption a) is demonstrably true for our experiments.

Assumption b) is justified a posteriori: all of our experimental

information is consistent with the results obtained with this assump-

tion. Assumption c) arises from our validity discussion in Chap. 3.

Ani estimate of mion the basis of fitting the data to the results of
this model will indicate that c) is moderately well satisfied.

With these assumptions it is not difficult although somewhat

tedious to use the results of Chap. 3 to calculate T l-1 The details

of the calculation are presented in Appendix A, and only the results

will be discussed here. Explicit results cam be obtained in two

limiting cases: 1) wt T «< 1, and 2) WioTb 1, where Tb b 2ID.

In case 1), we obtain

-l 2 2T 1G= iry m / (8VbD), WOI << 1 [44

where V L3is the sample volume. in the opposite limit,
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Fig. 4.3 Geometry and coordinate system used to estimate the relaxation
due to an external ferromagnetic dipole.
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-1 224 4 - 3/2
T~l =3 ITY m D 1(4 /2 b V)] , W T > 1 .[4.5]

o o b

Thus the dipolar perturbation field leads to a w -3/2 dependence
0

-Iin the limit W Tb >> land L >> b. It is not difficult to see from

the discussion in Appendix A that relaxation arising from a remotely

located dipole, b >> L, would yield a w- dependence. Since B spans
0 0

a range of almost two decades in our data, a discrepancy of wFis

quite marked, and our data clearly favors the w 32dependence.
0

Before making a detailed comparison with our data, a general

comment is in order. In our review of the intrinsic nuclear relaxa-

tion of monatomic liquids in Chap. 3, it was noted that a model based

on continuous diffusive relative motion between atoms led to a w- /

20
dependence in the limit that W o T > 1. Here T a a2 /(2D), where a

is the distance of closest approach between two atoms. Since dipolar

interactions are involved in both intrinsic nuclear relaxation and

in the present case, it is clear that the present case is a kind of

macroscopic analog of intrinsic relaxation. There are, of course,

gross differences of scale. For liquid He, Ta=lo 10 sec while for

the present case T b =10 2sec. it should also be noted that while

it is inappropriate to use the diffusion equation to describe atomic

motion for times Ta, its use for times ! Tb is very well justified

except in the case of a low pressure gas.

4.3.2 Comparison of the Dipole Model with the Data

In order to test our ferromagnetic dipole hypothesis, the func-

t ion

-l T0 -l (B [4.6]
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was fitted by means of the weighted least-squares technique to the

data from the first experimental run where a systematic measurement

of Ti1 vs. B 0was made. The data and the resulting fitted curve are

shown in Fig. 4.4. The fit parameters were T1i. = (1.45 t 0.04)

5 -11 -l13/
X 10 sec (40.4 h), and ot = (2.04 t 0.1) x 10 sec G .The

fit to data obtained from some of the other experimental runs using

[4.6] will be shown in following sections.

The question that now arises is whether there is a reasonable

probability that there is at least one ferromagnetic dipole of suf-

ficient magnitude and in sufficiently close proximity to the sample

to account for the value of ai that has been obtained. To answer

this we note that there are only three materials that are sufficiently

close to the sample to satisfy the b << L condition: Pyrex glass,

17
Delrin plastic, and niobium wire. Cabrera has measured the reman-

ent magnetization of typical samples of all of these materials at

4.2 K using a SQUID magnetometer. Of these materials, Delrin is the

most suspect since it was found to be invariably contaminated with

numerous isolated ferromagnetic inclusions. Particularly suspect

was the Delrin coil form (Fig. 4.5), since it came to within an esti-

mated 0.06 cm of the sample.

In order to be more quantitative we use equations [4.6] and [4.5]

to write

a = 3Tr (yD) nm2/ (4 /2- b 4V) .[4.7]

3
If we take b =0.1 cm and estimate the sample volume to be V = 0.38 cm

equation [4.71 together with the measured value of ai yields the esti-
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DELRIN COIL

FORM

PYREX SAMPLE
BULB

1ramM

Fig. 4.5 Detail of sample cell and pickup coil form showing possible
location of a ferromagnetic dipole.
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4

mate m 2 x 10 G cm3. This can then be compared with the results

of measurements made by Cabrera on two thin-wall cylindrical samples

of Delrin of dimensions 4i" diam x 4"1 length x .01011 wall. These

samples were axially scanned by slowly sliding the cylinders over a

close fitting cylindrical post that had a superconducting pickup coil

wound on it (Fig. 4.6a). Fig. 4.6b shows the results of these scans.

The reference marks in Fig. 4.6b show the peak signal that w~ould be

obtained from a point dipole of magnitude m = 2 x 10- G cm 3that was

embedded in the sample wall and oriented in the axial direction.

Cabrera points out that this type of measurement always given a lower

bound on the size of the dipole. Although the evidence shown in Fig.

4.6 cannot be conclusive since the measurement was not made on our

coil form and since the value of m inferred from [4.7] is very sensi-

tive to the value chosen for b, it is clear that our hypothesis is

very reasonable indeed.

There is additional supporting evidence for the ferromagnetic

dipole hypothesis. For one thing, a microscopic examination of the

coil form revealed a brown contaminant speck near the inner surface.

(The coil form was made of unpigmented Deirin which ha% a white,

translucent appearance similar to that of natural nylon.)

Another piece of corroborating evidence was also obtained in an

unexpected fashion. In the first 15 experimental runs the cryostat

was kept cold continuously in order to avoid disturbing the apparatus

unnecessarily. Between each of the subsequent runs (excepting between

19 and 20), however, the cryostat probe was removed and reinserted

into the dewar in order to remove and apply cryogenic wall coatings.
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. -- DELRIN CYLINDER

DETECTION COIL
(0) CALIBRATION

COIL

YC .. NDER . PROBE

PROBE - CYLINDER

(b)

DELRIN *1

m,2xiO-6Gcm3

T
Fig. 4.6 (a) Detail of apparatus used by Cabrera to measure remanent

magnetization associated with 4" long x 1/2"-diam x 0.01" wall
Delrin cylinders. Detection coil was coupled to a SQUID mag-

netometer.
(b) Scans made with this apparatus along the length of two
different Delrin samples.
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In the analysis of data from these runs it was noted that the fit

parameter a in equation [4.61 was slowly declining from one run to

the next. It was speculated that this was due to a shifting of the

coil assembly (which was clamped to the fill capillary with an RTV

rubber cushion) with respect to the sample bulb because of the

effects of thermal cycling. A subsequent disassembly of the apparatus

indeed revealed that there had been a downward shift of the coil

assembly by 0.15 - 0.2 cm. The numerical decline that was noted in

cx was consistent with this amount of motion.

It should also be noted that the B-3 / 2 behavior was otherwise
0

immune to changes in experimental parameters. For instance, this

behavior was unaffected by wall coatings and He3 density. In addition,

factors such as changes in the bath temperature, vertical location of

the cryostat probe in the dewar, whether the magnetometer was on or

off, and current changes in the pickup loop corresponding to 1 0 0 at

the SQUID either had little or no effect on the relaxation rate.

The prepo-iderance of this evidence suggests that the source of

the field-depenlent relaxation has been correctly identified. In

-1
tne Follow:.ng sectio' is, we will identify T1. with the sum of the wall-

, ainu intrinsic relaxation rates, both of which should be quite

independent of the small applied field, B . This is equivalent to

assuming that the microscopic correlation times associated with these

two remaining relaxation mechanisms are very short compared to the
-1 -1

smallest value of that was used in our experiments (Wo I 2 x 10-2
0 0

sec).
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4.4 Wall-Induced Relaxation and Intrinsic Relaxation in the Bulk

Having made the identification T 1  T 1I + T -1 we now wish to
I- 1W IB'

analyze our data in light of some of the models that were discussed

in Chap. 3. Comparison of our data with that published by other

workers will be made in order to facilitate this analysis.

As a result of this, we will see that there are two effective

ways of reducing T- for He3 at 4.2 K: 1) use a wall coating of1W

solid H1,, and 2) use Hie4 as a buffer for the adsorbed phase. In

addition, our data will show that the two techniques may be used

together with advantage.

4.4.1 Ef"fect f He 14

In order to discuss the interplay between wall-induced relaxa-

tion and intrinsic relaxation in the bulk, it is useful to summarize

the results obtained by Chapman and Richards3 1 (CR) from T 1 measure-

ments of lie :zc at 4.2 K over a range of densities 2 x 10- 3 P

_ -3
7 x 102 g cm . Their results are particularly useful to us

because their sample cell was virtually identical to ours and simi-

lar cleaning procedures were used. Their measurements, however,

were made with B = 1 kG. CR found that their results could be
0

represented by

Tll = Cln + C2/n.100 1 n3 2 m3 .8

where nim3 is the lie 3 molar density, C is a constant that did not

vary frum run to run, and C.7 is a constant that was found to depend

on the cleanliness of the sample-cell wall.

CR identified the first term with the intrinsic rate in the bulk,
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TB, and the second with the wall-induced rate, T1W. The reason

-1
that T1B is proportional to nm3 has been discussed in Sec. 3.4.

The reason that T - I C /n can be seen from equation [3.80],1W 2 m3

T1W = (N3B/N3Ad)(TlAd + TAd, [3.80

if certain conditions are met. The primary condition is that the

He3 molar surface density, sm3' be independent of n3m; i.e., nm3

should be large enough for the surface to be saturated so that the

adsorption isotherm is relatively flat. Secondly, it is necessary

that TIAD + TAd be independent of nm3. If these conditions hold and

[3.80] is written in the form

T1 3s 3m / [nR( + T •49

1W m3[nm3 o (TlAd TAd)] [4.9]

where 3/R is the surface-to-volume ratio for a sphere of radius Ro p

then the inverse relationship between T-1I and n 3 is apparent.

Actually, CR assumed (as will we) that T1Ad << [Ad so that [3.80]

and [4.9] become

T1W = N3BT1Ad/N 3Ad [3.80']

and

T-I = 3si3 /(n RT [4.9']T1W m3nm3RcT1Ad )

The justification for this assumption in the case of Pyrex or other

weakly relaxing surfaces is that C2 in [4.8] is in fact sei ,itive

to surface preparation.24 ,3 1  If the opposite limit were true,

TAd >> TlAd, the state of surface cleanliness would have little or

no effect on the measured relaxation. Thus, with the various assump-
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tions that have been made

C2  
3S 3 /(RoTlAd) [4.10]

CR determined C1 by fitting [4.8] to their data and found
CI ( 02 0 2 se -1 3 -I1

C, = (4le tof x 10 sec 1 cm mol Although they don't specify

the values of C2 that were obtained, C2 can be readily inferred from2 2

their data plot by noting that TI. is a maximum when nm3 = C2/CI. We
x~~M 2 2 i6 -l-

thus find that 1.4 x 10 < C2 < 2 x 10 sec mol cm- , depending

on the surface cleanliness.

By using these values for C and C,, in [4.8] we can estimate the

relaxation time that would be obtained for the typical He3 density

-3used in our experiments (i.e., n m3 = 2.16 x i0- S mol cm- when the

optical pumping bulb was initially loaded with 1 Torr He 3) but in the

absence of the liquid He 10 : < , < 150 sec. Since the value of
[3

TI. quoted in the previous section is - 103 times 150 sec, it is

clear that the presence of the liquid lie4 buffer has drastically

reduced W As an alternative comparison, we note that the longest

relaxation time obtained by CR was - 5 x 10 sec (1.4 h) at a density

-3 -3
of 3.3 x 0 ol cm

It scarcely needs to be pointed out, however, that for our

4intended application the presence of the lie is certainly not an un-

mixed blessing. For example, the use of liquid He4 has the effect

of reducing the He3 diffusion coefficient by - 104 and thereby

increasing the zero-field relaxation rate due to magnetic-field

gradients by that factor. In addition we will see that the use of

liquid He4 will also shorten T somewhat (- 40% at 4.2 K under SVP),
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although the presenc- of He4 gas should have little effect on TlB.

By using the range of values for C2 inferred from CR together

with [4.10], a range of values for T1Ad can be estimated. Taking
=l 0-9 mol cm-2 (115 -2)

R 0.5 cm, sm3 1.7 (10 atoms cm ), we find

5 x 10-3 < T1A d < 7 x 10
- 2 see.

These simple considerations can be readily extended to 
He -He4

mixtures. To do this, we take advantage of the relatively high

temperature involved and make the approximation that He
3 and He4

are identical with regard to their adsorption properties. In this

case, then, we write

Sm3 /Sm4 = nm3 /nm4,

Sm3 + Sm4 Smt = const

and
N 3Ad/N 3B 3 mt/(n mtR) [4.11]

where nmt nm3 + nM4. Thus,

-1 = -1 [4.12]TI1 Cln1m3 + 3mt/(mt o)]Ad,

where C may or may not be the same as C1 depending on whether the

He4 has liquid or gas density. (It is assumed that nm3 is much

smaller than liquid density.)

If we assume that the presence of ie4 cannot increase TIAd and

This approximation is reasonable given the crudeness of the present
analysis. At lower temperatures, this approximation becomes invalid
as the He4 tends to exclude HeS from the wall. 6 5 This occurs because
He3 has a slightly larger effective atomic volume due to its greater
zero-point motion.
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that smt is virtually independent of nm3/nm4, we see by comparing

4[4.9'] and [4.12] that the minimal effect uf a He buffer is to
-l

multiply TIW by the factor n /(n + n ) << 1. With the use ofnW 3 m3 m4
4He , then, one can lengthen the intrinsic relaxation time in the

-1
bulk by reducing nm3 without incurring a penalty from TIW.

Experimentally, however, we now face a somewhat more difficult

situation. In the case of pure Ile3 one is reasonably justified in

assuming that T is fairly independent of nm3 so that relaxation
lAd m

-l b itn 48
in the bulk can be experimentally separated from TIW by fitting [4.8]

to the data. In the case of He 3-He4 mixtures, however, this may not

be the case for clean or coated walls where the intrinsic relaxation

process in the adsorbed phase may be significant. Since the intrin-

sic process in the adsorbed phase would also he proportional to nm3'

-1one cannot identify the component of T1 a, that is proportional to nm3

exclusively with the first term in [4.121, z., 
TIB.

Although the technique of using sample cells of differing radii

could be used, we did not do so. Relaxation measurements were made,

however, at three different He3 densities: p3 = 0.4, 1, and 4 Forr

pressure in the optical pumping bulb. In order to interpret these

33
results, we will resort to using the Oppenheim and Bloom theoretical

-1 3estimate of T for pure liquid lie (see Sec 3.4), which has been
lB

24
experimentally verified. Hence,

IB 1 3m
where

' N~y4h 2 (
C1  1.97 N Y h1(I + 1)/aD , [4.131

1 A
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and where N A is Avogadro's number, faking for D our measured value

8.4 x 10 cm 2 sec 1 and 2.56 x lo- 8 cm for the Lennard-Jones radial

-2 -1 3 -
parameter, we find C, v 7.9 x 10 sec cm mol . For our typical

He3 density nm3 = 2.16 x 10
- 5 mol cm- 3 this yields TIB = 5.85 x 105

sec (162 h).

Although this is not a particularly desirable way to proceed,

this is sufficiently accurate to allow estimates of T-d for the pur-TIA d frtepr

pose of comparison with the CR data. In addition, it will be seen

in Sec. 4.3.2 that this theoretical estimate of T1B is only - 15%

greater than an experimental lower bound on T B. Hence we can say
-1 -i -

with reasonable certainty that C 10 -1 sec cm mol -I .
1

By using the value of C obtained from [4.13] we have plotted

T-I1w T - I - C n in Fig. 4.7 from each of the three experimental
1W 1- 1m3

runs where different values of n 3 were used. Also shown are the
-l3

estimated values of T where we have used [4.11] to estimate
lAd

N 3Ad/N3B 3.3 x 10- 7.

On the basis of the results shown in Fig. 4.7 two comments can

be made:

1) No conclusion may be drawn concerning the dependence

of T on n from this data alone. It should be

noted that the experimental run where the largest He3

density was used (p3 = 4 Torr) was widely separated in

time from the other two. In addition, this particular

run occurred after 02-contaminated He4 had been admitted

to the sample cell (see Sec. 4.4.3).

2) Despite the large difference in S3, it is seen that the
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Fig. 4.7 Estimates of the wall-induced relaxation, 'r and the relaxa-
-1 lw'

tion rate in the adsorbed phase, TIAd, as a function of the

He3 pressure in the optical pumping cell, P3.
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estimates of TlAd that we have obtained (3-6 x 10-2 sec)

are quite similar to those that can be inferred from the

CR data (5 x 10 - 7 x 10- 2 sec). It is tempting to

conclude that this shows that in spite of the plasma
-1

cleaning, TIAd is still dominated by foreign-spin inter-

actions, in particular by electronic paramagnetic centers.

Since the CR data were taken in a field of 1 kG

(Wo = 2 x 107 rad sec 1), however, it is not possible to

do so without demonstrating that T1W has no significant

field dependence below 1 kG. Since Chapman and Bloom
6 1

have found that He3 on annealed Ne has a correlation time

of Ta = 2 x 10-7 sec (see Sec. 3.5) this possibility

cannot be discounted.

4.4.2 Cryogenic Wall Coatings

Because T1W becomes very short for the low He3 gas densities that

must be used for optical pumping of He , it normally becomes impossible

to obtain any measurable nuclear polarization by use of this technique

at temperatures below - 20 K. It was discovered by Barb6, Lalo , and

Brossel32 (BLB), however, that the use of certain solid cryogenic wall

coatings could be used to dramatically reduce the wall-induced relaxa-

3tion of He at low temperatures and thus allow significant nuclear

polarization to be achieved. In particular, they found that the use

of a solid H wall coating of - 30 molecular layers at 4.2 K caused
2

the reaaintm31 TW -
the relaxation time T1 = T1W (TlB was completely negligible) of He

3

gas at a density of 2.7 x 10 mol cm to increase from < 1 sec

(estimated to be 102 sec) to 60 ± 10 h. The sample cell diameter
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was 3 cm.

BLB also found that the various cryogenic wall coatings were

effective in allowing significant nuclear polarizations only over a

limited temperature range below the freezing point of the coating gas.

For instance, 112 was effective in the range of 2 < T < 6.5 K, and D2

was found to be effective for 6 < T < 8.5 K. Additionally, the noble

gases Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe were found to be effective over the ranges

8-13, 14-36, 16-S0, and 17-33 K respectively.

In a detailed discussion of this phenomenon, Barbs 33 notes that

the upper limit is simply due to the increasing vapor pressure of the

wall coating which quenches the metastable (2 3sI) atoms and thereby

inhibits the optical pumping process. He finds, however, that the

low-temperature limit is due to a rapidly increasing T_ 1 which has
1W'

-I
a temperature dependence of the sort T Iw exp(E/kT). For example,

in the case of a H2 wall coating, Til < 5 sec when the temperature

approaches 3.7 K.

It is therefore clear that the obvious function of a wall coat-

ing, i.e., that of covering a magnetically dirty surface with a

relatively nonmagnetic material, is not the dominant reason for the

dramatic improvement in T IW. The most important function is to reduce

energy of adsorption, Eas for a helium atom on the surface. In the

case of low density He3 gas where the wall is unsaturated, this can

have two, possibly three effects on TIW:

1) The mean sticking or adsoprtion time, which is given

by Td T exp(Ea/kT) when the coverage is much less
b1Ad Ad

than a monolayer, is reduced so that the probability
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that a helium atom is adsorbed, N3A IN 3B is likewise

reduced.

2) The correlation time, T , for an adsorbed atom becomes

shorter so that under the assumption that wr 0 «c< 1,

l_ d becomes proportionately smaller.

3) The intrinsic relaxation mechanism in the adsorbed phase

is reduced since the He 3surface density is smaller.

The first two of these are discussed in detail by Barb9. 3

Whether the third effect is significant or not depends on the nuclear

and electronic spin density of the wall coating, the latter presumably

being negligible if the 0 2contamination is small.

In our experimental situation, it would not be expected that the

He 3surface density would be greatly altered by the presence of a

wall coating. It still could be possible, however, that a wall coat-

ing might be helpful in reducing the correlation time for atoms in

the adsorbed phase as well as serving to cover magnetic sites in the

glass surface. For these reasons, we decided to do some preliminary

experiments with wall coatings.

In our experiments, several different wall coatings were tried

at 4.2 K using the procedure described in Chap. 2. It should be

pointed out, however, that since our experimental procedure required

condensation of the He 3_He 4mixture after the coating had been frozen

on the sample cell walls, it is possible that the wall coating was

ablated to some extent during the interval when relatively warm gas

was entering the cell.* Thus it is unknown whether any given wall
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coating was uniform or not or even whether all of the cell surfaces

were covered or not. It can only be assumed that our results repre-

sent a lower found on the effectiveness that a given wall coating

would have under ideal circumstances.

Hydrogen wall coatings were Lsed in two experimental trials

(Fig. 4.8). In the first trial, an estimated equivalent of 30 mol-

ecular layers of solid H2 was used, and in the second a much thicker

coating of - 280 molecular layers was tried.T In the former case we

obtained T10 = 141 + 3 h, although the longest relaxation time that

was actually measured was 128 + 8 h. hen the thicker H2 coating was

used, TIO dropped to 57 ±1 h. The reason for the thicker H2 wall

coating yielding a shorter T1. than the thin one has not been deter-

mined.

In any case, it is clear that - 30 molecular layers of H2 wall

zoating had a definite impact on TIW. By comparing T1.0 for the bare

cell (40.4 h) with the valce obtained with the thin H2 coating we see

that TIW 57 h in the bare cell. in other words, wall-induced rcl-xa-

tion was responsible for 70% of the relaxation rate that was measured

in the bare cell.

Although some attempts were made to throttle the flow of the sample
gas through the stopcock connecting the optical pumping bulb with the
fill-line capillary, the presence of the stopcock grease made it vir-
tually impossible to obtain anything other than an on-off response.

tThe estimates of the equivalent coating thickness were based on the

assumption that all of the wall-coating gas ended up on the sample-

cell surface. This assumption is reasonable since the sample cell,
because of its location and its thin walls, would cool before the

fill capillary as the probe was lowered into the dewar.
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We also note that the theoretical estimate of T 1Bmade in the

previous section exceeds the value of T obtained with the thin H2

coating by -15% and the longest measured relaxation time by -27%.

-1 -1
Thus it seems likel.y that T 1B was dominant over Ti1w in this case.

Because of this and the lack of an accurate measure of TilBP a quanti-

tative estimate of T W(for th hnH2coating) is not possible.

This result, however, does suggest that yet longer relaxation times

are possible at lower He3 densities.

In two other experimental runs, a generous (-~ 700 atomic layers)

coating of solid argon was tried. Argon was chosen because it has no

nuclear magnetic moment. In the first trial argon that was specified

to have an 0 2level of < 0.1 ppm was used and yielded T l = 39.1 + 0.4 h

which is virtually identical to the bare cell result (40.4 t I h). In

In order to see if 0 2 contamination in the Ar would have any effect, Ar

that had been doped with 3.9 ppm of 0 2 was used in the second trial.

In this cas .e, we obtained T1. = 39.5 + 0.6 h. These results are shown

in Fig. 4.9.

Our results were thus similar to those obtained by BLB: at 4 K

an argon coating had no effect when compared to a clean Pyrex surface.

In light of our remarks on the disposition of the wall coating after

admission of the He sample, however, it must be admitted that a firm

conclusion cannot be drawn on the basis of our negative result. How-

ever, if the hypothesis that the effectiveness of a wall coating was

predominantly due to the covering of a magnetically dirty surface with

a non-magnetic substance were true, our sensitivity was such that a

coverage of only -10% would have been sufficient to cause an observable

change in T1 ..
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4.4.3 Effect of 02 Contamination

Because of the time and effort necessary to operate the super-

leak He4 purifier, commerical grades of He gas were tried on two

occasions in order to see if the superleak purification procedure

was important or not. On the first occasion Matheson "Ultra High

Purity" grade helium (total impurity content < 10 ppm, 02 concentra-

tion < 2 ppm) was used and on the second occasion helium having a

total impurity content < 1 ppm was obtained from Liquid Carbonic

Corp.

The use of the lower purity helium gave some rather pronounced

results. The initial magnetization was so small (- 10-2 x the usual

value) that only one relaxation-time measurement was made. Even

more surprising, the sign of the magnetization was the opposite of

that observed on all other occasions. The reason for this is not

known. No difference in experimental conditions (e.g., current polar-

ity to the optical pumping field coils, guide solenoid, and sample

cell field coils) could be found, although the possibility of a mis-

take cannot be absolutely ruled out until the experiment is repeated.

The one relaxation-time measurement yielded T1 = 2.7 ± 0.3 h in a

field of 145 pG. In this magnetic field we would have expected
T1 = 19 h in the bare sample cell with the superleak-purified He

4.

In preparation for the subsequent run in which the higher purity

commerical He4 was to be used, the cryostat probe was removed from

the dewar and the sample cell was pumped out. In order to reduce the

possible effects of residual 02 contamination from the previous run,

I argon was admitted before cooling the probe down again. It is now
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thought that this maneuver was of dubious value and that the probe

should have been disassembled for a new plasma cleaning of the

sample cell. Consequently, the fact that T100 was found to be shorter

in this run (30.6 * 0.3 h) then in runs where superleak-purified He 
4

was used is probably insufficient to judge the relative purity of

the gas from these two sources.

4.5 Conclusions

The primary objective of our experimental work was to determine

whether the long intrinsic nuclear relaxation times that are predicted

3_ 4
in the bulk of dilute He -liquid He mixtures can be attained in actual

practice when other relaxation mechanisms may be present. With respect

to this objective the experimental results have been encouraging. It

has been found that with a H wall coating, the wall-induced relaxation

was reduced to the point where a Tin excess of 5 days was achieved

in a 0.069% mixture of He 3 in liquid He 4 at 4.2 K in a 1 cm diameter

Pyrex cell. Since this result appears to be limited for the most part

by intrinsic relaxation in the bulk, yet longer relaxation times should

be achievable by using lower He 3concentrations.

The problem of obtaining long relaxation tines in a zero-average

magnetic field (or equivalently, the problem of obtaining a long T 2)

is well understood. For example, by using care in selecting materials

and in making the superconducting shield, a gradient on the order of

-8 -
10 G cm should be possible. If this had been the case for our

experiments, we would have found that the gradient-induced relaxation

time would have been on the order of 9 days when B = 0. Thus it
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appears that zero-field relaxation times on the order of several days

are quite possible.

It is clear that a number of unresolved issues have been raised

in our discussion of our experimental work and that of others. In

particular, an issue which is of importance to us concerns the nature

of the dominant magnetic interaction in wall-induced relaxation when

wall coatings are used. The question of whether the thickness of the

wall coating is of importance also needs to be studied.

It is clear however, that although some aspects of .ur experi-

mental technique are useful, there are more efficient ways of studying

wall-induced relaxation per se. Since our experiments were motivated

by the desire to achieve long relaxation times, the rate of data acqui-

sition was inversely proportional to our success. The use of sample

cells with much larger surface-to-volume ratios, for example, would

reduce the duration of an experimental run from a week or so to hours

or less.
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CHAPTER 5

3
He ZERO FIELD NUCLEAR GYROSCOPE

5.1 Introduction

We have already discussed the basic concept and techniques

involved in the He 3ZFNG in Chap. I and have described the use of

some of these techniques in greater detail in Chap. 2. A schematic

33

Although the original He ZFNG prescription called for a polar-

3 4.
ized He -liquid He mixture, we saw in Chapters 3 and 4 that the

small He 3diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase can lead to con-

siderable shortening of the relaxation time in low magnetic fields

because of relaxation due to magnetic field gradients. In this chap-

ter we will therefore allow the possibility of H Hegas mixtures

as well. Because of the much more rapid diffusion in the gas phase,

however, a simple constriction would probably no longer be adequate

to control diffusion in and out of the sample cell. Thus it is

likely that some sort of mechanical closure would be required.

An additional departure from our previous discussions is that

we will now entertain the possibility of a much larger sample volume

and a smaller sample magnetization than were used in our experimental

relaxation studies. Hence, in the numerical estimates that will be

made in this chapter, the sample diameter will be taken to be 3.8 cm

(4),and the sample internal flux density will be taken to be 10-6 G.
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic depiction of the He 3zero-fiel1d nuclear gyroscope.
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Although it is clear that we estimate these modifications to be

advantageous, it should be pointed out that these choices are somewhat

arbitrary and are not guaranteed to be optimal. It will become clear

that there are too many uncertainties at this point for an optimal

set of gyro design factors to be determined.

In the following sections of this chapter we will examine in

3
detail the following key elements of the He ZFNG performance:

1) He 3 relaxation time, 2) the angular accuracy with which the dir-

ection of the sample magnetization may be determined, arid 3) residual

motion of the magnetization due to time-varying or magnetization-

dependent magnetic fields which are therefore impossible to null.

The related topics of anisotropic relaxation and the dynamic fre-

quency shift are most conveniently discussed as relaxation topics

even though their effects could in practice be difficult to distin-

guish from motion due to uniform magnetic field-.

Within the constraints of our present state of knowledge, our

objectives in this chapter are to 1) illuminate the relationships

between the various design parameters and the performance elements

we have just listed so that important tradeoffs may be better under-

stood, and 2) to roughly estimate how well a fie3 ZFNG might be

expected to ac-xually perform within the capabilities of current tech-

nology.

4 5.2 He 3Nuclear Relaxation Considerations

3; 4
We now consider the relaxation of fie _-fe mixtures in zero-

average magnetic field at 4.2 K. Since this topic has been discussed
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in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, we will merely review the results

which pertain to the ZFNG performance.

5.2.1 Intrinsic Relaxation

For our present purposes, it is sufficient to consider the

intrinsic nuclear relaxation of a monatomic species in the simplest

approximation, i.e., under the assumption of a classical gas or

liquid with a hard sphere interatomic potential. For a gas the

result is 5

- 4 42 4 3
T B 2y h I1(I + 1) (mn/kO)) n3 a .[5]

where kO is Boltzmann's constant times the temperature, and m is the

3
mass of the He atom. For a liquid, we have equation [3.79]

T B 1= 8ry 4 h2 I(I + 1)n 3/(l5Da) ,[5.2]

where as we have noted in Chap. 3, D is indepcndent of n 3 in the limit

n /n - 0. In both [5.1] and [5.2] a is the hard-sphere radius.
3 4

It is noteworthy that the relaxation rate for the gas is inde-

pendent of the mean free path so that the addition of a magnetically

4.
inert gas such as He will have no effect on this relaxation mechanism.

This is not true for a liquid buffer where the mean free path is com-

parable to atomic dimensions. According to equation [5.1] the density

of a liquid buffer can have an effect insofar as it affects D. This

situation is reflective of the fact that only the relative motion

between two He 3atoms during a collision has any significant impactI on the relaxation process.

Now if we use equation [4.1]
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Bma = (8Tr/3) (")n 3 P

1-6 Gte 016 P-lc -3.
and require that B = 10 G, then n3  10 p cm- On the basis

of our experimental experience we can assume P = 10-2 so that we need

18 -3 -6 -3 3
n3 108 cm (2 x 10 mol cm ). This is 10% of the He density

that we used in our relaxation studies. Substituting this into [5.1]

yields TIB = 6 months. The use of equation [5.2] along with our

experimental value for D (Sec. 4.2) yields a result that is about 45%

of this.

Despite the fact that these results are somewhat optimistic due

to the neglect of the attractive interatomic potential between helium

atoms, it is improbable that these relaxation rates will be signifi-

cant in either the liquid or gas case when compared to the other relax-

ation processes.

5.2.2 Wall-Induced Relaxation

As we have discussed in Chap. 4, both He4 buffer and a solid H2

wall coating are effective in reducing T,- 1 the rate at which the1W,

sample would relax due to wall effects alone, by many orders of mag-

nitude in the region of 4.2 K. Unfortunately, there appears to be

3 4
no data on the relaxation rate of ie -He gas mixtures in Pyrex let

alone He 3-He4 gas mixtures with cryogenic wall coatings. In addition,

the data that Barb6, Lalo6 and Brossel obtained on T1W with a solid

H2 wall coating were obtained with a He
3 density - 1/70 of the value

we are planning on using.
3 2 How T1W will behave as a function of He

3

density when a solid H2 wall coating is used is not clear and needs

experimental work.
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It is our estimation, however, that if a He 4density of 10- mol

cm- is used in conjunction with the solid H2 coating, T 1W will be

in excess of 10 5sec. We will see in the next section that this

value of He 4 density should lead to an acceptable relaxation rate

due to magnetic gradients.

5.2.3 Gradient-Induced Relaxation

As we have seen in Chap. 3, nuclear relaxation due to diffusion

through magnetic-field gradients is readily treated. This mechanism

differs from the previous two in that it is anisotropic even in the

B0 = 0 limit. The results that were obtained in Chap. 3 and will be

utilized here are valid under the conditions that 1) the notional

narrowing condition, y B IT 11 << 1, holds; 2) the average of the per-

turbation field B (r) is zero; and 3) the mean free path is small comn-

pared to the sample cell diameter.

Now if it is assumed that the field sources are located at a

distance that is much greater than the sample size, as would be the

case for both trapped flux in the superconducting shield and the field

nulling coils, then we may adequately model the situation with a uni-

form gradient. For the purposes of calculation, we take a similar

gradient configuration to the one used as an example in Chap. 3

Bl r) =g(- -x+ kz) L 5.3]

We now need to specify the state of relative angular motion be-

tween the sample magnetization and the gyro case with respect to which

the gradient field is fixed. In the situation where the sample mag-

netization is stationary with respect to the gyro case, it has been
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shown that

dM/dt - M , OL = x,y,z . [5.4]

With the gradient configuration [5.3] we have seen in Chap. 3 that

T-1 = -1 /2T-1  2 2 4 -1
TG Ty = T/ = 0.057 y g RoD [5.5]
xG yG zG yg o

where R is the sample radius.o

-8 -l
Now it is reasonable to assume that a value of g = 10 G cm

can be attained. Thus, if we wish to obtain TG 10 sec (12 d),

then it is required that R4D - I < 400 cm sec. If one were to use a
-4 2

1 cm diameter cell, it would be necessary that D Z 1.5 x 10
-4 cm2

-i

sec , a condition which can be readily met for all densities of 
He4

buffer short of liquid density. On the other hand a 3.8 cm cell would
2 -i1 -5 -3

require that D Z 0.03 cm sec or n4 < 8 x i0 mol cm . It will

be seen in discussion of other issues that it is advantageous to use

the larger diameter and lower density for which we have TI ~< 27 sec.

Of perhaps greater concern than the lifetime-limiting aspect of

relaxation due to magnetic field gradients is its anisotropic nature.

If the magnetization does not lie along one of the principal axes,

the orientation of the magnetization will not in general remain con-

stant in time even in the absence of any average magnetic field. If,

for example, the gradient field is given by [5.3], then it is easily

seen from [5.4] and [5.5] that

dO/dt = - T[Tx - TzJsin20

[5.6]

- (3/10)T - sin28
xG
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where 0 is the angle between M and the z axis. Thus for the para-

meters used above, the worst case @ = 450) would yield a drift rate

-7 -l 1. -
of 3 x 10 rad sec (0.06 sec sec)

Up to now we have considered the situation where the magnetiza-

tion remains stationary with respect to the gyro case. We now briefly

discuss the situation where the magnetization appears to rotate with

respect to the case with an angular velocity w , (Since we are dis-

cussing a gyro, it is perhaps more appropriate to think in terms of

the case rotating with respect to the magnetization with a velocity
-- l

- 0o.) If the duration of the rotation is much longer than w 0-l
then we have seen that the relaxation rates TG are no longer appro-

priate. Instead, the appropriate relaxation rates are T 1 , the relax-lG'NI n hediectonofw and - h

ation rate of the component of o T2G'he

relaxation rate of the transverse component. In general, T1G T2G.

Aside from this, however, it is seen in Chap. 3 that these relaxation
-1

rates are of the same order as the T aG, provided that «oTl1 << 1.

For example, if the gradient were given by [5.3] and the rotation
were along the x axis then T1 = -(T T = (7/10)T 1 , and

along lG zG +yG ~' xG'

T 2G = T_1 + TxG (27/20)T 1 On the other hand, if the opposite
T2G 1TG xG xG'

-1 = 1-2 heas-1ll
situation, wt1 l 1, holds then TG1 m (W 1 ) whereas T2G will

have dropped only slightly. In this regime T 1 becomes negligible
1G

-1
compared to T2G.

We note that since T1G # T2G the relaxation is still anisotro-

pic, i.e., if e is the angle between M and w then we have instead

of [5.6]
, -1

de /dt = - 1(T - T1G)sin 20
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There iz one remaining consequence of magnetic field gradients

when w 0, i.e., the dynamic frequency shift. In the frame where
0

M would be stationary in the absence of any field gradients, M will

actually precess about w with an angular velocity 6w when field grad-
0

ients are present. In the case of a uniform gradient, we have the

approximate relation (Chap. 3)

6W/ o = ll/T1G)

Since TG-1 is constant for woT << 1 and varies as w-2 for wTl >> 1,

& is at a maximum when w ll At worst, then, 6w 
= T_1 2G"

0 lI G 2G*

As a result of this discussion we can draw the following general

conclusion: if the magnetization rotates with respect to the gyro

case at a constant rate w0 (which may be zero), then the maximum drift

that will occur in any direction due to magnetic field gradients will
-1 -1

be on the order of T2G rad sec

5.3 He ZFNG Angular Readout Resolution

One of the three magnetometer systems is shown schematically in

Fig. 5.2. For the purpose of our analysis of the ZFNG performance,

we will use data obtained by Clarke, Goubau, and Ketchen2 3 (CGK) on

their tunnel junction dc SQUID. This device is somewhat different

than the rf-biased SQUID that was used for our relaxation experiments,

but at the present it has the advantage of having a somewhat better

low-frequency performance than any of the other SQUID magnetometers.

Typically the noise performance of a SQUID by itself is specified

by S /00, where S (v) is the equivalent flux noise spectral density
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ELECTRONICS V0
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M i Mf

L Li LfoIQ
=- SQUID

Lp

Fig. 5.2 One of the SQUID readout systems for the He3 ZFNG.
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from all sources referred to the SQUID inductance L, and o is the

quantum of flux (0 = 2.07 x 10- 7 G cm2  2.07 x 10- 1i Wb). This,

however, does not take into account the consideration of how effi-

ciently the flux in the coupling inductance, Li, can be coupled into

L.

In order to specify the performance of L. plus the SQUID together,

the energy resolution per Hz, En (v), is frequently used as a figure of

merit. 66 E n (v) is defined by

En (v) = L.iSi(v) = 4LiS@ (v)/M
2

= 4S (v)/k2 L [5.7]

where M = k(LLi)4 is the mutual inductance between Li and L, and1and

Si(v) and S (V) are the equivalent input current and SQUID flux noise

spectral densities respectively.

It is easily shown66 that flux applied to Lp, the sensing coil,

is most efficiently coupled to Li when L.I = Lp, and under this condi-

tion the SQUID noise specified as an equivalent noise spectral density

of a uniform magnetic field applied normally to L isP

SB(v) = (2/Np A p) 2Lp[S(v)/k2 L

= (2/Np A p) 2 L p[2E n(V)] , [5.8]

where L has N turns and encompasses an area A . (The B' subscript

Although we have been using cgs units for the most part, it is more
convenient to use MKS units in magnetometer discussions.
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is used to denote an equivalent uniform magnetic field in order to

distinguish it from a real magnetic field.) Writing

L = a N2  [5.9]
P pp

we have

S , 2[2a pE -2A . [5.10]

We must now be more explicit about L in order to evaluate a .p P

It will be assumed that L consists of a compact array of circularP

turns whose cross-section dimension is much smaller than the mean
67

radius of the coil. In this case

a = R K [5.11]

Hp c

where Rc is the mean radius of the coil (in meters) and K is given by

K/Po = Zn(Rc/C A c [5.12]

00Her 11 x 10- NA- and b is the dimension of the cross section

of the windings. If the cross section is square c = 0.885 and if it

is circular, c = 1.02. Since K varies only logarithmically as a

function of R c/b it may be considered roughly as a constant. Combin-

ing [5.10] and [5.11] we then have

2 -3/1
S = - (2EK) R [5.13]

It is seen that the magnetic field resolution of a magnetometer having

a compact circular sensing coil varies roughly 
as R3/ 2

c

For a 4 cm diam coil, we are safe in assuming 5 < K/0 < 8, and

for specificity will take K/Po Z 6.5. (Because of the proximity of
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the diamagnetic pickup coil to the sample, the dimension b should be

as small as practically possible.)

Before proceeding to calculate the angular resolution that might

be expected, we note that there are two sources of coupling ineffi-

ciency that have been ignored. One is simply the stray lead inductance

between L. and L . The other is that the pickup coil diameter must be1 p

somewhat larger than the sample cell diameter. It is easily shown

that if B is the internal magnetic field in the sample cell of radius
mo

Ro , then the flux coupled into a filamentary coil of radius R whose
0 c

plane is normal to B is
mo

op = B A =R3R B
a p oc mo

Hence

B = (R /R )Bmo [5.14]

where B is the equivalent uniform field that would have to be applieda

to Lp in order to yield the same signal as Bmo. This can be explicitly

taken into account by referring SB, to Bmo instead of Ba and replacing

[5 .13 w ith

S = (2/Tr)(2E n 3/2R-3 [R.15]

This correction is not particularly important as long as the three

orthogonal pickup coils can be nested fairly closely about the sample

cell. For simplicity we will assume that all the pickup coils have

the same diameter.

If we now define P to be the readout error, i.e., the instantan-

eous angle between B and the vector that would be inferred from the
mo
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magnetometer outputs, and assume that 1) magnetometer noise is nor-

mally distributed (i.e., gaussian), 2) gains and noise characteristics

of each of the 3-axis readout magnetometers are equal and their noise

uncorrelated, and 3) B >> °B where a2 , is the variance of the mag-no BI B' stevrac ftemg

netometer noise referred to Bmo, then we have the result that

2 2 B-2 [5.16
4= 2aB' mo

2
Now aB, is related to SB,(v) by

CY JSB,(V) IH(w)I 2d\ [5.17]

where H(w) is the frequency transfer function of the magnetometer and

its output low-pass filter normalized such that H(O) = 1. For conven-

ience, we simply take

H() = 1 < V ,

= 0 otherwise

SQUID-based instruments, like any other dc instrument, exhibit diver-

gent "1/f" noise below some frequency jllf. This has the effect of

limiting the resolution of a dc measurement even if one is willing to

spend an arbitrarily long period of time to make the measurement.

Thus if 'c >> v1/f' the contribution of the white noise portion of the

2
spectrum above v1 /f will generally dominate in [5.18] and a B V

9

On the other hand, if v < v hen o nv , and it becomes impos-
4onB' c

sible to make any further significant improvements in a B' by narrowing

the bandwidth.
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In the case where the white portion of the noise spectrum domi-

nates, we have

2 > S v = (8/2)E KR3R_ V v >> V[518]
B1 SBw c nw c o c c 1/f [

Here SBw = SB,(V > Vl/f) and likewise for Enw. Thus

0 (4/Tr) (E icy R3)4 (R 3B V >> V
nw c c mo) c 1/f [5.19]

-30 -
As a numerical example, we take the CGK data E n 7 x 10 J Hznw

V1/f = 2 x 10-2 and use the values vc = 1 Hz, K = 6.5 wOP

Rc = 2 x 10-2 m, and B = 10- I0 T to obtain the estimatec mo

= 4 x 10-5 rad = 8 sec. This corresponds to aB, = x 10l1 G.

Another issue which is of importance is the matter of drift in the

SQUID output. This drift is generally thought to be principally

attributable to temperature changes that occur at the SQUID and along

its electrical leads as the level of the helium bath drops. CGK claim

an average drift rate of - 2 x 10- 5 0 1- 1 over a 20 h period for a

dc SQUID that was temperature stabilized to t 50 pK. This corresponds

to an apparent magnetic field drift of - 1.9 x 10- 1 1 G h- in the

measurement of Bm. This could mimic a gyro drift as large as 5 x 10-9

mo

rad sec for B = 1 G. If the three magnetometers tended to drift

together, the angular drift could conceivably be smaller than this.

It should be remembered at this point that SQUIDs are only capable

of measuring magnetic field changes. Thus a technique of purposely

precessing the sample magnetization could be used in order to establish

or recheck the zero level for each of the readout systems. Since this

is an ac measurement, the zero-level measurement can presumably be made
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with sufficient accuracy to insure that it does not contribute signifi-

cantly to the overall readout error.

5.4 Residual Magnetic Torques

The presence of any residual magnetic field B(r) for which the

spatial average over the sample volume B(rJ 1 0 will cause precession

of the magnetization at a rate - yB(r). We will assume that those

sources of B which are truly constant in time (such as trapped flux in

the superconducting shield and dc current in the magnetometer coupling

circuits) cLn be nulled by using trimming coils.

Those sources of B which are not constant and therefore not capable

of being nulled will be our chief concern in this present discussion.

There are three sources which fall in this category: 1) the magnetiza-

tion of the sample as it interacts with as wmetric aspocts of its sur-

roundings, 2) the magnetic noise field produ .d hy the magnetometers,

and 3) the London moment. The last of these is the least troublesome

since it is quite predictable and can therefore be readily compensated

for. The first of these is riot prcdictable, but should be reproducible.

It should therefore be possible to compensate for it olice sufficient

experience has been acquired with a given apparatu:;.

We will now discuss each of these topics separately.

5.4.1 Drifts Proportional to the V Aklajnectizatior

5.4.1.1 Interaction of the Magnetization with Passive Elements

For our purposes we can consider a given He nucleus as lying

isolated inside the center of its spherically sYmmetric electronic

shell which is surrounded by a medium that is uniformly magnetized
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4!

on the average. Thus, even though the macroscopic magnetic-flux

density arising from the magnetization inside of a perfect, uniforZly

magnetized sphere is B = (8Tr/3)M, it is seen by superposition that

the average field at a given nucleus is zero. This, of course, is an

idealization. In reality, the sample cell is not perfectly spherical

and the diamagnetic superconducting shield has a myriad of imperfections:

sphericity errors, access holes, superconducting leads, etc.. It is

necessary therefore to estimate the effect these various assymmetries

will have.

We start out with a result that is proven in Appendix B: the

average magnetic field seen by a given nucleus, Blo c , in an arbitrarily

snaped but uniformly magnetized sample located in an arbitrarily shaped

superconducting shield is related to the sample magnetization M by

symmetric, second rank tensor. That is,

B = UM . [5.20]

U can be reduced by writing U = sI + Q where I is the unit tensor,

s = 1/3 Tr(U), and Q is a traceless symmetric tensor.

If it is assumed that the average magnetic field from all other

sources is zero and that motional narrowing condition holds (which it

must since we have assumed a uniform magnetization), the equation of

motion of M exclusive of relaxation effects is simply

4.
dM/dt = yM x Bloc

= y[sM X M + M x (QM)]

= yM X (QM) [5.21]
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Since Q is symmetric there exists a principal axis coordinate

system in which it is diagonal. If the components of [5.21] are

written in the principal axis coordinate system, we have

dMx/dt = MyMz(Q - Q)
x y z zz yy

[5.22]

+ cyclic perm.

These equations are formally identical to Euler's equations of motion

68
of a torque-free rigid body. Thus M will execute a polhode-type

precession with respect to the gyro case. By design, of course, this

motion is to be made as slow as possible.

As an example of this formalism, we consider a situation having

axial symmetry about the z axis: Qxx = Qyy = - Qzz" In this case

dM z/dt = 0 so that Mz is a constant of the motion, and

d , /dt 2  -WMxy p x,y

where

wp 3/2 yMzQzz . [5.23]

Thus M precesses around the z axis with an angular velocity w p. If

M changes due to relaxation or motion of the gyro case, the preces-z

sion rate will also change.

Even without explicitly calculating Q it is possible to derive

some useful information from this formalism. For instance, Q can have

contributions from several different sources. Two of these sources

are asymmetry in the sample cell and asymmetr/ in the superconducting

shield and other superconducting parts. Now the former source is dif-

ficult to alter once the gyro case is manufactured. Since Q involves
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only five independent variables, however, it is quite possible to

invent a simple scheme using adjustable superconducting components to

null out Q regardless of what the original source of the asymmetry is.

In addition, this formalism gives us the prescription for balancing

out the perturbations due to necessary components such as access holes

through the shield and superconducting leads: one need only maintain

cubic symmetry in order to assure that Q is zero. These perturbative

components will, of course, introduce gradients as they interact with

the sample magnetization, but this effect can be kept acceptably small

provided that the dimensions of the superconducting components in

proximity to the sample (i.e., the pickup coils) are kept small.

We will now present the results of some explicit calculations

(Appendix C) in order to obtain a sense of how critical this

problem is. First the effect of asphericity of the sample cell will

be discussed and then the analogous expressions arising from aspher-

icity of the superconducting shield will be written for purposes of

comparison. In both cases the results are valid to first order and

higher order terms are neglected.

If the radius of the sample cell is expressed in the form

R (e,o) = R [1 + YtY (O, )] [5.24]
0 0o.mZ

m*

where lamI << 1 and a,m = (-l)m *m, then as might be expected, Qc

depends only on a m in first order. (Qc is that part of Q due to

cell asphericity only.) In order to keep things simple we will con-

sider the case where this quadrupole deformation is axially symmetric
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around the z axis so that a2±1 = a2±2 = 0. In this case0 0)
QC = 4 "-T /5 a2 0 (- 0 [5.25]

0 0 1

If we let 6R° =Ro (6 = 0), then

a20 = 4 (6Ro0/Ro)

Thus the precession rate due to cell asphericity, wPC, is given by

W PC - (247T/10) (6R /R )YMz

= - (9/10) (6R /Ro )yB moOSe [5.26]

where 8 is the polar angle of the magnetization.

If, by the way of a numerical example, we take i6R = 0.13 im

(5 micro inch) and the usual values for Bmo and R , then we would have

-7 -
1PC = 10 rad sec -  or 0.03 sec sec

As would be expected, the situation with the superconducting

shield is not as critical. Writing the shield radius R (0, ) in the

same form as [5.24]

R = R[1+ m (

5 50 Z,m
0

where the same restrictions to a.m are applied to Bm' and likewise

limiting our consideration to the case where B2±2 = 02±1 = 0, we

obtain the expression analogous to equation [5.27]:
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7f-4

0 0

=-12 /r5 (Ro/R - 0

0 1

The precession rate due to an axially symmetric quadrupolar error in

the shield is then

w (27/l0)(6R /R )(R /R ) 3yB cosO [5.27]ps s so 0 s0 mo

where we have defined 6R analogously to 6R . It is seen by compar-
s c

ing [5.26] and [5.27] that if a tolerance of 6R can be achieved for

the cell radius then the equivalent specification for the shield radius

is given by

(S = 1/3 (R so/R ) 46R

Thus if the shield diameter is 15 cm and the best that can be done on

the sample cell is 6Rc = 0.13 wm then there is no point in specifying

6R any smaller than 10 m.
s

Up to now our analysis has been appropriate to the situation

where the magnetization would otherwise remain fixed in direction with

respect to the gyro case. We now ask the question of what would happen

if there were relative motion between the sample magnetization and the

gyro case. In particular, in a fashion that is quite analogous to

the analysis of relaxation due to magnetic field gradients, we briefly

consider the case where there is a constant but arbitrarily directed

rate of rotation, w , between N and the gyro case.

This problem is readily analyzed by using the transformation
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properties of the tensor U and transforming to the coordinate system

where M is stationary. The elements of the transformed tensor, U',

will contain both secular and nonsecular terms. Under the usual condi-

tions that allow neglect of the nonsecular terms with respect to the

secular ones, we find that U' has axial symmetry about the axis of

rotation. More precisely, if the z axis Zies a Zon the axis of rota-

tion, then the neglect of the nonsecular terms gives

U 0 0a

U' 0= a )0 [5.28]
0 0 U

where Ua = (Uxx + U y).

Since we have already explicitly considered the case where U

(or Q) is axially symmetric, we know that the net effect is to cause

M to precess at a rate, w p, given by [5.23] about the z axis. The

primary difference, of course, is that the z axis is no longer neces-

sarily a principal axis of U but is specified by w0 '

5.4.1.2 Interaction of the Magnetization with the Readout Magneto-

meters: Effect of Finite Loop Gain

Because the response of a SQUID is periodic in the applied flux,

most of the instrument applications of the SQUID make use of feedback

in order to form a flux-locked loop. The effect of this is to sub-

stantially increase the dynamic range of linear response, and the

resulting device is therefore sometimes referred to as a linearized

SQUID. Since the use of feedback does not affect signal-to-noise
66

ratio considerations, this aspect of SQUID operation was omitted in
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our discussion of the ZFNG readout resolution (Sec. 5.3).

There are two ways feedback can be applied in instrument appli-

cations: 2,6by applying feedback flux directly into the SQUID, and

by applying feedback flux into the superconducting coupling circuit.

As noted in Chap. 1, the latter approach is very attractive for the

ZFNG application in that it considerably reduces the reaction current

in the persistent coupling circuit. This technique is shown schematic-

ally in Fig. 5.2. The price that must be paid for actively controlling

the current in the coupling circuit is that the sample is exposed to a

greater extent to SQUID magnetometer noise and drift than it would be

if the feediback went to the SQUID instead. This issue will be discus-

sed in the next section.

Referring to Fig. 5.2, we would like to calculate the current,

i(t), in the input circuit due to the applied field at the pickup coil,

B a(t), subject to the closed loop condition imposed by the magneto-

meter. Knowing this, we can then calculate the average reaction field

(i.e., the spatial average) , Bi (t) , that will be seen at the sample.I

The flux quantization condition requires that

B a(t)A pN + V (t)M f/R f+ i(t)Lt = n~p = 0 ,[5.29]

where the choice of n = 0 is a matter of convenience. As before, A
p

and N pare the area and number of turns of L pand Lt L L + L p+ L f

-2L p. This value for L tis due to the requirements that L p = >

for maximum coupling efficiency.

If equation [5.291 is Fourier transformed, and we define the for-

ward and reverse transfer functions
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Giv(W) = V (W)/i(W) [5.30]

and

gvi = Mf/RLf Lt' [5.31]

respectively, then [5.29) yields

jrw) B a-A pN p{L t[1 + G L(W)]}-

S- BA pN p{2L p[1 + G (w)]}I [5.32]

Here, GL(w) = Givgvi is the loop gain.

Now the average field appearing in the sample volume due to i(w)

is equal to the field at the center of the sample cell. Thus,

Bi (w) = o N pi(w)/2Rc [5.33]

=i 0N2Ap{4RcL [1 + GL(w)]}-I [5.34]

Following our previous discussion of pickup coil considerations,

equations [5.9], [5.11] and [5.12], this becomes

Bi(w) = - 7r/4 f{[1 + GL(b)]K/P10}-Ba1 . [5.35]

At this point, we consider the application of [5.35] to two dif-

ferent cases: a) in the low frequency limit where the sample magnet-

ization M is sufficiently stationary that we can assume GL(w) = GL(O),

and b) where M lies in the x-y plane, rotating with angular velocity

w 0. In both of these cases we have for each orthogonal pickup loop

3
(Ba)( = (R /R c) (Bmo)a (equation [5.14]), where a denotes both the

pickup loop and the Cartesian axis along which its normal lies.
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In case a) w is taken to be small enough that the phase shift

in the SQUID electronics is negligible and G () is therefore real.

Just how small w must be in order to satisfy this requirement depends

on the design of the magnetometer electronics, i.e., on the modulation

frequency wm and on the design of the low pass filter that is neces-

sary to make IGL(3)l 1.22

Under the assumption that GL is real, we can write

Bi = U B [5.361

where U is a diagonal tensor in the coordinate system of the ortho-m

gonal pickup coils. The elements of Um in this coordinate system

are given by

(Um)c - Tr/4{[I + GL,] /o-l(R/R 3 [.

(m Tr/1 1 G L(n K a/I I- (R /Ro) [5.37]

Thus in case a), the problem is formally identical to the passive

perturbations that were considered previously.

In case b) we no longer assume that GLa(w) is real. This case

thus serves to illustrate the effect of a phase shift in the loop.

Since in this example we are assuming that M lies in the x-y plane

(M = 0) and is rotating at a rate w0k with respect to the gyro case,(z

the in-phase components of B. have no effect on the average; i.e.,

equation [5.23] shows that w = 0 when N1 = 0. In presence of phasep z

shifts, however, B. can lead or lag M on the average and cause M to

slowly move out of the x-y plane. This effect is termed radiation

damping in NMR.
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If, as usual, we assume that nonsecular terms may be ignored, it

can be shown that the rate of change of 0, the polar angle of M with

respect to w 0 , is given by

dO/dt = 4yB moIm[(Um)xx + (U M) yy1 [5.38]

It is noteworthy that although both the precession effect in

case a) and the damping effect in case b) are gyro drifts, the former

is determined by the traceless tensor Qm = Re[Um - 3 I(TrUm)], whereas

the latter is determined by Im(Um). Thus the precession effect can

be minimized if the magnetometers are balanced such that (Um)xx =

(Um ) = (Um)zz, but the damping effect can be minimized only by mini-

mizing Im[GL(W )]- 1 for all values of w that are likely to be encoun-

tered.

As an order-of-magnitude estimate of both of these effects, we

can evaluate yB mo(U m)aa from [5.371. Taking IGL' = 10, Bmo 10 G

and mo m3 -IGI m
and (1r/4)(P0/K)(R /Rc) = 10- , we find the gyro drift rate due to

finite loop gain to be on the order of 2 x 10-8 rad sec- . This com-

pares to an estimated drift rate of 10-7 rad sec -I due to sample cell

asphericity.

5.4.2 Motion of the Swnple Magnetization Due to Magnetometer

Noise and Drift

The technique of feeding back into the input c. iing cicuit

implies that the noise current in this circuit is simply equal (except

for a correction on the order of the reciprocal of the loop gain) to

the total magnetometer output noise multiplied by the reverse transfer

function, gvi' equation [3.51]. The presence of noise currents in
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the input coupling circuits will cause a magnetic noise field B to
n

appear at the sample and this field can cause random motion of the

sample magnetization. At the outset we will confine our discussion

to stationary random noise; the matter of magnetometer drift will be

considered separately at the end of this section.

Before proceeding to the specific problem at hand, it is help-

ful to review a few aspects of low-frequency-divergent noise. For

that purpose, we will follow an analysis made by Radeka6 9 to which

the reader is referred for further details and references.

The approach that is taken is to consider low-frequency-divergent

noise to be the result of applying braodband white noise to a physical

system or filter having an appropriate frequency transfer function.

It is convenient to think of the white noise as being generated by

6-function impulses that are Poisson-distributed in time in the manner

of temperature-limited shot noise. The filter has a transfer function

H(w) and impulse response h(t):

H(w) =f e-Jwth(t)dt (j V CY-)

h(t) H(w)eJ)t- dw - (w)eJtdv

Thus if x(t) is the input, then the output, y(t), is simply the convo-

lution of x(t) and h(t):

t

y(t) I x(t')h(t - t')dt' [5.39]

Letting the (one-sided) input noise spectral density be nxo, then

the (one-sided) output spectral density is
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Sy(v) = jH(w) 12nxo

We are interested in a class of filters H(w) such that

aa/
H a(w ) = (OW)-/ a > 0

Thus,

S (yw) = [wl-an [5.40]

as desired. The Fourier transform of H a(w) can be obtained by con-
a

sidering (b + jw)-a/2 and taking the limit b - 0, resulting in
70

ha)= 0 a/- t < 0

a(t) 2 1 /P(a/2), t > 0

Now if white noise is generated by a random sequence of pulses

t q6(t - ti) where the times tj are Poisson-distributed and occur at

an average rate n sec - , then it can be shown that the noise power

spectral density is given by
7 1

nx0 = 2nq 2

(We assume that there is no dc component, i.e., that the positive and

negative pulses both occur at an average rate n/2.) If this noise is

applied to the filter specified above starting at t = 0, it can be

shown using Campbell's theorem 72 that the ensemble variance of the

output a (t) at a time t later is given by
Y OL a 2 (t ) = q f t h 2 (t ')d t '

t2

= nx ofha(t')dt'
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4I

Hence for H(w) (jw) "-/ 2

CY2 no t (a-2) dt,
o (t) = 212xo f '
ya 22(a/2)

n t a -l

xo

2(a- 1)F (a/2)

We now discuss the specific cases of a = 1, 2, 3.

a = 1:

This generates 1/f noise. hl(t) = (7rt) , t > 0, so that input

and output processes are related by

yl(t) =7- (t - t,)-"x(tl)dt '

In attempting to evaluate [5.41], however, we realize that 1/f noise

is high-frequency as well as low-frequency divergent. This does not

represent any real problem since all physical measurements have a high-

frequency cutoff. By averaging over a time c, Radeka 6 9 obtains the

approximate- result

o2 It/c

al(t) = (n /2x) [5.42]y [I1 + 9,n(t/F-) , t>

a = 2:

This case is also commonly occurring. h2(t) is simply a unit

step function at t = 0 so that

Y2 (t) =f x(t')dt'

From [5.41] we have

2
a 2(t) = nxot [5.43]
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I

This is the familiar result obtained in a random walk. We may there-

-2
fore conclude that a random walk has a w spectrum.

= 3:

This case will be seen to be relevant for the He3 FPNG. Here

Y3 (t) = (2/,r/f (t - t,) x(t,)dt'

and
2 2

ay3(t ) = (nx /Tr)t [5.44]

We are now in a position to estimate the motion of the sample

magnetization when subjected to a magnetic noise field such as would

be generated by the magnetometers. In order to do this readily, we

assume that the magnetization would otherwise be stationary with

rspect to the gyro case and that the magnetic noise field: 1) is

isotropic with uncorrelated components, 2) is uniform over the sample

volume, and 3) is sufficiently weak that the average motion of the

magnetization is a small fraction of one radian for all times of inter-
* -l

est. Assumption 2) is not necessary for frequencies W << T 1 l.

If we define the coordinate system such that M(t = 0) = kM, the

equation of motion gives

dM /dt z yMyBnx

or

(t)/M YfBn(t')dt'y f Bnx
0

Thus, as we have just seen, M (t)/M is a random variable whose power
y

Normally, for well-behaved noise, one would specify that the motion
be small in a correlation time of the noise field. Since I/f noise

does not have a correlation time, however, we substitute assumption 3)

instead.
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2
spectral density is related to that of Bnx by the coefficient (y/w)

By assumption 1) above, we also have <M (t)> = <M2 (t)> where the angle
x y

brackets are used to signify an ensemble average. Hence,

<02(t)> <M (t) + M (t)>/M
2

x y

2<M (t)/M2>
y

This leads to the desired relation

S = 2ySB/W2  [5.45

where SB is the power spectral density of on- of the Cartesian com-

ponents of Bn9 and S is the power spectral density of the polar

angle O.

Now from equations [5.7, 9, 11, and 33] and the requirement that

L. = L we can easily find the expression relating SB to the noise

energy of the individual SQUIDs:

S En(v)/[2R3(K/o)] [5.46]

Combining (5.45] Pnd [5.46] we finally have

= [RjKoY2  En(V) [5.47]6 R 3(KIPO W

As was discussed in Sec. S.3, E (v) has two principal components,n

a white spectrum a 1/f spectrum. As a consequence, S also has
-2

two components, a wAJ part due to the former component of En (v) and
-3

a w due to the latter. We consider these two cases separately,

using the CGK data 23 for numerical estimates.
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Starting with the a = 2 case first, we compare equations [5.40)

and [5.47] to make the identification

2
0n 3 E

XO Rc (K/ 0 nw

where Enw is En (v) in the white part of the SQUID noise spectrum.

Using [5.43] this yields

2 y2 Enw
c0 2 (t) 0 t [5.48)

Rc oA

-30Using the CGK value of E = 7 x 10 -0 J/Hz and the same values fornw

Rc and K/I ° we have used previously, we obtain

02(t) = 6 x 10 8 t. [5.49]

Proceeding to the ct = 3 case, we find from the CGK data that
-30 -1 -1

E (v) = k/w, where k -: 4 x 10 J Hz rad sec , for the 1/f noise.n

Thus

593 3So
Y -k  -3

S03 R 3Kt/= 0

and 2
2 4oY k  2

(t) t- [5.501
6 3 t R(/U)

This yields the numerical estimate

303(t) >' 10 - 8  t [5.51]

If we compare these two cases, it is seen that c7 will proceed
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as t up to - 3 sec after which it will proceed as t. It should be

noted that the low-frequency behavior of the CGK data is only specified

to be approximately 1/f and is not measured below 10-4 Hz. Equation

[5.501 should therefore be taken as an order-of-magnitude estimate

that should be reasonably valid for the range of times between 1 and

104 sec.

We will now briefly note the effect of magnetometer drift on the

faotion of the magnetization. We assume that the drift reported by

CGK of 2 x 10~S 5o h-I was not due to a random process and for simpli-

city will assume that the drift is linear in time. For our proposed

geometry, this drift rate would result in a magnetic field drift of

~ 5 x 10-16 G sec- 1 in each pickup coil. If it is now assumed that

the magnetic field at the sample is somehow perfectly nulled at t = 0,

then it is estimated that the magnetization will accumulate an error

of - 6 x 10-12 t2 rad after a time t sec due to magnetometer drift.

This corresponds to an average drift rate of - 4 x 10-7 mad sec 1

over a 20 h period (the period over which the CGK drift measurement

was made). The effect of drift will dominate over that of 1/f noise

after a period of a few hours.

S.4.3 Effect of the London Moment

If a spherical superconductor, such as the shield for the He
3

ZFNG is rotated with an angular velocity o0, then a uniform magnetic

field, BLP will appear in the interior according to the expression
'0 19

derived by London:

BL =(2mc/e) °  (Gaussian units)
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Here, m and e refer to the mass and charge of the electron, and the

numerical value of the coefficient is 1.14 x 10-7 G rad -1 sec.

Writing wL = - yBL9 we have the relation between the precession due

to the London moment and the rate of rotation of the gyro case:

W= y(2mc/e)wo = 2.6 x 10
L 0o

Even though this effect is fairly large it does not represent

any significant limitation on the performance of the ZFNG since it is

quite predictable and may be accurately compensated for.

5.5 Conclusion

We have theoretically analyzed the performance of a hypothetical

3He ZFNG having the following specifications: sample cell radius,

R0 = 1.9 cm with a maximum elliptical (Y2m) error 6Ro = 1.3 x 10-5 cm;

internal flux density due to fe3 magnetization, Bmo = 10- 6 G (He3 den-
106 -3

sity, 2 x 10 mol cm , i% polarization); temperature, 4.2 K; He4-- 5

density 8 x 10- mol cm3 ; solid Hf? wall coating; ambient magnetic

-8 -8 -I
field, - 5 X 10 G, with a gradient 10 G cm , maintained by a

concentric spherical superconducting shield; readout, three-axis

SQUID magnetometer utilizing feedback into the input coupling circuits.

With these specifications, it is estimated that the gyrc will

have an initial readout resolution (i.e., before significant relaxa-

tion of the sample magnetization) of - 4 x 10 rad (8 sec) in a 1 Hz

bandwidth and a residual drift rate in the range of 10 - 10-7 rad

sec (0.20 - 0.020 h-1) when averaged over a one day period. The

relaxation rates due to intrinsic relaxation in the bulk and magnetic
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field gradients should both be less than 106 sec 1. The actual

relaxation rate that would be obtained under the specified conditions,

however, is unknown because of inadequate information about wall-

induced relaxation, In spite of this, it is thought that relaxation

times on the order of a day or longer should be obtainable.
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CHAPTER 6

He3 NUCLEAR ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT EXPERIMENT

6.1 Introduction

Having analyzed the He3 ZFNG in some detail we now turn to the

question of whether it would be a suitable vehicle for an attempt to

3
measure the nuclear electric dipole moment (NEDM) of He . In making

an evaluation, it is useful to have some reference sensitivity against

which our estimates can be compared. For this purpose we use the most

8
recently published results obtained by Dress, et at. from neutron

-24
beam experiment. They concluded that IDI < 3 x 10-  cm, where

D =p e/e, jie being the electric dipole moment of the neutron and e is

the electronic charge. More specifically, a weighted average of their

data yielded D = (0.4 ± 1.5) x 10- 24 cm. Thus, our target is an experi-

ment capable of detecting an EDM having a magnitude IDI = 10- 24 cm.

It will be recalled from Chap. 1 that the basic approach to mea-

surement of the He NEDM by using the He3 ZFNG was to apply an electric

field, E, first in one direction, and then in the opposite direction to

the He3 ZFNG. If a NEDM existed and there were no magnetic field then

there would be a shift in the precession rate between the two intervals

given by

Ad = (1/h)2fEeD , [6.1]
ed

where f is the factor calculated by Schiff
13 which relates the applied
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external electric field E to the electric field that actually would

appear at the nucleus. Schiff found that f = 10- 7 . If it is now

assumed that an electric field of 10S V/cm can safely be applied to

3 4 73
the dilute mixture of polarized He in Ziquid He , and we use

-24 -11 1l
IDI = 10-  cm, then one would expect Awed = 3 x 10-  rad sec -

This is equivalent to the effect one would obtain if a magnetic field

of 7 x 10- 16 G were to be reversed instead. In actual practice, of

course, the experiment would consist of periodically reversing the

electric field at a rate of vE Hz. The desired information would then

be extracted by use of signal averaging techniques.

A perusal of the He3 ZFNG resolution and stability character-

istics that were estimated in the previous chapter is quite discour-

aging in light of the above requirement. In fact, an analysis would

show that an attempt to use the He3 ZFNG to do the NEDM experiment

would require an unacceptably long period of time.

Instead of proving this statement, however, we will propose and

analyze a somewhat modified approach which will be shown to ameliorate

by several orders of magnitude most of the problems that make the appli-

cation of the ZFNG concept to the NEDM experiment very difficult. This

modified approach consists of forgoing the zero-field concept and

instead applying a homogeneous, stable magnetic field B0 = B such

that the He3 Larmor frequency w = - yB is some convenient value, say0 0

-I
1 rad sec . (This would require that B = 50 pG.) In order to start0

the experiment, the magnetization of the polarized He3 is established

in the x-y plane and then allowed to precess about the z axis at

3frequency w0  (See Fig. 6.1.) Now if a NEDNI exists in He , the
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FIELD COILS

Fig. 6.1 Schematic depiction of an apparatus that might be used for
a He3 nuclear electric dipole moment experiment.
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application of an electric field E Ek will cause the precession

frequency to shift to w 0+6w where 6w h- I fEDe. Reversing the

electric field will cause a net frequency shift of 26w. Readout is

accomplished by the use of a pickup coil located i.. the y-z plane.

There are several advantages to this technique: 1) Although we

will still require that the ambient magnetic field be 5 x 10 G, it

is unnecessary to attempt to null this residual field. 2) The desired

information is in the form of a frequency-modulated "carrier" at

(W0 /21T) Hz which should be above the 1/f-dominated region of the SQUID.

This will significantly reduce the length of time necessary to resolve

a given frequency shift. 3) The fact that the magnetization is in the

x-y plane and that there is no pickup coil in this plane will consider-

ably reduce the residual magnetic torques, i.e., the variations in the

Larmor frequency. These advantages will be quantitatively evaluated

in subsequent sections of this chapter.

Before proceeding with these evaluations, however, there is one

additional problem that needs to be commented upon. We have noted

that the He 3 NEOM experiment must be done in the liquid phase. Yet

our analysis of the ZFNG in the previous chapter was predicated on a

relatively large (3.8 cm diam) sample cell which is only feasible if

the He 3is able to rapidly diffuse throughout the sample. In Sec.

5.2.3 it was estimated that the He 3diffusion coefficient should

2 -1
satisfy the requirement D 0.03 cm sec . This clearly is inpos-

4sible with normal liquid Hie but is quite feasible in the liquid Hell

phase below the lambda point. For example, a measurement of the He3

spin diffusion coefficient at 0.93 K 74indicates that D =4.17 x 10-2
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cm 2sec -1for a He 3concentration of 0.03%. At sufficiently low

temperature the He 3mean free path becomes limited by the He 3density

alone. Dielectric breakdown data 7 3 indicate that there is only a

slight decline in the breakdown field below the lambda point so that

electric fields in the neighborhood of 10 5V cm- still appear feasible.

6.2 Frequency Resolution Estimate

In this section we will obtain an estimate of the resolution of a

frequency measurement in the presence of additive noise but in the

limit of a large signal-to-noise ratio. The result that will be

obtained is virtually identical to the one that is obtained using the

75
much more rigorous and general techniques of estimation theory, but

our approach has the advantage of being simple and direct.

The process of measuring an inaccurately known frequency with

additive noise can be conceptualized as follows: The unknown frequency

is mixed with a known frequency such that the beat frequency is close

to zero, i.e., has a period that is long compared to the total measure-

ment time, T. The difference frequency is then measured by estimating

the rate of change of its phase as a function of time. This is done

by averaging the difference signal over a time At for N consecutive

intervals where N >> 1 and At is long compared to the period of the

original frequency. This averaging limits the bandwidth to frequencies

between + B Hz where the noise-equivalent bandwidth is given by

2B= (At)

If we let S(w 0) be the one-sided noise power spectral density of

the original signal at w0then the variance of the quadrature and
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in-phase components of the narrow-band noise that exists after mixing

-175 2 2and averaging are both equal to S(w )(At)-. By assuming ax = ay
2 2

<< A(t), where a and a are the in-phase and quadrature variances

respectively and A(t) is the signal amplitude, the variance of the

phase of each of the consecutive measurements is simply a 2 _ A2  t 
0 y

S(W )(At)-IA- 2(t). In this limit the error in the measurement of A

has negligible effect on the phase error. For generality, we have

allowed the signal amplitude to be a slowly varying function of time.

The information we desire is now obtained by fitting the data to

the relation 4(t) 0o + (6wo)t where 6w is the difference between the0

known and unknown frequencies. Using the linear least-,. res tech-

63
nique results in the following relationship between the variance of

the estimate of 6w (or wo) and o :

a 6 = A l 2 [6.2]
0 0

where

A -- t 2 N 2 )2

and

a i = a 2/A 2 (t) = S(w)(At)-I A- 2(ti)
0 = y 0 o

We now approximate these sums with integrals:

N f =N T
N Tdt

J;2S (N/T)2S-l(w A2(t)dt = (N/T) 2[2E/S(w)]

i

whereof

0
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is the signal energy. (The 4 is due to the fact that A(t) is the ampli-

tude of a sinusoid.) Defining a normalized amplitude

a(t) = (2E)-'A(t) so that Ja 2(t)dt = 1 , [6.4]

we find that A can be written

A = [(N/T)2EtdS-l(Wo) 2

where

td 2ft2a2(t)dt -fa2 (t)dt]2 [6.5]

Substituting the expressions for Ea-. and A into [6.2] we obtain the

desired result,

C2 = S(w )/ (2Et) 6.6]
W0 0 d

If, as a simple example, we take A = constant then

2 23a = 12S(w )/A T [6.7]
00

Hence, the resolution of a frequency measurement in the presence of a

small amount of additive noise varies as T-3/ 2 where T is the total

measurement time.

By recalling our discussion in Sec. 5.4.2 this result is seen to

be quite reasonable. If a steady-state quantity with additive white

noise is averaged for a period T the variance of the average is pro-

portional to T 1. In the present case, however, the additive white

noise constitutes a phase noise. Since the frequency is the time

derivative of the phase, the frequency noise spectrum is related to

the phase noise by S = w2S . This has the effect of depressing the
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low frequency portion of the noise spectrum and causing the variance

of a frequency measurement to vary as T- 3

The advantage of w 0 0 is noteworthy. In this case, only the

portion of the noise spectrum in the vicinity w0 + 27T affects the

accuracy of the measurement. This avoids the problem of 1/f noise

that was noted in the discussion of the He3 ZFNG readout resolution

(Sec. 5.3).

We now would like to apply [6.61 to the problem of the lie 3 NEDM

experiment. To do this, we need to do two things: 1) apply [6.6] to

the situation where the signal is exponentially decaying with a time

constant, T2, and 2) use this result to determine the variance of a

frequency difference measurement w =7 w+ - w_, where w+ and w- are

to be alternately measured for intervals of T sec each. It is clear

that these frequency measurements would be synchronized with the
-l

electric-field reversals so that T = (2vE) , where vE is the field-

reversal frequency. (For simplicity, the dead-time that would be nec-

essary during the field-reversal process is ignored in this analysis.)

We are primarily interested in a numerical estimate of the variance of

2 2A0, oA , and in determining the dependence of CT A on the parameter

u = T/T2.

The application of equation [6.61 to a signal having an exponen-

tially decaying amplitude,

-1)

A(t) = A e - t / T 2 ,  (T > w [6.8]

is straightforward, and yields the result

S= S(' )A?2 t (u) [6.91
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where
2 )-1

f(u) = eu sinh u - hu 6.10]

and

u = T/T2

In order to analyze the field reversing scheme for measuring AW,

we designate each measurement period of duration T by the index k,

where w is measured when k = 1,3,5..., and w is measured then

k = 2,4,6... Thus the initial signal amplitude at the beginning of

interval k is

Aok = A oe- (k-l)T/T2  [6.11]

We now imagine that the measurement process is continued for M complete

cycles, that is for a total time 2MT. Our estimate for w+ is then

obtained from a weighted average of the measurements in the odd-num-

bered intervals and the estimate of w- is likewise obtained from the

even-numbered intervals. When this is done, the variances of w and

w_ are given by
6 3

2 [w ] -2a W+ L 1G[(t°2j-l)1

j=l

and [6.1 2]
2 M -2
CF= Z [.( 2j

j=l

where from [6.9] = 4S(wo)Aok 2 T3f(u). Since the desired quanti-

ty is io =w - w, the desired variance is

2 = 2  2 [6.13]
1+
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By making the appropriate substitutions and doing the sums indicated

2in [6.12], the estimate of is readily obtained:
2 -2 -~

a 2 8S(w )A - 2  (u) [6.14]

where

gm (u) = g,(u)(1 - e- 4 Mu ) , [6.15]

and

g.(u) = 2 sin h2 2u/(sin h2u u 2 [6.16]

We see from [6.15] that the total number of cycles should be such that
-2

4Mu > 1. Now when u << 1, g.(u) 24 u , and in the opposite limit,

u >> 1, g.(u) = 2e u . Thus g,(u) has a minimum at u = Urm, where it

is found that u 1.04 and g (u) 68.87. Hence

min a 16.6 S (w )AlT3 2, T = T
o0 2 [6.171

Numerically, [6.17] yields min a 1.6 x 10-11 rad sec -1 if we

take T2 = 105 sec and S (Wo)/A ° = 3 x 10- 11/10-6 = 3 x 10-5 (Sec. 5.3).

This is an encouraging, although not particularly useful, result. It

will be seen in the next section that w is not expected to be suffi-
o

ciently stable to allow long-term measurements that optimize frequency

resolution. Unless techniques are found to improve the stability of

o it will be necessary to alternate the electric field at a rate
-2

such that T << T In this case, we have g.(u) : 24 u and

a 4/6 SW(o)AT 2 T -
, T << . [6.18]

Numerical evaluation of [6.18] will be deferred to the next

section.
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6.3 Stability of the Larmor Frequency

As we have seen in Chap. 5, it can be expected that there will

be small variations of the magnetic field seen by the sample as a

function of time. The instantaneous Larmor frequency will therefore

also vary as a function of time and can be thought of as having a

Fourier spectrum of its own. These variations in the Larmor frequency

can easily obscure the frequency shift of the size we are looking for.

Sources of these variations include magnetic fields arising from mag-

netometer noise and drift, changes in the internal magnetic field aris-

ing directly or indirectly from the sample magnetization, mechanical

motion of the apparatus, and various temperature-dependent effects.

The first two of these were discussed in some detail in the previous

chapter.

Now it is clear that only the z component (defined by the direc-

tion of B ) of small perturbative static or quasistatic magnetic fields

or rotations can have a first order effect on the Larmor frequency.

Moreover, as long as these perturbative fields (or rotations) are

small compared to B (or w ) then their static values will have only a

minimal effect on the experiment. That is, the worst effect a small

unknown static field can have is to introduce some misorientation in

the direction of B . Thus, if B = 50 pG and the ambient field is
0 0

5 x 108 G, there is a potential misorientation of B by 10 rad.

There is one other source of ambient field which has not been mention-
ed: the superconducting coupling circuit will freeze the instantaneous
Johnson noise current (to the nearest quantum of flux) when it cools
through its transition temperature. The rms value of the magnetic field
at the sample due to this current can be readily calculated and for our
proposed geometry with a niobium coupling circuit (Tc = 9.5 K), it
should be less than 10-8 G.
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The only way that perturbative magnetic fields or rotations that

are orthogonal to B can have anything other than a second order effect
0

is for them to have a frequency component at wj . In this case, they

can cause the sample magnetization to move out of the x-y plane but

will not have any direct effect on the Larmor frequency. We will esti-

mate the magnitude of this effect with regard to magnetometer noise and

will see that it is quite small.

6.3.1 Method of Analysis

In Sec. 6.2 we determined that it would be possible to resolve the

target frequency shift if T 2 =l0 5 sec and T (the duration of a fre-

quency measurement for a given polarity of the electric field) were

approximately equal to T 2'in the following subsections the various

sources of variations in the Larmor frequency will be examined to deter-

mine whether the Larmor frequency can be expected to be sufficiently

stable over an interval of 10 Ssec to allow observation of the target

frequency shift. It will be seen that in fact the Larmor frequency

will be insufficiently stable by one or two orders of magnitude.

Although we will note some possible improvements and techniques

that may ameliorate this situation somewhat, no presumption will be

made that they will succeed. As a consequence we will proceed to

-I -I
analyze the case where v E = (2T) >> T 2 . in this case, it will

obviously take much longer to make the measurement. As a result it

will either be necessary to have a longer T 2 or to accumulate suffi-

ciently good statistics over a number of separate experimental runs.

In our analysis we will address this issue by estimating how long T 2

would have to be in order to allow the measurement to be made in a
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single run.

In order to analyze the case where w is no longer considered to

be constant over the interval T (which is now assumed to be much short-

er than T2), we view the output data as being the "instantaneous" fre-

quency wo(t). That is, the frequency is considered to be measured

over a continuous sequence of intervals of duration At, where
-1

o << At << T. We assume that the precision of these measurements

is limited by the presence of additive magnetometer noise so that the

variance of the frequency measurement due to this noise (only) is

given by equation [6.7]:

2 (t) = 12 S(w )/A2 (t) (At)3  (6.7]
wo0

Now our estimates of w+ and w- are to be obtained from simple

averages of the frequency data over all the intervals where the elec-

tric field is positive, and negative, respectively. Since the signal

amplitude is not constant, however, the averages must be weighted by

the factor of a- 2(t).63 Thus our estimate of wi would be given by
0

O -2

W 0o(t i) a W2 (t i)[ _ s (ti)]
0 o -

U) + - [6.19]

3 W(ti)4Al + s (ti0]
i 0

where s(t) = sgn E (t) is a square wave of unit amplitude specifying
z

whether the applied electric field is positive or negative. (We again

are ignoring the dead time involved in the switching process.) By

approximating the sums in [6.191 with integrals and using definition
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[6.4] where 2E A2(dt, the estimate for & = w - w can be

written in the form

Aw=2Jw(t)a21 -W 2  dt , [6.20]

where

A '2 (t) s(t)dt .[6.21]

Since we have specified that wET2 = 2 vET 2 >> 1, we note that

S<< 1. Its presence in [6.20] (particularly in the numerator) can-

not be neglected, however, since it assures that [6.20] will yield a

null estimate for Aw if w (t) = constant. The factor of 1 X 2 in the
0

denominator is a normalization factor that assures that 61 = 2 wed if

W0 (t) = W es(t). Since A must be estimated from the data and is there-

fore not exactly known, it is useful to choose a phase for s (t) that

minimizes A. It can be shown that A is minimum when the electric

field is reversed at t = 1/2 T, 3/2 T, 5/2 T,... Thus we consider

s(t) to be an even function of time (where the experiment starts at

t = 0), and s(t) may be expressed as a cosine Fourier series. We

note that this represents a slight departure from the analysis in

Sec. 6.2.

Equation [6.20] is useful as it stands for determining the spur-

ious estimate of &w that would be obtained if wo(t) were to vary in

some deterministic fashion for reasons other than the presence of a

NEDM. If, on the other hand, w (t) is a random function of time where

only its power spectrum S (v) is known, we need an expression yield-
0 2

ing the ensemble variance <(A) 2 >. (This quantity should not be con-

fused with 2, which is the variance of frequency measurements due to
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the presence o, additive noise.) If we rewrite equation [6.20]

,).w f ==Io(t )wo° (t)dt [6. 22]

wher e
2 21(t) a (t)[s(t) - Aj/(l - A1 ) , [6.23]

it is easily shown that

< ( ) 2> =fdvSwo(v) I i (w) 12  [6.24

where !Mw) f elwtI(t)dt, and S (v) is the one-sided power spectral

density of w.0

Since we are considering the situation where wET2 >> I, liml)2

has the form of a series of Lorentzian peaks located at ± (2j - 1)w E

= ,2.., it higts 2 -2 -
j = 1,2.... with heights (4/7Tj(2j - 1) and FWHM = T In addi-

tion to these peaks, the presence of A in the numerator of [6.23]

introduces another small term in I(w) which has the effect of cancel-

ling all of the tails of these peaks at w = 0. In the limit w << T2

it is ea-ily shown that II(Ow) 2 2

In applying [6.22] and [6.24] to cases where there are determin-

istic and random variations in w (t), we will approximate s(t) with its

lowest frequency Fourier component: S(t) = (4/n)cosw t. This approxi-
E

mation is quite adequate for our present purposes and will underesti-

mate the effect of variations in w0 on 6w by - 20% at the most. With

this approximation

- 1 -E) T2] "
1(w) (4/T) {[l - (i/2)(w + 1E)T2] + [1 (i/2)( w-

2X[1 - (i/2)T 2 ] 1 , (6.25]
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where

X (4/T)[1 + (-J ET2 ) 2 <<

6.3.2 Effects Due to Magnetometer Noise and Drift

The normal to the plane of the pickup coil is nominally orthog-

onal to the constant magnetic field B . Bccause of residual magnetic

fields and imperfect alignments in the experimental apparatus, it is

estimated that the cosine of the angle between B and B (the uniform0 nl

component of the magnetic field due to magnetometer-induced noise and

drift currents in the pickup coil) will probably not be less than 10
-3

rad. If this cosine is designated by B, we have from [5.46]:

Poy2B 2

S (v) - 3 En (V) [6.26]
0o 2R c(KIP 0

Now if an attempt is made to measure w+or - over a Long inter-

val (105 sec) it is clear that the I/f component of En (v) will be

dominant and we can proceed in the same manner as in Sec. 5.4.2.

Writing E (v) = k/w in [6.26] and comparing the result with [5.45]n

we can identify the value of n to be used in [5.40]. Ignoring the

weak time dependence in [5.42], we have an approximate result for the

actual variance of w0

<(o - <W >)2> = Y 3k [6.27]
0 0 41TR (K/Io)

c o

Using the same numerical values that were used in Chap. 5, and 0 = 3,

the estimate <(w - <W>)2>i = 2 x 10- 1 1 rad sec - is obtained.

Although this appears encouraging, we recall that for time scales
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this long, magnetometer drift will be more significant than 1/f noise.

-16 -1
Using the value of - S x 10 G sec quoted in Sec. 5.4.2 and multi-

plying by Oy, a drift rate of 10-14 rad sec -2 is obtained for w0 .
5O

Thus after 105 sec, wo will have deviated from its original value by

9 ~-l1
10- rad sec . Thus, unless significant reductions can be made in

magnetometer drift (and there appears to be some reason for optimism

23+
on this score ) or some technique of orthogonalizing B and B (byn o

use of trim coils to adjust the direction of B ) is used, the long-

term measurement appears to be impossible.

Assuming that it is necessary to have wET2 >> I in order to reduce

the effect of magnetometer drift, we find from [6.22] and the approxi-

mate form for s(t) that

Wd 32 -2 [6.28]
d 7r ed (wET 2 ) .

In order to obtain this estimate, we took wo(t) = Woo od t. The

best way to use this expression is to use the relation wE = w/T and

combine [6.28] with the resolution estimate, equation [6.18], in order

to determine what value of T2 is necessary to assure satisfactory

values for both a and Awd . Doing this we obtain

-T a [(] [6.29]

Using a Aw /lWd = 2 x 10-  rad sec -I and od 0 14 rad sec 2 (as

above), we estimate that T2  3.3 x 105 sec (- 102 h) should yield

adequate results. Substituting this into [6.28] we find that this

would require T = 2.5 x 104 sec (woET 2 = 41).
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As to the effect of I/f noise when wLT2 >> 1, we have from [6.24]

and [6.26]
CO

2> (w)1 4/r) -IS
W(v E)JI(W dv (/T T 2 v ) V

0 0

By using [6.26] and taking S (vE) = k/wE it is seen that expression

[6.27] is obtained except that it is multiplied by a factor of
-1-2, 24 Num

( 3 2 /7r) (wET 2 )~1. Thus while 1Wd (WET 2 ) , <(6w0) >- (W ET2 ) .Num-

erically, we estimate <(w) 2 >- 9 X 10-1 2 rad sec - if W ET2 = 41,

which is somewhat less than the estimate that was made of the effect of

1/f noise on a long-term measurement.

There is yet one other effect of magnetometer noise on the sample

magnetization that should be numerically estimated. As we have noted,

the spectral component of the magnetometer noise at w can cause random

motion of the polar angle of the sample magnetization, 0. This effect

can be estimated by use of the discussion in Sec. 5.4.2. In fact, the

result we desire is simply 1//2 of that given by [5.48] since w is in
0

the white portion of the magnetometer noise spectrum. Hence

(0 - Tr/2) 4 x 10-8 t rad. Since we will only assume that
rms

Icos0j 10- 3 at the outset, the motion induced by the magnetometer

noise is clearly negligible.

6.3.3 Variations in the Larmor Frequency Due to Asymetries

As we have discussed in Chap. 5, the average local field in the

sample volume due to the sample magnetization, M, is related to M by

a symmetric tensor. This general relationship encompasses the effects

of sample asphericity, superconducting shield asphericity, the presence

of other superconducting parts, and the effect of the real part of the
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reciprocal of the magnetometer loop gain.

In particular, the analysis of the effect of these asymmetries

under the condition of constant relative rotation between M and the

gyro case (Sec. 5.4.1.1) is relevant to our present problem. There we

saw that in the frame rotating with angular velocity w k with respecto

to the gyro case (where M would appear stationary except for the

effect we are discussing here), there is an additional precession

around the z axis occurring with angular velocity wp given by

3 -W = yQzzIMIcosO [6.30]p 2 z

We recall that Q is the traceless portion of U,

where U is the symmetric tensor relating the spatial average of the

local magnetic field (i.e., as seen by a given nucleus) to the sample

magnetization: Bloc = UM. We also recall that [6.30] holds regard-

less of whether or not w lies along a principle axis of U.
0

This additional precession, w , represents a frequency shift
p

that is proportional to M . M can vary as a function of time due to
z z

a number of effects. The most significant of these is the exponential

relaxation of M with the time constant TI.z

Since we have assumed that it is possible to initialize the

33
experiment so that [cosel 10-3 , W p should be reduced by a factor of

- 103 of the value that was estimated for the ZFNG. Now in Chap. 5

it was pointed out that the largest contribution to Q would probably

arise from sample cell asphericity, and it was estimated that
3 + - -1
3YQzz MI 10-7 rad sec would be about the best that could be done

if B = 10 6 G. By making cosO < 10- , the maximum value of w (at
mo p
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the start of the experiment) would be 1010 rad sec -I  This is only

a half of an order of magnitude away from what is required for the He
3

NEDM experiment.

As was the case with magnetometer drift, it is clear that revers-

ing the electric field at a rate such that wET2 >> 1 will be efficacious

in reducing the effect of this slow variation of w on the measurementP

of &o. By using [6.20] together with the approximate form for s(t) and

assuming that T1  T we find that
2'

, (80/37T)w 2 [6.31]

Thus if w 10- 10 rad sec - 1, the value of wET 2 =41 suggested previous-

ly would make w p 5 x 10- 13 .P

This result, which indicates that the effect of asymmetries will

be negligible when compared to that of magnetometer drift, depends on

being able to maintain the tight tolerances suggested in Chap. 5. If

this should prove to be difficult, certain trimming techniques may be

feasible. The problem of trimming is considerably simplified in the

present scheme (as opposed to the ZFNG approach) since only one para-

meter (e.g., Q zz) need be adjusted.

6.3.4 Effect of MechanicaZ Motion

Any small changes in the rotational velocity of the experimental

apparatus in the direction of W will appear as shifts in the Larmor

frequency. For example, the basement floor of a building can tilt with

an amplitude of - 10-5 rad (2 secc) with approximately diurnal periodicity.

This can have two effects. First, the component of the earth's rota-

tional velocity Q2 in the direction of w will vary, and secondly,
e19
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the time derivative of the motion itself can appear as a frequency

shift.

The first effect is commonly dealt with in gyro testing programs

by orienting the sensitive axis (wo) along 1e so that the effect of

tilt is only second order. Thus, if the (small) angle between e ande

w is sand it is subjected to a variation A, then 16I Q 0
0 0 e

Hence with 6$= 10- 5 rad and 0 < 2 x 10-2 (10), we would have

6Wo01 = 10-1 1 rad sec - 1
. In gyro applications, the second effect is

not of great concern since presumably the tilt is largely periodic

and does not accumulate very rapidly.

In the EDM experiment however, the second effect can also be

troublesome. For example, a periodic sinusoidal tilt (i.e., rotation)

about w with an amplitude of 10 rad on a daily basis would cause a

maximum shift in w of - 7 x 10 rad sec This would appear as

a peak in the Fourier spectrum of w at 10 Hz.

The use of a concrete isolation pad which is separate from the

building floor could alter this situation. Since the motion of such

a pad could presumably depend on factors such as temperature stability

it is not possible to estimate the Fourier spectrum of its tilting

motion without making careful measurements under controlled conditions.

6.3.5 Effect of Temperature Stability on w0

We will now discuss one topic where the present formulation of

the He3 NEDM experiment is inferior to the ZFNG approach. Since we

are considering the application of a non-zero uniform field, Bo, by

means of persistent current loops, the matter of the intrinsic stabil-
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ity of B 0(exclusive of the other effects we have already discussed)

needs to be considered. In particular, there are three temperature-

dependent mechanisms that can affect B 0:1) the thermal expansion of

the field coils, 2) variation of the magnetic-field penetration depth

in the field coils, and 3) the Curie-law susceptibility of the quartz

housing.

The evaluation of these effects depends to a greater or lesser

extent on details of the design of the apparatus which go beyond the

scope of our present discussion. In order to obtain rough estimations

of their relative importance, however, we will assume that the sample

cell consists of a solid block of fused quartz with a spherical sample

cavity and deposited niobium circuits on the outer surface to act as

field sources. This assembly would then be concentrically mounted in

the spherical shield.

in the case of thermal expansion, we find that 6w 0 w 0= 6B 0/B 0

-- 2cM6 where a = - 4 x 10- 1003 K_ is the thermal coefficient of

expansion for fused quartz at low temperature, 76and 60 is the tempera-

ture variation. Taking J6W 0/W 0 1 o101 1 , (9 0.9 K, we find

1601 2 x 10- K, a modest requirement.

Considering the effect of temperature variations on the magnetic

penetration depth, it is readily shown by use of an approximate expres-

sion for the temperature dependence of the penetration depth, X(0)=

4 7 7
- (0)M - (0/0d I where 0 cis the superconducting transition

temperature, that 6B /B 4X(0)0' (6-)/(Rf0 4) when 0 << 0c. Here

It is assumed that this is the most significant source of internal
dimensional variation in a well designed apparatus.
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Rf is the radius of the source coils (- 6 cm) and A(O) = 4.7 x 10-6 cm

for Nb. 78 This expression yields the estimate 6w 0 /w 4 x 10 03

which is approximately one-half the size of the thermal expansion effect

and of opposite sign.

In the case of the Curie-law variation of the susceptibility of

fused quartz, there are two effects to consider. The first is the

effect on the current in the presistent field coils and the second is

the distortion of the B-field in the vicinity of the sample cavity.

Actually, we will ignore the first effect since the B-field produced

by a persistent current in a superconductor embedded in an infinite

homogeneous and isotropic medium is independent of the susceptibility

because of the flux-conservation condition. Thus, in the limit that

the field coils become much larger than the sample cavity, we can con-

sider the problem to be that of a spherical cavity embedded in an in-

finite medium where the B-field tends to become constant and uniform

at infinity.

Considering therefore only the first effect, we have

6B = - (8n/3)(dX/d®)B ext6 ,
o ext i

where X is the susceptibility of the fused quartz, and Bex t  B is

the external magnetic flux density at infinity. Now the susceptibility

of high purity fused quartz is well characterized by Curie-law behavior

so that

-2
dX/dJ = - CU 2

where C 1.5 x 10-6 K.79 Thus
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-2
6B /B =(8rr3) C) 60

We note that in contrast to the other two temperature-dependent effects

which are proportional to 0 3, the Curie-law effect is proportional to

02. Numerically we find 6B/B0  1.2 x 10~ 02 60. Thus at 0.9 K

we must have 16TI 2 jiK if we require 16w/0 /w 0 3 x l0l-

Careful temperature regulation is therefore important for achiev-

ing the required stability. As we have noted with regard to other

mechanisms that affect w 0, however, it is the spectral density of the

temperature fluctuations at v E that is of significance.

6.4 Relaxation Time Considerations

The various relaxation mechanisms have been adequately reviewed

in Sec. 5.2. Both the intrinsic relaxation mechanism and the relaxa-

tion due to magnetic field gradients should not require any additional

consideration beyond what was discussed in Chap. 5. Since it is neces-

sary to work at liquid He II temperatures, however, it should be pointed

out that a solid H 2 wall coating is not likely to be nearly as effective

in reducing wall-induced relaxation as it is at 4.2 K. 32At the present,

there appears to be no adequate data to allow us to predict what the

wall-induced relaxation rate will be for very dilute mixtures of He~ in

liquid He 11 in a quartz cell. It does not seen likely, however, that

the wall-induced relaxation rate (Tl d1 will become significantly great-

er than the value we obtained experimentally in our bare Pyrex cell

(Chap. 4) at 4.2 K. Some support for this conjecture can be found in

Horvitz's data2  which shows T 60 sec for a 33'0 He3 mixture at 1.8 K
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(above the A-point), and T, 600 sec for this same mixture at 1.2 K

(below the A-point).

In addition, the sample cell that we have been considering here

has a surface-to-volume ratio that is approximately one-quarter of

that possessed by our experimental cell. Since we estimated

T 2 x 10 5sec in our 1 cm diam experimental cell, it would be

expected that T W :.7 x10~ sec in a 3.8 cm diam cell. Thus under

the conditions we have postulated, relaxation times in the range 105-

10 6sec are likely.

6.5 Electric Field Requirement

In this section we will discuss a couple of the obvious problems

5that are associated with the large (10 V/cm) electric field that is

3necessary for the lie NEDNI experiment. We will not, however, delve

into electric field homogeneity and electrode geometry considerations.

The most difficult problem arises because of the necessity of

locating the superconducting pickup coil (made of small filamentary

turns) in the electric field. (See Fig. 6.1.) This problem has two

aspects: 1) the electric field at the edges of the coil will be much

greater than the average field applied to the helium sample, and, 2)

it is important to avoid exposing the SQUID and its input circuit to

electric breakdown events. The pickup coil will he insulated from

the electric field electrodes by fused quartz which has a dielectric

breakdown strength of - 7 x 06V/cm at low temperatures. 8

The simplest way to model this situation is to consider a con-

ducting oblate spheroid in a uniform applied electric field which is
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normal to the spheroid axis. in the limit that the spheroid tends to

a disk, it can be shown that the maximum electric field is given by

(8/Tr)(Rc /) where Rc is the disk radius, c is its thickness, and Eo

is the uniform field at infinity.8 1 Since the maximum electric field

appearing at the edge of a conducting ring should be approximately

equal to that appearing at the edge of a disk having the same thickness

and diameter, we see that it is necessary to have e j 1 mm if R = 2 cmc

in order to avoid breakdown in the quartz.

This means that the pickup coil will have to be shielded with a

conducting toroidal shield having approximately this thickness. It is

neither necessary nor desirable for this shield to have high electrical

conductivity since that could cause additional magnetometer noise and

radiation damping of the sample. In fact, the shield should be made

discontinuous in such a fashion as to prevent circumferentially circu-

lating currents.

Another concern is that pre-breakdown currents might occur in the

liquid helium (but not in the quartz) and cause the electric field in

the sample to decay. This problem can be simply modeled by a parallel

plate capacitor. The decay time constant is then T = RC = OKe o0

where p is the resistivity of the helium, K e is the dielectric coef-

ficient and e is the permittivity of free space. With regard to the

resistivity, Blank and Edwards 73 were unable to detect any pre-break-

down currents and thereby estimated that p > 10 18 -cm or 1016 i-m.

Since K = 1 for liquid helium we therefore have T > 9 X 104 sec.e

This should be adequate even in the event that the equality holds

provided that the electric field is reversed with the periodicity

suggested in Sec. 6.3.2, i.e., approximately every 2.5 X 104 sec.
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6.6 Conclusions

While it is clear that the reformulated version of the He 3NEDM

experiment should come much closer to being competitive with the

highly develored neutron-bean technique than would the ZFNG approach,

it is not possible at this point to predict whether this goal can

actually be achieved.

There are several reasons for caution. The most obvious is that

the Fourier spectra of some of the more important perturbations (e.gc.,

thermal effects and mechanical motion) are not presently known. Another

reason is that some of our optimistic assumptions may have to be compro-

mised in the design of a physically feasible apparatus. In addition,

there may be factors which have been overlooked.

If this matter is to be pursued, it is necessary that an experi-

mental feasibility study be undertaken in order to determine whether

sufficient stability nay be achieved in w to allow an EDM measurement

of significant sensitivity to be carried out in a reasonable length of

time. Because of the tine scales and frequencies that have been suga-

gested in our analysis (e.g~., electric field reversals every several

hours, T 2 on the order of days) it is clear that the process of testing

and refining the apparatus could be quite tine consuming.
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APPENDIX A

GRADIENT-INDUCED RELAXATION DUE TO A NEARBY FERROMAGNETIC DIPOLE

In this appendix we will obtain an approximate expression for

gradient-induced relaxation arising from a ferromagnetic speck located

near the sample cell. The motivation for this calculation as well as

a summary of the assumptions and results are found in Sec. 4.3. The

calculation is based on the general theory reviewed in Sec. 3.3.

In order to simplify the problem we will consider the sample cell

to be cubical with the ferromagnetic dipole m located and oriented as

shown in Fig. 4.3. The coordinate system is also shown in this figure.

Following the notation of Chap. 3, the magnetic field configuraion

in the sample volume is given by

B = B (r) + Bk .

Since the motional narrowing condition was strongly violated in our

experiments, we will confine our considerations to the calculation of

the gradient-induced longitudinal relaxation time, T1G under the

assumption that IBI(r)I << B throughout the sample volume. BI(r)

is the dipolar field arising from m.

According to equations [3.16'] and [3.40]

-1 y2V-1 [ + lxy(] [ (k 2  ]T1G 1Bxk + (k 2D)- 2 o2

k =0 k =0 k =0
x y z

2V-1 BI+(-)i2{ 2 2D)-2w2 - l

=Y V k (. . 1 k 1 k D[l +(k D 0 [A), .1]
=0 k =0 k =0
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where B (k) =B(k) + A (k), and
1+ lx(k iB1

Bla (-k) =f I ,(r)Bla(r)d3r [A.2]

In these expressions D, V are the diffusion coefficient and sample

volume respectively and 4,(r) are a complete orthonormal set of eigen-
k

functions satisfying

(V + k2)p.(r) = 0

and k

n V0 = 0,

where fi is a unit normal on the sample surface S.

In the case of cubical sample cell of dimension L,

4,(r) = A({)cos[kx (x + L/2)]cos[k y(y + L/2)]cos(k zZ)
k

where (k x,k y,k) = (Tr/L)(Z,m,n), Z,m,n = 0,1,2 .... The normalization

coefficient A(k) is given by

A(k) = 2 V2 [ (60 + l)(60m + 1)(60n + 1)V] -  [A.3]

By making use of the axial symmetry of B1(r) about the z axis,

[A.2] becomes

cos CosMIT OS k x xcos k y cos k z (r)d

A(1) o / x y kfz Bl(

[e i i Bl (r)d r

- A(k) cos cos v e + e . [A.4]

Letting
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c 2 Cos 22 e B1 (r)d r [A.5]
B() A(k os o - eL)r

V

we then have

Mlx( = BjcOL(k) + Blctx- [A.6]

We now make two assumptions:

a) w0T 1 0 0 = Wo(L/T) 2 D-1 >> 1, where in general
2 =1 2 2-1D-1

T mn = (k2D) I =(L/r)2[2 + m + n2  D

are the decay times of the various diffusion

modes.

b) b << L, where the dipole, m, is located at

(0,0,-b).

Assumption a) is well-satisfied in our experiments since w 0 T 1 0 0 > 900

for all of our data. Assumption b) is justifiable because it leads to

a result that agrees well with our data as has been discussed in Chap. 4.

The expression for T I equation (A.11, can now be put in more
4G

usable form. First, we note from [A.41 that the sum over k may be

taken over all k-space (rather than just the first octant) and the

result divided by 8:

T -1 = y 2 (8V) -1 1i ()12{k2D[l + (k 2D)-2w}-I
TIG k 1+ k [A.1

In addition:

1) By assumption a) the factor {k 2D[l + (k 2D)_ 
o 0}-

varies slowly over an increment JAkJ = n/L, and by

assumption b) 1Bl+( k) 2 likewise varies slowly with

respect to JAkI. Thus we can make the approximation
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! (V/7 3)fd 3 k.

k

2) The cos2 (kr/2)cos2 (m7/2) factor in the expressions
i2for Bl (k) reduces the density of states in k-space

by a factor of 4.

3) The error introduced by taking A(k) = (8/V) instead

of [A.3] is negligible.

Hence

-1 2 3 -lfd3 12 2 2-22 1

IGy (32T -  klil+(k)2(k2D)[l + (k D)-2]} . [A.7]

By assumption b) the expression for B l(k), equation [A.2], can
la~

also be simplified:

~ f (r3

(k)= Bl(r)4d(r r f B l() dr [A.81
k UHS k

where UHS signifies an integration over the upper half-space, i.e.,

z 0.

With these approximate expressions, we can now summarize the

explicit calculation of TIG. The expression for the perturbation

field is given by

BI+(r) = d+ ( bk) , b > 0

where the dipolar field B d+ (r) = Bdx (r) + iBdy(r), is conveniently

expressed by

Bd+() = (3m/r3 )(- 8/15 Y21 (0C [A.9]
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With the approximations that have been made [A.51 becomes

B' ( ) r Bl (r)eik- r d3
1++ UI(S

I(2/V)f (Z)Bd + bk .r d3 r

Z, k (r -b k ) 3
(2/V) ,f(z-b)Bd+ (r)e ( dr,

where

O(z) = o, z < 0

=1 z>1

Now it is convenient to use the Fourier representation of the

theta function:

-(z b) = (27T) "d3kleik*r O(-k')

where

2 [ -ikkb]

O(k') = (2r)25(kx)6(ky) ik z - i) [A.101

and n = 0+ is added for convergence.

Thus

Bi+(k) = (2/V) (2.T) fd k'I(k-k ')5(k) , [A.11]

where

I(k,k') = exp(- ikb)Jdb re "  Bd+(r), K k k'

Using the expansion
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i 'r = 4'r i
,m 

I

where j,(Kr) is an £-th order spherical Bessel function, and the

explicit form for Bd+ [A.9] it is seen that

-ik b

I(k,k') = 4Trm(8Tr/15)Y 2 1 (Q-)e

By substituting this and [A.10] into [A.111 an integral over k' resultsz

that may be readily evaluated by use of standard contour integration

techniques. This yields

BI(k) = _ 2m(2/V)exp(ik - kpb)(k z + ik) -l

where (kp, ko, k ) are the cylindrical coordinates of k.

Hence

- + 2 + 12
B(-k)l IB{(k) B+

(2/V)[47m(kkz/k 2)exp(-k b)] , [A.12)

where k = k2 + k
2

z p

This result may be substituted into [A.7] in order to obtain TI1
1G*

By letting u = bk v = bkp, Tb = b2/D, a=WoTb, and doing the trivial

integration over ks, we find

- 1 deu 2 -2v2 2 22T G (2/V)y m2(O~b)_I o" 0 ( V M
(2+v)[(u 2 +v +c2]

The integral over u may also be performed by use of contour integration
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techniques with the result

-2 2/ 222 - 4-2v- + 2v-4) 4]4
TlG (2T/V)y m (Db) c v e-{2[1 + (1 +- l}dv

[A.13]

4 -2v.

We can now make use of the fact that v e is sharply peaked at

v = 2 to evaluate [A.13] in the limits a >> l and OL < 1 where approxi-

mate expressions for the factor in curly brackets may be used.

Considering first the case a = oT = b 2/D << 1, we have
o o

l1//2 [1 + (1 + a24) ] 4 1 a 2/Sv4

so that

T-1 _mn2y2/(8Vbb), o << D / b 2  [A.14]
1G0

This expression is valid if the condition w 0 << D/b2 is compatible

with the requirement that IB1 (r)l<< Bo, i.e., that mb- << B . Thiso 0

compatibility is assured only if m << Db/y. In Chap. 4 we assumed
0.1m hsi 0-5 2 -1l01

b = 0.1 cm. Thus if D = 8 x cm sec , we require m << 4 x 1010

G cm 3 . Since we estimated m - 2 x 10-8 G cm3 from the data it is clear

that we would have not been able to experimentally verify [A.14]. In

addition, the condition w << D/b 2 would require that B << 4 x 10- 7 G,
0 0

a value smaller than the ambient field of ~ 3 PG.
2 -

Now in the opposite limit, w > D/ , we have0

(l/2")[1 + (1 + /V -1 1//IV3

Hence

T-31 ,- 3,n.(ym)Di /C4r, Vb4 3/2 [A.15]
IG 0

This was the expression used in Chap. 4 in order to obtain an estimate

of m.
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APPENDIX B

FORMAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Blo c AND M

FOR A UNIFORMLY MAGNETIZED RLGION IN A PERFECTLY DIAMAGNETIC SHIELD

We consider a uniformly magnetized region R located entirely in

a volume V bounded by a surface S (Fig. B.1). For purposes of this

discussion we assume that there is no trapped flux through S and con-

sider it to be perfectly diamagnetic for the low fields and frequencies

that are of interest. We now wish to calculate the average local mag-

netic flux density, Bloc, that is seen by a nucleus in R.

To do this, we note that there are no currents in V so that the

magnetic scalar potential may be used. Hence

-V H=V~H = -ir - 4rQ(r
H 

m

V. H=. . .P 44 • _M 47 - (r),

where pm = - M is the magnetic "charge" density. In our particular

case, we are assuming M(r) = M inside R and M(r) = 0 everywhere else

in V.

The problem therefore reduces to solving Poisson's equation,

2 )
=47p(r), with the Neumann boundary condition on S:

(3m/n) = 0
S

The solution to this problem may be formally expressed in terms of the

Green's function for the problem,
6 2
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Fig. B.l A uniformly magnetized region R located entirely in a
volume bounded by a surface S.
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m =V PM(r')GN(rr'')d
3r' + ( ¢ m  [B.1]

where ( m) is the average of Im on S.Sm

The Green's function in turn must satisfy

I 2

V'GN (r,r') - 476(r - r')

with the boundary condition

3GN(r,r')/3n' = - 47/s ,

where s is the surface area of S. In general the Green's function

has the form

GN(r,r') = (r -,)- + F(r,r')

where F is regular in V: V '2F(rr) = 0.

The boundary condition on GN does not completely specify GN; i.e.,

if GN satisfies the boundary condition, then GN(r,r') + f(r) does also.

Now since (@ m/3n) : 0 imrlies that f m(r)d r = 0, it is clear thatM S V

this ambiguity has no effect on the expression for P (r). It does,

however, have an effect on the symmetry (or reciprocity) of GN(r,r').

Since we would like to make use of this property (i.e., GN(r,r') =

: GN(r',r)), we can be assured that this will be the case if the

ambiguity in GN is removed by requiring~f GN(rr')ds' = 0. By using

Green's second ic4entity,

JV(4V2  - 4V2¢)d 3 r =J[(P/ n) - p(aq/3n)]ds'

V S

and letting ¢ = GN(*,u) and =N it is readily seen that this
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requirement implies that GN(r,r') GN r',r).

We may now proceed with the calculation by using equation [B.1].

Integrating by parts we have

4.A 44 3
'm (r) =f[Ve V (,)]G N(r,,)d r , + ( m)S

I [M()GN(,')] +f (') 'G (-,')d3r' + (
M N r r IVN r r M"V S f

= M" V'GN(rr')d r' + (P )
jN~ m

Inside R,

4.: 47 +47.I4. 4 3 A.B = HR + 4TM R = R Pm(r)d r + 4rM

R R R (rrR

=+ 4wiM - R 1fd r-VI -f V'GN r r)d r'] [ B.2]
R R

Now as we have noted in Chap. 5, the local field seen inside of

microscopic spherical cavity in R is given by

4. -. -.
Blo c = BR - (8n/3)MR

Hence, from [B.2]

Bloc = (47T/3')A - R -  d3r V[M J Nr , )d3r' ]

R R

Taking Cartesian components of this equation,

(Bloc) (47/3)Ni - R rd3rf!d3r'ViVGN(rr')j M.

R R

= Z U. .M.
1J

where

U (4_T/3)6.. R -1ffd3rd3rV.7!G.(r,r')
ij iji jN

R R
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Now

.Ifd rld rV.V!G (r,r) =f/fdrd r'V!V G (r'3r)
R R R R

33
= Iid r'd rV.V!G (r rt )

jN
R R

by the symmetry property of G N(r,r'). Thus U. =j U.. as we wished to

prove.
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APPENDIX C

FIRST ORDER CALCULATION OF Bo IN A NEARLY SPHERICAL SAMPLE

IN A NEARLY SPHERICAL SUPERCONDUCTING SHIELD

In this Appendix we will consider a specific example of the gen-

eral situation discussed in Appendix B. In particular we will adopt

the assumptions of Appendix B and will additionally assume that both

R and V are nearly spherical and nearly concentric.

Inside R, Bioc will be small compared to the macroscopic flux

4. 4

density, B = 8TM/3. It is nonzero for two reasons: 1) asphericity in

the sample cell, and 2) the presence of the superconducting shield.

Blo c will not necessarily be uniform over R. Since we are only inter-

ested in the average of Bloc in a spherical volume, however, we will

only be calculating the uniform component of B1oc. It is noteworthy

that a gradient in M arising from a density gradient (due to, for

example, a thermal gradient or the effect of gravity) does not affect

Blo c as can be verified by direct calculation.

Outside of R, the field arising from the sample magnetization

will be predominately dipolar. Higher multipole moments that arise

due to sample asphericity or a magnetization gradient can affect Bloc

only through interaction with imperfections in the superconducting

shield. (The reasoning behind this statement will become apparent

later in this appendix.) Since we are only interested in doing a first-

order calculation these higher moments will be neglected. This neglect
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of higher multipole moments allows the problem to be split to two:

First we will calculate Bloc in a nearly spherical sample without

the presence of the shield, and then the issue of a dipole in a nearly

spherical superconducting shield will be considered separately.

C.l B in a Nearly Spherical Sample
-bc-

As in Appendix B, we may utilize the magnetic scalar potential

+ 62m (r) which is given by

(t) = - *JM(r )ir - r'. - 1 d 3 r' [C.]

R

- 4" -- 4€.

where H = - . Since we are assuming M to be uniform in R, V * H = 0
m

everywhere in R except at the surface. Thus inside R we may write

@M(r) = A r Yim(, ) (C.2]
i,m Z'm 

m *I

where the reality of 4m requires that Aim = (-l) Am. Combining [C.1]

and [C.2],

x A mr Y m(,) = - f "}-d3r ' I
i,m R

Since we are interested in Alm (which corresponds to the uniform com-

ponent of H), we have

=m V d 3r'r - 1r'j- 1  [C.3]

R

At this point it is useful to express everything in terms of

spherical vectors and spherical harmonics. Thus

M = 0 V 0 + - + +)
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where as usual M = M and M = MX + iM, and likewise for In

addition, the well-known expansion for I;r = r-j-1 may be used:

1; r'{1  4 E k k+l * ,

[r</r> (2k + l)]Ykq(w)Ykq(O)
kq

where r> and r< are the larger and smaller of Irl and 1r'1 respectively,

and 2 and Q' refer to the spherical angles specifying the orientations

of r and r'. With these substitutions, [C.3] becomes

A r = -S 2)[M V + (M V + M V )]47T kq
im lm z 0 + - -+ kq 2k + I

rkf k1l Ykq(l2')d 3 r' jC.4]

R >
-4.

To proceed further, we may express V in terms of the angular

462

momentum operator, L:

Vr/r - (r L) [C.5]

where
L- - (r x V) [C.61

With these expressions, it is not difficult to show that

V 3 110 3r r [Y11 (Q2)L + YI-(4)L+] [C.7a]

and

+/8i/ {Yl (Q)[_ - + 1rL + 1 Y()L[C.7b]

V+ - t T -r 0] V-r Y10(+2)L[-

Now from [C.4] we see that we need to evaluate integrals of the

form
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disY l Y k Q

By use of the relations
6 2

LoYzm = mYXm [C.8a]

and

LY = (+ m)(k + m + 1) Y [C.8b]
+ kmi + ),mtl

we see that integrals of this form can be decomposed further into

terms containing the integrals

I =fd2 *Y; ( R)Yk I(Q)
'lmlm'kq im()Ym kq

where m' + (q' - q) = i. Integrals of this type are readily evaluated:
82

IL3m3L2m2 £1m -fdY1 Y Z3m3( )Y 2m2 )()Y1mi (Q)

(2k1 + 1)(2Z2 + 1)

=2 + 1) Z1922 001 I 2 O>

I Z12 m1 m 2 1 k2 3 m 3 > ,[C.9]

where the quantities in the angle brackets are the usual angular momen-

tum coupling coefficients. By use of the triangle rule and parity, we

see that Ilmlm'kq, can be nonzero only when k = 0,2. It is also

required that m' + q' = m or that m = i + q.

Having obtained these results, we now turn our attention to the

last integral in the expression [C.4]:

_"k, k+l3

(f ')dQ f R° (W2')r 2 kr /r k+l)dr,
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where Ro (0') specifies the radius of the surface at O',@'. For

example, in the case k = 2, we have

J r2fY * (Q')dQ'{1/5 + Xn[R (0')/r ]l2q 2 q 0

If we now specify Ro (') by its expansion in spherical harmonics,

Ro(a') = R [I + Ea YmY(S')]0 0 =
m

where

m*

x-m (-1) cmm {£mJ << I

then

PnR ZnR + : ZmYZm ( ' )

m

to first order. To this approximation, we then find J2q = a2q r2

Likewise, the case k = q = 0 may be evaluated to obtain

Jo : r (R2 - r 2/3) to first order.
00= 20

Having thus shown that only a2m have any effect on the result,

we will now simplify the situation even further by considering that

only a20 is nonzero. This corresponds to a deformation of the spheri-

cal sample cell to a spheroid with the z axis as the axis of symmetry.

The spheroid is prolate if a20 > 0 and oblate if a20 < 0. With this

simplification, carrying out the necessary algebra yields

A10 4'TM 2 1 [C.10a)10 3 1+A - o - 201,

1-1 11 U20)
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Substitution of this result into [C.2] yields the desired compon-

ent of m (r). It is convenient at this point to revert to Cartesian

vectors. Doing this we have

- r

where 4)(1) is the k= 1 component of P andm m

- = .'3/2Tr Re A
x  11

H = - 13/-y Im All [C.11]

H //i 10

Using the expressions for A10 and A1 1 given by equations [C.10] we

have the result

(41r/3)M M
H = - + Qc

where

0 0

4 VIT/5Q 2 ot 0 ~4 0 [C.12]
QC 20

In addition, since we have seen in Appendix B that Bloc = H + (47T/3)M

Bloc Q c •

It should be noted that the same result may be obtained by con-

sidering a uniformly magnetized ellipsoid that differs only slightly

from a sphere. In the case of an ellipsoid, of course, the internal

field is always uniform no matter how pronounced the deviation from

sphericity.
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C.2 Dipole in a Nearly Spherical Superconducting Shield

We now consider the case of a dipole m = (47rR /3)M located near

the center of a nearly spherical, perfectly diamagnetic shield of

mean radius RsO. For our present purposes, we consider m to be a

point dipole and ignore the susceptibility of any materials located

inside of the shield.

The calculation of the "reflected" field H = - V$ that arisesr mr

due to the presence of the shield may be approached in much the same

manner as the previous calculation. We start with

m ( = (r [Ak m (r/Rs0 ) + Bkm(r/Rso)- + m

With a dipole at the origin, all Bkm are zero except

-2 /-4ii-/ mBI = 2S m
B10 R so z/

B -R vr/-i7m - im
11 so x y

B =-B

Thus

r I (Rso/r) ,O ) + F, A2 m(r/Rso) ,$) , [C.13]

m Zm

where we are specifically interested in determining

(1)= A (r/R )Y (4)mr lm so lmm

i.e., the coefficients Alm*

The boundary condition (fi Vm) s = 0, where fi is the unit normal
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to the surface S, must now be expressed in a useful form. We take S

to be given by r RS(6,0) where

RS = RS[1 m+ E"a91mY,*)] , [C.14]
X=1
m

and as usual jakmj << 1, _m = (-1) . Letting

f(r,O,4) E r - RS,)

so that

n= (/IVf)rR
S

the boundary condition may be written

(Vf -m~ r=Rs = 0 . [C.151

By expressing the V operator in terms of the angular momentum

operator (equations [C.51 and [C.6J) the boundary condition fC.15]

may be expressed in the form

RS(apm/3r)R RsI[Lf) I (Lmr [C.16]
S m [(Lf) (L =)]R

where we have made use of the fact that both r • L and j * (r x L) are

zero.

Now

Lf - Rso E ,mLYXm
Z=

m

L4m = BIm(RSO/r)2LY(64) + A (r/Rs 0 ) LYm( )
m km-
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and

30m/ar RSO'[Alm - 2Blm(Rso/r)3]Ylm(6,0 )
m

+ RS0 ZA(r/Rs Y()

m

Thus, by substituting these expressions in [C.161 we see that if

0 for all k,m (i.e., the shield is perfectly spherical) then

0 0it is necessary that A°m = 2B A°m = 0, Z R 2. As a result,
Im Im' km

(AAm - ) and all of the other Aim are expected to be small if the

09M are small. It is therefore convenient to define the small para-

meters Aim, where

0A = -A A A -2B
Alm Aim lm A im im

and

Am = AW, k 2

By expressing Lf, L4 and 3Dm /r in terms of these new parameters,

we may easily obtain Alm to first order by 1) evaluating the boundary

condition at r = RS0 (instead of RS), and 2) ignoring products involv-

ing Akm k q since they are second order. Hence [C.161 yields

AlmYlm + =
m m im £ZA~mYim =- 3 1 kqBlm(LYim) (LYk ) [C.17]

m k=1 m q
q

Multiplying [C.171 by Ylm' and integrating yields the desired expres-
I

sion for A1m,

Alto, = 3 B IkdqY Q)L • LYm(1) [C.18]
im' k=l m kq lm im k lm

q
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The scalar product of the spherical vector harmonics is given by

(LYkq)• (LYm) = (L+YkqLYlm + L_YkqL+Ylm + LoYkq LoYlm

which may be evaluated by equations [C.8] and the consequent integrals

are then given by [C.9]. We immediately infer from the triangle rule

and parity that only the k = 2 terms survive and that of these terms

we must have m + q = mt.

An important consequence of this result is that the centering of

the shield (which corresponds to the Y1m term in the expression for RS )

has no effect in first order and is therefore not as important as the

quadrupolar error.

At this point we again choose as an illustration the case where

only 620 is nonzero. Thus m' = m, and we obtain

A 0 =

A = _ (9/2 5jS-±) 201±1

Substituting the resulting values for Aim = Am + 2BIm into [C.13] and

returning to the Cartesian representation we find for the "reflected"

field that

H r(r = 0) = - (8n/3)(R 0/RS0 )
3M + QSM

where 0 00
= - 12yr /5 (R0/Rs0)

3
2 0 (1 0

0 2
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